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U.S. INTERNATIONAL DRUG POLICY-ALLEGA-
TIONS OF INCREASED CUBAN INVOLVEMENT
IN INTERNATIONAL DRUG TRAFFICKING

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11, 1989

U.S. SENATE,
SENATE CAUCUS ON INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS CONTROL,

Coconut Grove, FL.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in the city

of Miami Commission Chambers, 3500 Pan American Drive, Coco-
nut Grove, FL, Hon. Bob Graham presiding.

Also present: Congressman Larry Smith, who joined the hearing
at a later time.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BOB GRAHAM, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Senator GRAHAM. Good morning.
I call to order the U.S. Senate Caucus on International Narcotics

Control, the caucus established by statute with the responsibility of
reviewing U.S. policy as it relates to the international prevention
of drug trafficking.

Today's hearing will focus on two issues.
The first issue is the subject of the second panel, which will be

the U.S. law enforcement response to the allegations of increased
utilization of Cuba as a center for the transportation of drugs into
the United States.

That panel will include representatives of various U.S. law en-
forcement agencies involved in the protection of our borders.

The second issue will be for the first panel, which will attempt to
discuss the context within Cuba out of which the allegations of ex-
panded Cuban involvement in international drug trafficking is oc-
curring.

A caveat for both of the panels is that this is a very rapidly de-
veloping issue. There may be some subjects which cannot be pur-
sued to their conclusion because of the confidential nature of infor-
mation involved. I am aware of some of those areas and will at-
tempt to be sensitive in terms of questions to be asked. If there are
questions which are inadvertently put that would raise such con-
cerns, if you would please so indicate the committee will be under-
standing.

This is part of a series of hearings which are being held both in
Washington and at field locations by the International Drug
Caucus on the subject.



This has also been the subject of hearings by other committees,
including in the House of Representatives Foreign Affairs Commit-
tee under the chairmanship of Congressman Dante Fascell under
the subcommittee chaired by Congressman Larry Smith. Congress-
man Smith will be joining us later this morning to participate in
this hearing.

Before turning to our first panel, I would like to make these in-
troductory comments. The first panel will attempt to answer a
series of questions.

One of the most fundamental is, what did Fidel Castro know
about the use of his country as a new center for drug trafficking,
when did he know about it, and what actions were taken?

The evidence that has been accumulated to date suggests that
Fidel Castro knew a great deal about drug smuggling and that he
knew it a long time ago. I personally remain extremely skeptical as
to Castro's statements of overnight conversion into the hemi-
sphere's tough guy on drug smuggling. If Castro was really inter-
ested in fighting drug trafficking, he could have started a long time
ago-perhaps as I9ng as 25 years ago.

One of our witnTesses in the first panel, Dr. Clark, will be present-
ing the Miami Herald article dated September 22, 1963, entitled
"Castro Linked to 'Alarming' Cocaine Traffic". Regardless of Cas-
tro's recent statements that he was ignorant of drug smuggling
around him, the record indicates otherwise.

Some examples from that record:
Since the early 1960's, Castro has reportedly maintained close

ties with the Colombian narcoterrorist group, M-19.
In 1982, Thomas Enders, Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-

American Affairs, testified before a Senate committee on Cuba's
direct role in, "using the Colombian narcotics ring to funnel arms
as well as funds to Colombian M-19 guerrillas".

Also in 1982, a U.S. grand jury indicted four high-ranking Cuban
Government officials on charges of smuggling drugs into the
United States. Ironically, one of those named in that indictment,
Adm. Aldo Santamaria, was one of the 47 officers who sat in judg-
ment of Maj. Gen. Arnaldo Ochoa. As we know, General Ochoa was
executed July 13, accused of drug trafficking and "betraying the
revolution".

Another of those indicted in 1982 was Cuba's current Anbassa-
dor to Nicaragua, Fernando Ravelo Renedo. At the time, he was
Cuba's Plenipotentiary Ambassador to Colombia.

As serious as this indictment was, it was just the beginning.
In 1983, the Drug Enforcement Administration and the Federal

Bureau of Investigation reiterated Ender's testimony; both agencies
said that Cuba helped narcotraffickers smuggle drugs in exchange
for help smuggling arms to Latin American guerrilla groups.

In 1988, a Southern District of Florida grand jury indicted five
individuals as part of a conspiracy to transport multikilo shipments
of cocaine from Colombia into the United States through prear-
ranged points in Cuba. One of these transshipment points was the
Cuban military base at Varadero.

In 1989, an indictment was handed down in Jacksonville describ-
ing Cuba's drug trafficking activities and the involvement of Carlos
Lehder, the infamous Colombian cocaine smuggler, and an Ameri-



can, Robert Vesco. Vesco lives in Cuba under government protec-
tion.

This record, and the testimony we will hear today, will help us
add additional chapters to the volume that we already know about
Castro and when he knew about drugs in Cuba.

Our first presenter today is Prof. Jaime Suchlicki, director of the
Institute of Interamerican Studies at the University of Miami.

Professor, I would ask that you and the other presenters would
limit your remarks to 10 minutes.

We have the full text of your statement which will appear in the
record.

If you would like to summarize or elaborate, you are free to do
SO.

PANEL CONSISTING OF JAIME SUCHLICKI, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE
OF INTERAMERICAN STUDIES, AND PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL
ECONOMY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, UNIVERSITY OF
MIAMI; DR. ANTONIO JORGE, FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNI-
VERSITY ECONOMIST, SPECIALIST ON THE CUBAN ECONOMY;
DR. JUAN M. CLARK, SOCIOLOGIST, MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY
COLLEGE, SPECIALIST ON CUBAN HUMAN RIGHTS; MANUEL De-
BEUNZA, FORMER CUBAN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE OFFICER;
JORGE MAS CANOSA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CUBAN AMERI-
CAN NATIONAL FOUNDATION

STATEMENT OF PROF. JAIME SUCHLICKI
Professor SUCHLICKI. Senator Graham, I seek the opportunity to

present my remarks to this committee.
I would like to address basically five quick questions and then

hopefully generate some thought and discussion.
The first question is: Why was the Cuban Government involved

in the drug business?
The second question is: Did Fidel know about the drug business?
The third question is: Why was there a purge in Cuba at this

time?
The fourth question is: What other problems Fidel may have

been experiencing in Cuba that provoked this purge?
And fifth, and more important: What are the consequences of

these events in Cuba?
First of all, the question about why the Cuban Government was

involved in the drug business.
It is clear that Cuba, for a number of years, has seen narcotics as

a tool against the United States and as a weapon to fight the
United States.

The same as they support revolutionary groups throughout the
world, similarly to their involvement with military adventures in
Africa and elsewhere, the Cuban Government and Fidel see narcot-
ics as a tool to undermine American society, to weaken the United
States, and so on.

And the second reason is the source of hard currency. There is
no question that the drug business can provide Cuba and has pro-
vided Cuba a significant amount of currency.

The second question is: Did Fidel know?



Well, it is very difficult in a highly totalitarian society with the
methods of control that exist in Cuba that the Cuban Government
and Fidel Castro and Raul would have not known what was going
on in Cuba. This was not a one-shot operation. This was an oper-
ation that was going on for a number of years, involving various
elements in the armed forces.

One of the elements, executed Antonio de la Guardia. He was ex-
tremely close to Fidel, to the extent of participating with Fidel in
night life and other activities. It was a close relationship. And it is
very, very doubtful that in that kind of a society Fidel would have
not known.

I searched the computerized data base that we have at the Uni-
versity of Miami, regarding any statements that Fidel would have
made about drugs in Cuba in the past.

On September 30, 1977, Fidel Castro, in a speech, acknowledged
that there were planes and boats coming to Cuba with drugs and
Cuba was being used as a place for transshipment of drugs. And I
quote: "We have received millions of pesos from this confiscation of
planes."

Now, if he knew in 1977, why didn't he know in 1989? If this was
going on as far as 12 years ago, it had to continue.

So, there is very little doubt in my mind that this was a sanc-
tioned operation by the Cuban Government and by Fidel, for two
reasons: one to obtain money, and two, to undermine the United
States.

Now the third question is: Why did he decide to purge and exe-
cute some of these elements at this time?

First of all, there was enough evidence mounting about Cuba's
involvement that an expose by the United States of Cuba's oper-
ation would have hurt Castro's reputation and would have involved
Castro with Noriega, no different than the expose of human rights
violations in Cuba at the United Nations.

Second, during Gorbachev's visit to Cuba6 there was a fresh
report on Fidel to cleanup his act.

Third, from Cuba's point of view, this would have been good PR,
it would clean Cuba's image and would have thrown an olive
branch to the United States.

Fourth, there was significant corruption in Cuba relating to the
drug issue, so Fidel, in a sense, was eliminating two things: the
problems that were affecting him with the drug business, and
eliminating some elements in Cuba that were profiting from the
drug business.

Now, what other problems were developing at the same time?
Well, there is no clear evidence whether Ochoa was involved or

was not involved in the drug business. My analysis of the situation
indicates that the conflict with Ochoa and some military officers
had to do more about a power struggle in Cuba and probably about
Cuba's involvement in Africa.

As you know, Senator, Cuba has been involved for a number of
years in Angola. Castro has had close relationships with the
SWAPO in Namibia, and now that Namibia is becoming independ-
ent there is a growing interest on the part of Cuba to support the
SWAPO.



It is possible, but there were some discussions about moving
Cuban troops from Angola into Namibia, and this, perhaps, led to
the differences between some high-ranking officers of the Cuban
Government and, finally, to the execution of Ochoa.

As you know, Ochoa was involved, was the guy that had trained
the Ethiopian Army and the Nicaraguan Armed Forces. Therefore,
any involvement of Cuba in Africa would have had to involve
Ochoa. And the Cuban Armed Forces were not thrilled with their
participation in the Angolan war. They wanted to withdraw, and it
was Fidel who wanted to continue. So that was one issue that was
going on at the same time.

And the other issue is the problem of succession.
I think Fidel has been very jealous about the power of his broth-

er and assuring that, if he were to disappear, his brother would
continue in power.

Therefore, any figure, and Ochoa naturally was a popular figure
in Cuba, a hero of the Cuban revolution, wouid have overshadowed,
in a crisis of succession, Fidel; and, therefore, Fidel used this oppor-
tunity to eliminate possible elements that would have overshad-
owed Fidel in a succession crisis.

Now, one of the consequences of these events-well, first of all,
the reassertion of the Fidel in all his power, there is no question
that Raul has emerged now with much greater power, although
maybe with less prestige within the armed forces, but with greater
power.

Second, greater control by the Cuban Armed Forces.
The Minister of the Interior was placed under the control of Abe-

lardo Colome and the armed forces, so the rivalry that existed in
the past between the Minister of the Interior and the armed forces
has somewhat been eliminated, and the armed forces have taken
greater control of the Minister of the Interior.

The third consequence, elimination of potential rivalry and po-
tential rising star, Ochoa.

Fourth, significant apprehension, fear, concern in Cuba about the
future. And then this represents a heightening, even further, of po-
litical control and repression in Cuba.

And the fifth consequence is an olive branch that Fidel has
thrown to the United States to negotiate over certain issues and
particularly over the drug issue.

I, for my point of view, feel that an exchange of information
could be conducted with the Cuban Government, but cooperation in
terms of United States-Cuban cooperation over the drug issue, No.
1, is not necessary.

And, in part, this is my bias: I think that the fighting over the
drug issue has to be fought, No. 1, at the source, and, No. 2, at the
consumer.

Interdiction is an important part, but it is not the key part with
fighting drugs.

Besides this, I think that the pressure that has forced Fidel to
take this action, and it continues, is pressure of world opinion and
U.S. public opinion would be enough to keep him honest and to
prevent a significant now operation of drug dealing in Cuba.

So, it is not necessary for the United States to either provide con-
cessions, legitimize the Cuban Government, negotiate with Fidel.
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For this issue it is enough to keep the limelight on this issue, and
that would be sufficient for him to restrain from continuing.

This is briefly my remarks, and I appreciate the opportunity.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you very much, Doctor.
We will hear from all the members of the first panel before we

turn to questions.
[The prepared statement of Professor Suchlicki follows:]



Remarks on Cuba by Professor Jaime Suchlicki, Director
Institute of Interamerican Studies

Graduate School of International Studies
University of Miami

before the
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The Unchanging Revolution

In the 1990s, Castro faces some of the old problems that

have plagued the Cuban revolution in the past as well as new and

critical challenges. Internally, there is growing evidence of

disillusionment with the party's and Castro's exhortations.

Youth apathy and absenteeism are increasing. Castro seems to be

loosing the battle to create a new generation devoted to the

party and to the revolution. Despite thirty years of education

and indoctrination, the "new man" is nowhere to be found. The

loss of this generation represents, perhaps, the greatest

challenge for the future stability of the regime.

Economically the revolution has reached a critical stage.

Persistent structural problems in the economy, low prices for

Cuba's export products, and inability to obtain greater

quantities of aid from the Soviet Union are forcing a

reexamination of basic goals. The deepening economic crisis has

produced a new frenzy of planning activity and greater

regimentation in the hope of stimulating productivity. While

rejecting perestrolka and glasnost, Castro has returned to the

failed paths of the past insisting that the Cubans should work

harder, sacrifice more, and expect less in the years ahead.

Pessimism and cynicism have replaced revolutionary fervor. For

the foreseeable future the Cubans can expect more austerity with

greater food and consumer goods rationing, and, therefore, much

harder times.



Externally Castro remains a willing ally of the Soviet

Union. While frictions have developed since Gorbachev's

assumption of power, the Soviet Union's influence on the conduct

of Cuba's foreign policy remain strong and Cuba's solidarity with

the Soviets is one of the main cornerstones of Cuba's foreign

policy. Without abandoning his commitment to anti-Americanism

and internationalism, Castro has become more selective in

supporting revolutionary groups in Latin America and elsewhere.

He has expanded ties with the new Latin American democracies and

has tried to project a statesmanlike image onto the area. He

also negotiated on his own terms a solution to the Angolan

conflict.

Mild overtures from Castro toward the U.S. are encouraging

those in this country who believe it is time for a rapprochement

with Cuba. In 1989, Castro tried and executed three high ranking

officers of the Interior Ministry and General 42Fnaldo Ochoa,

former Commander of Cuban troops in Africa, accusing them of drug

trafficking. Denying his or his brother's involvement with

drugs, a denial few believed, Castro called on the U.S. for

cooperation in fighting the drug trade.

As he has in the past, Castro seems willing to negotiate and

to cooperate with the U.S. on secific issues. The question,

however, is not over negotiations but rather over Castro's

willingness to make meaningful concessions to the U.S.--

concessions concerning Cuba's relationship to the Soviet Union,

the Soviet military arsenals and presence on the island, Cuba's
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fomenting of revolutionary and terrorist insurgencies, the

involvement of Cuba's military forces overseas, and the

liberalization of Castro's totalitarian grip on the Cuban people.

Castro is not ready or willing to make these major

concessions. It is interesting to note that Fidel's overtures to

the United States are usually followed with the by-now standard

qualifier: "Since certain things are sacred-independence, the

country's sovereignty, its revolutionary principles, its

political and social systems cannot ba renounced. Whoever

destroys them will have to fight us." In a bitter and vitriolic

anti-American speech on July 26, 1989, the 36th anniversary of

the Moncada attack, Castro reemphasized his commitment to

revolution and rejected any possibilities of change. "There will

be threats as a result of imperialist policy," he said. "There

is an idea that socialism is declining and that tha time is right

to extract from Cuba the price of more than thirty years of

revolution. No price will be exacted here."

Yet, recurrently, U.S. administrations have hoped for an

accommodation with the Cuban Revolution. Castro has

periodically, especially prior to U.S. elections, extended

ostensible olive branches to the United States only to retract

them. The expectation remains, however, that somehow a

negotiated settlement can be found in order to contain Castro's

internationalism and the accelerating currents of instability and

conflict in Central America and to relieve the difficult choices

that the United States confronts in responding to these
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developments. Optimistic appraisals of the possibility of a

"deal" with Castro have also been encouraged to a large extent by

the spectacle of Cuba's deepening economic problems.

A Cul de Sac Situation

Prior to the revolution most of Cuba's foreign trade was

with Western nations, almost 70% with the United States. Since

Castro's takeover, Cuba's trade has been reoriented primarily

toward Socialist countries. Today, 80% of Cuba's trade is with

non-Western nations. To many American businesses, the

possibility of reopening this market to American products seems

natural, given the pre-revolutionary tradition, the geographical

proximity of the island, and the needs of the Cuban economy for

American know-how and technology. The notion of trade with Cuba

is also surrounded by certain mysticism that attaches gargantuan

proportions to the Cuban market enhanced by the vision of selling

to a state-controlled economy with its massive purchasing power.

There is little question about Cuba's chronic need for U.S.

technology, products, and services. Yet need alone does not

determine the size or viability of a market. Cuba's large

foreign debt, owed to both Western and Socialist countries, the

abysmal performance of its economy, and the low prices for its

major exports make the "bountiful market" perception a perilous

mirage.

Given Cuba's dismal economic picture, Castro's ability to

use its scant foreign exchange to buy U.S. and Western products

will remain very limited for the foreseeable future. The



island's economy has fallen from a position of regional economic

leadership to a level below the median Caribbean per capita

income. In the process, Cuba has amassed a foreign debt in

excess of $10 billion, of which an estimated $3.5 billion is uwed

to Western countries and the balance to the Soviet Union. The

servicing of this debt has created an added burden to the

economy. Yet this debt does not take into consideration the more

than $15 billion the USSR has granted Cuba between 1961 and 1988,

including commodity subsidies, absorption of balance of trade

deficits and a current annual level of aid in excess of $3.6

billion. Cuba's indebtedness to the Soviet Union and the high

level of assistance it receives from Moscow vouch to its

dependency, to its subordination to decisionmaking mechanisms

other than its own, and to its inability to divert significant

resources to purchase Western goods.

Obviously, Cuba's dependency on foreign powers has greatly

increased relative to the pre-revolutionary era. This

exacerbation of dependency must be judged in terms of Cuba's loss

of economic flexibility and alternatives as a result of the

politico-ideological commitments of the Revolution. This

commitment has exacted a high economic price not only through

heightened international dependency but also through a massive

concentration on sugar that has weakened Cuba's possibilities to

diversify its exports as well as its choice of trading partners.

If a resumption of U.S.- Cuban economic relations were to

take place, the United States must be prepared to barter its



products for Cuban sugar. Given Cuba's chronic shortage of hard

currency, bartering is the only mechanism available to the Castro

regime to acquire U.S. goods. But Cuba's gain of any share of

the U.S. sugar market must come at the expense of other sugar

producers in the Caribbean as well as sugar producers in the
United States itself. This arrangement would deal a considerable

blow to the American sugar industry, but it would be

particularly devastating to the economies of a score of friendly

nations structurally depenaent on sugar exports to the United

States. These nations, such as the Dominican Republic, Costa

Rica, Guatemala, and El Salvador would face additional hardships,

stifled growth and enlarged debt burdens that could threaten

their political stability and the U.S. security interests in the

region.

It is also important to point out that domestic

protectionism in the United States has already resulted in

reduced sugar quotas for most regional producers. Furthermore,

given Cuba's political and ideological values, sugar exports

would not be constrained by economic rationality. A specific

danger is that Cuba, with its Soviet ties, could subsidize sugar

exports. In other words, Cuba would employ below marginal cost.

To some Caribbean sugar-states, this would represent an economic

dislocation of the first magnitude. The same argument holds, in

varying degrees, for other potential Cuban exports such as

nickel,tobacco, and rum.

Ultimately, Cuba's products are neither economically nor

strategically important to the Uniteditates. From the U.S.



point of view, therefore, the reestablishment of commercial ties

with Cuba would be at best problematic. It would create severe

market distortions for an already precarious regional economy in

the Caribbean and Central America since the U.S. would have to

shift some of these countries sugar quota to Cuba. It would

provide the U.S. market products that are cf little value and in

abundant supply. And, while some U.S firms could benefit from a

resumed trade relationship, it would not help in any significant

way the U.S.'s overall economy. Cuba does not have the ability

or resources to become an important potential client like China

or the Soviet Union.

Commitment to Internationalism

With the protective umbrella of the Soviet Union, Castro

continues to play a great power role in Africa, Latin America,

and the Middle East, supports violent revolution in three

continents and has led the non-aligned movement -- a role totally

out of proportion to Cuba's size and resources and at the expense

of the Cuban people. The Cuban leadership sees its support for

revolution as an integral and critical part of Cuba's foreign

policy. The Soviets provide Cuba the protective umbrella that

allows Castro's adventurism in the world. While not providing

the principal motivation for Castro's policies, the protection

and aid of the Soviet Union enhances Cuba's policies and actions.

Yet it is important to emphasize that Soviet willingness to

restrain Castro, even if achieved as a result of a U.S.-Soviet

understanding, may not be sufficient to prevent Cuba's



involvement with revolutionary groups. After all, in the 1960's,

Castro engaged in revolutionary exploits throughout the world,

many times to the chagrin and dismay of the Soviets.

American analysts generally neglect the personal factor as a

key to the behavior of a revolutionary society dominated by the

charisma and philosophy of a single personality. Notwithstanding

the prominent attention that has been given to Castro the leader,

there is still inadequate appreciation of Castro the man, and of

the integral roles that violent revolution and "internationalism"

exert in his personal makeup.

The tenets of Cuba's international relations have developed

into seven main themes: (1) the survival of the Castro

revolution; (2) the internationalization of Castro's personal

prestige and charisma and the resulting power and influence this

conveys; (3) the maintenance of a close alliance with the Soviet

Union and its interests throughout the world; (4) the

preservation of an anti-American posture in an attempt to weaken

American power and influence worldwide; (5) the acquisition of

influence and supportive allies among third world states; (6) the

development of a "new international economic order"; and (7) the

continuous support of "movements of national liberation" in Asia,

Africa, the Middle East and Latin America.

The Cuban government assists a broad range of "progressive

forces," terrorist groups, and religious fanatics opposing the

United States. Sin(.a the 1970's, however, the regime has been

increasingly willing, in spite of its Marxist-rhetoric, to



establish ties with conservative Latin American states. It seems

clear that ideology is not the sole factor shaping Cuba's

external behavior. Cuban interest in developing such relations

has been motivated by a desire to foster Cuban and at times

Soviet objectives and to undermine U.S. interests in the area.

In the Malvinas/Falklands War, Cuba supported the reactionary

Argentine military junta (not democratically elected but trading

increasingly with the Soviet bloc) and opposed England, a close

ally of the United States.

Another interesting characteristic of Cuba's foreign policy

is the attempt to achieve goals with low risks. Failures abroad

would hurt Castro's prestige and weaken his leverage. Successes,

on the other hand, feed the leader's ego and bring with them

tangible rewards: worldwide influence, leverage vis-a-vis the

Kremlin, and internal support, which compensates for the

continuous economic failures and hardships endured by the Cuban

people. Successes abroad justify sacrifices at home.

In spite ot the expansive role of Cuba and the daring

successes of certain Cuban initiatives (especially in Africa),

Cuban foreign policy has had its share of failures and has shown

signs of possible trappings. The U.S. invasion of Grenada is a

case of forced Cuban reversal. The difficult situation of the

Sandinista government in Nicaragua as well as that of the

insurgents in El Salvador show the limits of Cuba's

internationalism.

The image of a non-aligned Cuba has been repeatedly

tarnished due to Castro's close partnership with the Soviets.



His failure to condemn the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan cost

him dearly. It is difficult for Castro, the "champion" of

nonintervention and a constant critic of past U.S. interventions,

to justify the brutal Soviet intervention in Afghanistan. It is

difficult also for honest and responsible leaders of the Third

World to accept this dual standard. Castro's recent attempt to

rally Latin American leaders to repudiate their foreign debt

contrasts sharply with Cuba's continuous commitment to pay its

own debt to the Soviets as well as to Western countries. The

preaching of morality at home and the practice of cynicism abroad

are difficult to reconcile.

Cuba and Angola

On December 1988, Angola, South Africa, and Cuba signed an

agreement mediated by the U.S. calling for the removal of Cuban

troops from Angola and the independence of Namibia. While it is

too early to assess the long-term impact of this accord, the

possibilities that Cuban troops will be removed from that

troubled country and that a war that has dragged on for more than

13 years will come to an end are undoubtedly reasons for

rejoicing. As some optimistic observers have pointed out, the

more than 52,000 Cuban troops will leave Angola over a 30 month

period; Namibia may achieve independence, free elections, and

democracy; Jonas Savimbi and his group will survive as a

political and military force and play a role in the political

future of Angola; and, eventually Angola may move away from the

Soviet Union and closer to the west.



Yet a less optimistic analysis may show significant problems

with this agreement. First the Movement for the Liberation of

Angola (MPLA), the Marxist regime in power in Angola, will be

unchallenged and protected, since South African troops will be

precluded from reentering Angolan territory. The agreement does

not mention Savimbi (the guerrilla leader supported by the U.S.

and South Africa) whose group, the National Union for the Total

Independence of Angola (UNITA), has been fighting the MPLA since

before the independence of Angola. Without South African

support, UNITA will almost certainly weaken to the point of not

representing a threat to the MPLA regime.

The second beneficiary will be Namibia. This buffer

territory, bordering on Angola and South Africa, will attain its

independence. One of the strongest forces, both politically and

militarily, in Namibia is the Southwestern African Peoples

Organization (SWAPO), a coalition of leftist guerrillas dominated

by pro-Soviet, pro-Angolan Marxists. SWAPO is likely to inherit

power. The prospect is, therefore, for another "independent"

state, friendly toward the Soviet Union and opposed to the United

States and the South Africans.

The third beneficiary will be Cuba. There are several ways

of interpreting the impact of the agreement on the Castro regime.

One interpretation emphasizes that Cuba has been forced, bowing

to Soviet pressures, to remove its troops from Angola. Castro

thus emerges as a puppet of the Soviets. Furthermore, despite

loss of life and sacrifices, Cuban troops have not crushed
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Savimbi or defeated the South African forces, showing Cuban

efforts to have been partially fruitless. Castro, furthermore,

will have to reabsorb some 52,000 troops at a time when the Cuban

economy is reaching bottom. I 'ernally, this could lead to

growing domestic opposition to Castro and to unhappiness among

Cuban military who fought in Angola. The execution of General

Ochoa in July 1989 seems more connected with foreign policy

differences, probably over Africa, than with drugs. A repeat of

Castro's adventurism abroad will therefore be deterred to some

degree in the future, since Cuban troops will not be willing to

make new sacrifices in foreign lands.

There is a different long-term interpretation more

significant to U.S. interests. Castro can be seen as having

achieved his original goal of consolidating a Marxist regime in

power; additionally, he may have secured the independence of

Namibia and the possible installation of a Marxist regime in that

country. Ho can proclaim, as he did on July 26, 1988, that Cuba

is "willing to participate in a just and dignified solution that

includes the security of Angola and the independence of Namibia."

He also has achieved world status -- he shared the negotiating

table with Digger powers. The United States negotiated with the

leader of a small, insignificant Caribbean island and considered

his wishes and demands. Castro's prestige and leverage havq4 been

increased. Furthermore, he will leave Angola gradually over

several years, thus minimizing the impact of returning the troops

to Cuba and helping guarantee the survivability of the MPLA



regime in Angola. He can also redeploy some of his troops into

Namibia once the independence of that country is completed.

Under this interpretation, Cuba emerges as the real

victor. Castro has achieved at the bargaining table what he was

unable to achieve on the battlefield. The agreement allows him

to extricate his troops from a difficult, indeed a no win

situation. In over ten years of fighting, he has been unable to

emerge victorious in the Angolan conflict. Cubans have suffered

thousands of losses. The AIDS epidemic has increased on the

island. Opposition has also been growing to a winless war, and

there was less enthusiasm within the military to remain

indefinitely in Angola.

The final beneficiary is the Soviet Union. An end to the

conflict in Angola removes an irritant in Soviet/United States

relations. But, more importantly, it relieves the Soviet Union

of supporting economically and militarily its Angolan ally at a

time when Gorbachev is supposedly scaling down the Kremlin's

international commitments to concentrate on 2erestroika at home.

Soviet policy would thus emerge successful with the Angolan

regime consolidated, a possible new ally in Namibia, and with its

Caribbean ally released from a difficult conflict.

The agreement, furthermore, is flawed in its verification

and compliance mechanisms. The MPLA and the Cubans have signed a

separate agreement detailing the Cuban withdrawal. This

bilateral agreement will be overseen by the United Nrtions.

Given the vast territory involved and the limited human resources
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U.N. observers can do a credible job.

The agreement is flawed in other aspects. It fails to call

for free elections in Angola. This was a provision of the 1975

Alvor Agreement, which the MPLA signed. It fails to promote

national reconciliation between MPLA and UNITA thus leaving the

possibility of a peaceful settlement of the Angolan bloody civil

war to future negotiations. Yet, the MPLA refuses to negotiate

with Savimbi, the leader of a substantial number of Angolans,

many of whom have fought for years in the Angolan civil war.

Neither Savimbi nor these fighters were included in the

agreement.

In general the campaigns in Africa have resulted in

increased Cuban influence in the developing world. Cuba engaged

in policies and actions reserved for great powers and was able to

carry these with limited cost or exposure. Domestically, the

Africa successes gave a badly needed boost to Cuban morale, at a

time of deteriorating economic conditions. Militarily the

involvement in Africa served to test the combat readiness of

Cuban troops. The Cuban military was also able to show that they

can contribute to global strategic missions, in addition to their

national defense functions. Externally Cuba increased its

leverage with the Soviets. The Kremlin rewarded the Cubans by

modernizing the military. Cuba's exportation of workers to

Africa helped alleviate Cuba's underemployment an unemployment.

Also charges for civilian services performed overseas,



particularly in oil rich countries such as Angola, became an

important source of hard currency earnings for Cuba. Perhaps

uppermost in Castro's mind, Cuba's involvement in Africa enabled

him to pursue a great power role in the developing world,

enhanced the value of his regime to the Soviet Union and allowed

him to challenge the U.S. in the international arena.

Castro and the Soviets

Despite perestroika and glasnost in the Soviet Union and

friction between Havana and Moscow following Gorbachev's

ascension to power, differences have been ironed out. Solidarity

with the Soviet Union has been recently re-emphasized as one of

the cornerstones of Cuba's foreign policy.

Cuban policies and actions in the world are usually carried

out with Soviet support and acquiescence and, in the case of

Angola, with direct Soviet military involvement. Yet it should

be emphasized that commitment to revolutionary violence has been

a Cuban policy since the beginning of the Revolution. Fidel sees

th~s commitment as his most significant contribution to modern

revolutionary theory and as the policy that will provide for him

a place in history.

As the 1990s begin, Cuba is firmly entrenched in the Soviet

camp. Since the late 1960's, the relations between Havana and

Moscow have taken the form of a progressively closer alliance.

The incorporation of Cuba into the Soviet camp has been evident

not only in economic terms (Cuba is a member of the COMECON and

is heavily dependent on Soviet economic and military aid and



trade) but is clearly manifested in its model of government and

its international behavior. The nature of this alliance is more

complex than the theories that describe Cuba as a simple

satellite or the Soviets as the center of an empire with a series

of allies in its periphery. Undoubtedly, in most cases, Cuba is

subservient to Soviet interests but Havana has considerable

leverage with Moscow as well as some freedom to act and react in

external affairs (especially in the Caribbean, Central, and Latin

America). What best defines the relationship is a commonality of

interests and a mutuality of gains.

In spite of this intimacy, the Soviet-Cuban connection has

encountered differences, temporarily souring the partnership.

The early years of the 1980's were marked by minor but revealing

tensions. The Soviets quarreled with Castro over his somewhat

independent ideological maneuverings and his failure to put order

into Cuba's faltering economy. Castro attempted to underscore

his limited independence in international policies vis-a-vis the

Kremlin but mitigated possible negative repercussions by praising

the Soviet's vital economic lifeline to his regime.

Recent tensions between Cuba and the Soviet Union can be

traced to the Grenada invasion. The U.S. invasion represented a

setback for Cuban influence in the region. Wishfully expecting a

stronger Soviet reaction, the Cubans were disappointed by the

Xremlin's lack of support. Consequently, several regional

leftist organizations, such as the Worker's Party of Jamaica,

criticized Cuba for not providing military assistance to the



Coard group during the Grenada crisis. Castro, in turn, blamed

his military commanders in Grenada for having failed to resist

the U.S. intervention, demoting several officers whose

performance was deemed unacceptable.

Castro also showed impatience with the Soviet level of

support for Nicaragua and with the Kremlin's unwillingness to

challenge the United States in defense of the Sandinista

revolution. Castro's failure to attend the COMECON meeting in

1984, and the absence of a high-level Soviet delegation at the

anniversary celebration of the Cuban Revolution that same year

were additional signs of strains in the relations.

By early 1985, an ironing out of differences between Havana

and Moscow was on the way. Raul Castro and a top level Cuban

delegation attended Chernenko's funeral in Moscow. In 1986 and

1987, Fidel attended the anniversary celebrations of the

Bolshevik Revolution in Moscow and insisted that there was no

friction with the Soviets claiming that relations were better

than ever. "His best visit to the USSR," he proclaimed. To an

American journalist who visited the island and questioned Cuba's

loyalty to the Soviets, Castro replied: "I am no Sadat."

Gorbachev's visit to Cuba in early 1989 served to further

improve relations. While Castro balked at Gorbachev's insistence

on the need for perestroika and alasnost on the island, they

agreed on other more fundamental issues dealing with

international relations. Cuba and the Soviet Union supported the

renunciation of the utility of force in international relations;



the reduction of regional conflicts; and the continuous global

emphasis on the problems of humanity. Cuba will seek greater

economic aid from Western countries, including, if possible, the

U.S. so as to alleviate the Soviet burden of supporting the Cuban

economy. As long as the Soviets are not directly involved or

their image is not tarnished, Cuba will continue to support

movements of national liberation. Armed struggle in certain

countries, remain, from Cuba's standpoint, as the only possible

road to power.

As in previous occasions, the areas of agreement in

Soviet/Cuban relations seem larger than those of disagreement.

In spite of Castro's rejection of economic reforms and his

clinging to old Marxist-Leninist ideas, he recognizes and

supports the value of Gorbachov's "new thinking" in international

affairs as a strategy to weaken the Western alliance and

undermine U.S. interests particularly in Latin America.

In spite of advancing age and mounting internal problems,

Castro remains a formidable adversary of the U.S. His revolution

entering its fourth decade and his alliance with the Soviets in

fairly good footing, he looks to the international arena for new

successes. In the 1990s, Castro continues to be a troublesome

and defiant leader bent on playing a large role on the world

stage.



Senator GRAHAM. Dr. Antonio Jorge, professor of political econo-
my and international relations and specialist in Cuba's economy.

STATEMENT OF DR. ANTONIO JORGE
Dr. JORGE. Thank you, Senator Graham, for the opportunity of

presenting the issues here this morning.
My purpose will be very briefly to recapitulate the main reasons

or causes of the present situation of the Cuban economy, or the
critical situation in which the Cuban economy finds itself, and
then, very briefly, to offer perhaps a conjectural figure, the best I
could come up with, as to the actual economic value to the Cuban
Government of the illegal drug trafficking in Cuba to this country.

Let me then go into those causes first that I believe would ex-
plain the present situation of the Cuban economy.

As a result of an accumulation of interrelated political, social,
and economic factors, the Cuban economy finds itself on the verge
of chaos.

The preeminence of ideology over economy; of whim and improvi-
sation over rationality, calculation, and deliberation; over central-
ization and hierarchical authoritarianism instead of decentraliza-
tion in decisionmaking, supervision, and implementation; persist-
ent misallocation of economic resources; utilization of irrational
price systems, physical criteria of success and arbitrary administra-
tive practices, instead of the use of scarcity prices for economic de-
cisionmaking; low and continually descending labor productivity;
massive but grossly inefficient investment effort; rapid and unex-
pected changes in investment strategy; scarcity of hard currency
necessary for essential imports; problems related to the meshing or
interlocking of the Cuban economy with that of the Soviet bloc;
lack of a sufficient supply of skilled workers, technical and profes-
sional personnel, managerial and administrative resources; the re-
introduction of moral incentives and egalitarian practices instead
of the application of material incentives; elimination of the farm-
ers' market and almost complete suppression of private initiative
in favor of a rampant stratification of the economy, in conjunction
with a generalized feeling of dejection and despondency in the pop-
ulation, have eventuated in the deep and irreversible malaise af-
fecting the Cuban economy and society at present.

A diagnosis of the structural ailments of the Cuban economy
would conclude that:

First, it lacks the minimum necessary balance of its corporate
production structure so as to be able to grow. As a result there is
excessive dispersion among individual projects and clusters of activ-
ity.

And it follows from this that the linkages or bonds or connec-
tions among projects, activities, and sectors are weak or nonexist-
ent, that the absorptive capacity of new resources by the economy
to promote further growth is quite limited as a consequence of
these basic imbalances.

The early economic strategies followed by the revolution-Big
Push, that is a massive investment effort; forced industrialization,
followed by an aggravation of monoproduction; a crash develop-
mental effort, attempt to telescope and condense the time horizon



necessary for orderly growth-have caused irreparable damage to
the economy and to its prospects for growth.

Under the influence of the Soviet Union andlihrough the vehicle
of the quinquennial plans of 1976-80, 1981-85, and then starting
with 1990 a return to a more traditional and balanced approach
has been attempted.

However, the reforms have failed because of the cumulative
effect of previously mentioned factors, as well as some others,
among them:

First, low commodity prices, principally for sugar and oil.
Two, Soviet enforcement of the principle of socialist division of

labor which relegates Cuba to the role of a plantation economy
within the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance.

Three, Soviet subsidization of primary activities with no long-
term growth prospects, decaying industries like sugar.

Four, inability of Cuba to expand the value of its exports of man-
ufacturers to Western markets.

Five, lack of access by Cuba to long-term commercial or conces-
sionary credit from Western sources.

The former is due to Cuba's past actions leading to a unilateral
moratorium on its $6 billion debt to Club of Paris members.

The latter to Cuba's nonrepresentation in appropriate interna-
tional institutions, like the World Bank and the IMF.

Six, insufficiency of domestic complementary resources to carry
out the plans and attain their goals and objectives.

The final outcome emanating from the complex dynamics posed
by the interrelation of those factors may be described as follows:

The Cuban economy has shown practically no growth from about
the middle of the present decade onward.

This stagnation has been followed by actual negative growth
rates from 1986-88 of the order of 3 percent or higher per annum.

The overall performance of the revolution during its three dec-
ades has been truly dismal, with no real growth, as measured by
actual purchasing power on a per capita basis having taken place
during the period as a whole.

The well-being of the average Cuban, as measured in terms of
physical indexes of consumption and adjusted prices for consumer
goods, has steadily deteriorated.

For example, rationing was more stringent at the beginning of
the present decade than back in 1962.

Broad price hikes in 1981 and 1983 have not been accompanied
by proportional increases in income.

Forced savings, due to inadequate supplies and repressed infla-
tion, resulting from the elimination of the farmers' market, the so-
called anticorruption drive, and the paralyzing effects of the rectifi-
cation campaign of 1986 also erode the welfare of the population.

The options for meaningful change in economic policy are practi-
cally exhausted. Cuba is trying to maintain the economy on a hold-
ing pattern.

A high priority at present is to carry to completion a large
number of unfinished projects.

Another is to obtain more foreign exchange by a variety of
means. It is here that drug trafficking becomes an essential ele-



ment in the assessment of the economic conditions and policies of
the Cuban regime.

In effect, income from that source would be the only immediate
and accessible source of hard currency conceivably available to the
Cuban Government.

Given the dire need for an added flow of resources from that di-
rection, it becomes then easier to understand the copious and de-
tailed evidence from a variety of sources linking the highest strata
and authorities of the regime with illegal drug activities across
international borders, from at least the middle or latter part of the
decade of the seventies to the present.

It would help to place the drug issue in an economic context, if it
were to be realized that Cuban exports to the market economies
stand at the end of the decade at only about half the value they
had in 1980.

On the other hand, imports from those sources, despite all efforts
to reduce them, as exemplified by the austerity campaign, have re-
mained basically unchanged as to value for the same reference
points.

In this view, Cuban authorities have repeatedly stated that the
small relative amount of trade that Cuba carries out with market
economies, 12 percent of the total, is essential to the performance
of the Cuban economy in accordance with the adopted economic
plans.

Inputs in the form of communication and transportation equip-
ment, computers, fertilizers, chemical products, electronic machin-
ery, spare parts, medical supplies and others, cannot simply be dis-
pensed with.

The net result from the conjunction of the above-analyzed factors
is the presence of a deficit in the Cuban trade balance of approxi-
mately $500 million per year, on the average, from about 1948 to
date.

Any attempt at improving, even if slightly, the immediate pros-
pects of the economy, would necessitate a sharp increase in the
inflow of convertible currency into Cuba.

Now, any attempt or effort at quantifying the possible flow of
income to the Cuban authorities, resulting from the charging of
transit fees, transshipments and repair service charges, and other
ancillary services is at best a highly hypothetical and speculative
exercise, based on a number of interconnected assumptions for
which no direct empirical evidence can be offered.

But using approximate figures relating to the total value at the
street level of drugs of Latin American origin, introduced by traf-
fickers into the United States, and making the corresponding ad-
justment for the value at point of origin of the fraction of the total
going through Cuba or its environs, and finally calculating the per-
centage of that total likely to be appropriated by the Cuban Gov-
ernment in exchange for the various services lent to the traffick-
ers, a highly conservative estimate would place the gross income
generated by those activities at around $200 to $300 million yearly.

It should be pointed out in passing that the assumptions and fig-
ures used in these calculations, although highly tentative and even
conjectural in nature, are nonetheless highly conservative ones.



In regards to the impact that the recent revelations made by the
Cuban Government concerning the drug traffic may have upon the
reputation and image of the regime of Fidel Castro, himself, it
seems evident that the overwhelming sense of the opinions and
views expressed by commentators, intellectuals, and the media in
general, both domestically and internationally, is highly negative
to them.

Disbelief, at best, and open rejections, in many cases, of the offi-
cial version of events have been the riorm in this instance.

Few accept that a totalitarian government, characterized by the
unquestionable authority, monolithic control, and unipersonal deci-
sionmaking style of its president, secretary general of the ruling
Communist Party, and commander in chief of the armed forces,
could be ignorant of the vast and sophisticated support netw- ork
that has for years served as the infrastructure of a continuous flow
of illegal drugs into this country.

The revelations made by the Cuban authorities, perhaps much
against their will, has robbed the revolution of its last vestiges of
moral authority and prestige both among the world intelligentsia
as well as among the governments and peoples of the countries of
the so-called Third World.

Obviously, it would not serve the best interest of the United
States to in any way alleviate or mediate the present crisis for the
Cuban Government.

There is nothing to be gained either by the United States, the
Cuban people themselves, nor would it serve to strengthen contin-
ual moral political values, that this country seeks to advance
toward the world, to help Fidel Castro and his government, at this
critical juncture at which the revolution finds itself.

Thank you.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Doctor.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Jorge follows:]

37-281 0 - 91 - 2
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THE CUBAN ECONOMY:
THE COMMERCIAL EMBARGO, DRUG TRAFFICKING, AND U.S. POLICY

1. Cuba's DeveloRment:

Strategies and Perfbrmance From 1945 to 1958

Cuba's overall developmental strategy in the postwar period

was well attuned to the country's resource endowment, the size of

its internal markets, and the opportunities offered by the

external sector. The island's economic development strategy

eimcd at advancing the import substitution process, at

agricultural diversification, and at decreasing its foreign trade

concentration with the United States.

Import substitution focused mainly on the light consumer

goods industrial sector and on the production of those basic

foodstuffs for which conditions were favorable in Cuba. Clearly,

diversification also naturally ensued from this approach. It was

further reinforced by increasingly articulated attempts at

exploiting the by-products of the sugar industry and by promoting

other activities and sectors, such as tourism and the

exploitation of minerals for export purposes. Efforts were also

underway to widen the spectrum of Cuba's external economic

relations, especially with the Western European countries, Japan

and other developed nations.

Obviously, those efforts would have gained in coherence and

efficiency with the passage of time. Even a most superficial

comparative analysis of the degree of public awareness, economic

institutionalization and policy-making sophistication between the
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1940s and the 1950s would have readily shown this to be the case.

Cuba was in a transitional period during the crucial decade which

ended in the Revolution of 1959. An acceleration of Cuba's

efforts to negotiate a more favorable commercial stance yis-a-vig

the United States, to formulate more comprehensive and cohesive

developmental policies in both the public and private sectors,

and to better harmonize and coordinate the activities oflboth,

had begun in earnest and had every prospect of making substantial

gains in the time ahead.

Cuba had many considerable advantages in her quest for

development which were not immediately apparent in the

examination of conventional economic indexes. That is, the

growth potential and dynamic behavior of some important traits of

Cuban society favored the country more than the casual observer

would suspect. Among them were these: the island population's

modernizing attitudes towards economic activity and life; the

people's familiarity and historical involvement with

international trade, greatly facilitated by the country's

geographical location; the degree of political participation and

social awareness of a large majority of the country's

inhabitants; the prevalence and diffusion of mass communication

media; the remarkably favorable indicators of longevity, infant

mortality and literacy, compared to Third World countries and

even to other Latin American ones; the firmly entrenched

tradition of small entrepreneurship and petty trading; the large

middle sectors and their degree of urbanization; the
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participation in the society at large, as well as in the civil

service, of an extensive professional and technical population

segment; the unobtrusive topography of the country, and the

fairly high geographical mobility and distributive capabilities

afforded by the transportation network and services; and, last

but not least, the long and many-sided relations between the

United States and Cuba, and the pervasive influence of the

former's ethos and lifestyle on the latter's ambience and social

atmosphere.

In the normal course of events, Cuba would have had ample

opportunities during the past two decades to benefit from the

rapid expansion of the international economic system which has

proven so helpful to the acceleration of growth in the Third

World. No doubt, the country would also have benefited from the

emphasis on, and liberal attitude towards, the economic interests

of the less-developed countries which have gradually evolved in

the large industrial nations over the last thirty years. It is

far from implausible that Cuba's economic negotiations with the

US would have succeeded in redistributing, by steps, the gains

arising from their relationship in its favor. There is

sufficient evidence from the postwar multilateral negotiations in

which Cuba did participate, to believe this would have been the

case.

Moreover, the Cuban developmental pattern in the course of

its normal progress would have created a considerably more stable

economy, a more balanced production matrix, and a substantially



heightened level of material welfare. Cuba was following a low-

risk, market-oriented balanced growth approach, slowly and

sequentially building its backward linkages from the final stages

of production and distribution to the immediately preceding ones.

Cuba was also following an agricultural development policy which

was complementary to its industrial endeavors. It would now be

referred to in the literature as a "basic needs" ipproach to the

production of essential domestic foodstuffs.

An impartial assessment of the Cuban situation in the 1950s

would have yielded the judgment that the country had the

necessary endowment of human and physical factors, plus the

socio-cultural and institutional conditions, to give its

developmental strategy a relatively large number of degrees of

freedom in determining roughly equally efficient alternative

solutions to the problem of a rising real level of material

welfare for its population.

The empirical performance of the Cuban economy from 1945 to

1959, and from the latter date to the present, has been described

well, and on numerous occasions, by reputable researchers and

experts in the field.

It is sufficient, therefore, to point out some descriptive

facts that serve to illustrate the practical absence of progress

in material welfare during the revolutionary period.

From 1945 to 1951, the average annual increase in Cuba's per

capita monetary (at current prices) national income was nine

percent. Given the very slight variations in the price level



experienced during that period, the increase amounts to an almost

equal advance in real per capita income. As for the magnitude of

the investment effort, it should be noted that total gross

capital formation surpassed 14 percent of GNP after 1954 and was

nearly 18 percent in 1957. For the entire period 1951-58, it

reached in annual average of 18 percent, no small feat for a

less-developed country.

The annual average growth of income for the period 1951-1958

was about 4.6 percent. Again, a not inconsiderable advance given

the circumstances then prevailing in the nation, and certainly

encouraging when compared to the performance of developed and

less-developed nations at the time.

The pace of industrial growth was noticeably higher in 1941-

1958 than during the earlier period of the Republic. In 1948,

the total value of non-sugar industrial output was $267 million.

The value of industrial capital, which was already estimated at

$2.7 to $2.9 billion in 1955, was calculated at $3.2 billion by

1957. Banco Nacional data for industrial investment in 1952-1956

indicate that 154 new firms were created and another 67 existing

ones were expanded, amounting to $612 million of new investments.

Corroborating this surge in industrial production, the US

Department of Commerce referred to the period 1954-1956 as one of

unprecedented industrial activity. A telling figure which

recapitulates the industrial progress of Cuba is that of the

growth of non-sugar industrial output. It increased by almost 50

percent for the years 1947-1958.



As previously noted, agricultural and primary production in

general also experienced a considerable impetus during the same

period as a consequence of the diversification oriented policy of

both the private and public sectors. An important indicator of

development in the field is given by the fact that the land area

reserved for sugar cane production steadily decreased from 1953

to 1958, while that devoted to rice almost doubled. Large

increases also took place in the land used for the cultivation of

coffee, fruits and vegetables. Substantial increases between the

decade of the 1940s and that of the 1950s were very much in

evidence in an extensive number of primary activities: cattle,

tobacco, coffee, potatoes, vegetables, and fruit. The expansion

in the production and exportation of minerals such as copper,

iron, and nickel must also be mentioned as part of the structural

transformation which was beginning to take place in the Cuban

economy prior to the advent of the revolution.

All of this progress was taking place with concomitant

advances in Cuba's international economic negotiations. These

were carried out in a tactful an4 successful way by Cuba's

representatives within the GATT's framework at Geneva and Torquay

in 1947 and 1951, respectively, and bilaterally with the US in

1952, when a new trade agreement, superseding the one in force

since 1934, was signed. The general outcome of these

negotiations was favorable to Cuba, :nsofar as they allowed the

country to advance its developmental interest by means of a

reasonable and sound policy of limited protection for its infant
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industries, while a simultaneous push was taking place to promote

a diversified increase in exports to old and new markets. The

internal complement to these endeavors was a spate of legislation

and executive directives enacted in 1942, 1944, 1945, anC 1947,

leading to a comprehensive law, promulgated in 1952, whose

purpose was to stimulate the establishment of new industries by

the use of an array of fiscal exemptions and incentives, among

other expedients.

II. States in the Evolution of the Cuban Economy

Since the Eeainnino of the Revolution

In a very synthetic view of events, it could be said that

Cuba intended to follow a variant of a forced industrialization

approach during the first stage of growth-oriented policy-making

by the revolutionary government. The emphasis was definitely on

industrial development -- devaluing agriculture in general, and,

most specifically, the sugar industry, rejecting the monocultural

character it had impressed on the Cuban economy. It might be

said that Cuban leaders were playing a faint version of the

Soviet-type, heavy industry, "big push" game. After the failure

of the industrialization drive, there was a reversion with a

vengeance to sugar. Under the justifying mantle of Hegelian

logic, the most general explanation for the new policy line was

based on the need to deepen and aggravate existing contradictions

-- namely, the monoculture situation -- in order to bring about

their disappearance at a later point in time. At a less rarified

level of discourse, this meant that increases in sugar production
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and sales were necessary in order to obtain the capital for

growth.

As the decade of the 1960s waned, and after the influence of

Guevara was past, Castro pushed forward his monumental dream of

ten million tons of sugar. What apparently would simply

represent an overambitious economic goal was, as is always the

case with Castro's plans, meant to transcend the narrow range of

the utilitarian and extend beyond the horizon of immediate

consequences. The intended political and economic impact, both

at home and, equally important, in world markets and political

forums, of a capability such as that which Castro wanted to

demonstrate, would have had far-reaching and many-sided

repercussions.

In any case, the grievous economic conditions of the island,

and the disarray brought about by the failed attempt at producing

the ten million tons, forced the gradual reorientation of the

Cuban growth strategy towards a more balanced macro-sectoral

molel. By degree and stages, the priorities and accents in

resource allocation and the overall nature of the intersectoral

growth process, as well as the vision of the distant objectives

being pursued, shifted in the direction of the highly

traditional, pre-Revolutionary developmental patterns. Through

the gradual adjustment of vastly bloated expectations resulting

from a prolonged and costly trial-and-error period, and also as a

consequence of the rigorous restrictions and decreased degrees of

freedom eventuating from the growth limitations dictated by a
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historical chain of mistakes, the Cuban growth strategy is

returning to the well-trodden paths made familiar by the

conventional wisdom of the past.

That is, factors of ideological origin were not only greatly

influential in the historical choices of strategy made by the

Revolution, but also contributed significantly to condition the

working of the selected strategies, and to shape the nature of

the parameters and constraints facing Cuba at present. The

varying ideological stances adopted by the Revolution throughout

its course, along with their particular m~di operadi, help to

explain the wide swings in preferred growth models and account,

to a not inconsiderable extent, for the magnitude of the failures

experienced.

Ideological naivete and gross ignorance of the lessons

taught by econmic history and developmental experience are the

only reasonable explanations for blind adherence, in quick

succession, to a Stalinist economic model and policies; to Maoist

experiments in radical human and socio-economic change; to a

mildly-reformist Soviet approach; and, finally, to an uneasy mix

of the latter with the persistent anti-organizational traits and

particular ethos of the Cuban Revolution. The method of

organization of the economy, e.g., its structural and functional

modus operandi, has also been greatly influenced by ideological,

cultural, and even personal traits. The conjunction of these

elements helps to explain the overcentralization and rigidity of

decision-making mechanisms; the unreliability of the resource-
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allocation models; and the insistence in rigidly controlling

financial operations and a-counting procedures, all which have to

a large extent spanned the various organizational stages of the

revolution and endowed it with an underlying thematic continuity.

The original revolutionary insistence on physicality; the almost

congenital disregard for economic efficiency criteria; the

deeply-set distrust of money and monetary expressions as

inherently tainted; and the resistance to the utilization of

"capitalistic devices" such as profits, even if only as indexes

of success, all point in the same direction and conform to a

common genotypical reality and mind frame.

III. General Reasons for the Failure

of the Cuban Economy

The Cuban developmental experience since the Revolution

confirms the repeated lessons learned from the history of central

planning in Soviet-type economies. The degree of centralization

in decision-making, more so than in the actual supervision of the

decision implementation process, has consistently characterized

Cuban planning. Castro's leadership style and his typical

Caudillo-Caciaue comportment, acting in conjunction with a

revolutionary ethos that reinforces cultural attitudes favorable

to hierarchy and authority certainly contributed to the

development of a highly centralized and rigid economy. Politico-

ideologic of a regime bent on exercising absolute power requires

an unquestioned command of economic power. Soviet Marxism-

Leninism offers in central planning and monolithic political
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control the ideal instrumentalities for the implementation of

such an unbounded ambition.

The open and lopsided nature of the Cuban economy with its

marked susceptibility to erratic fluctuations in income and

output, has further contributed to exacerbate its centralization.

Devoid of the checks and balances exhibited by even less

developed but mildly efficient market economies, and largely

deprived of the ample and valuable network of commercial and

financial relations with the world system which the country

formerly enjoyed, the Cuban leaders futilely try to compensate

for the absence of these buffers by accentuating the

centralization and control of the economy.

The historically unprecedented degree of Cuban dependence

has also contributed to the severity and inflexibility of Cuba's

planning. In effect, the integration of the Cuban economy with

the Soviet Union and with O4EA economies is so detailed and

widely encompassing, that it leaves precious little room and

resources for the unplanned. Given the planned nature of those

economies with which Cuba carries the bulk of its trade, and

considering Cuba's quasi-total dependency on their supplies of

raw materials and intermediate products, and to a considerable

extent also of industrial goods and capital equipment, the island

has no choice but to plan its economy to conform with the

possibilities offered by the Socialist nations. Cuba's

acceptance of the principle of Socialist division of labor within

CMEA confirms it subordinate position as a supplier of raw
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materials and as a low priority customer for food, energy,

industrial materials and manufactured goods.

Domestically, the zig-zagging and convolted course of Cuba's

developmental plans with their shifting emphasis on diverse

sectors and activities, have greatly contributed to superimposing

a large degree of additional imbalance on a basically uneven and

unsymmetrical economy. The sectoral choices made by the Cuban

authorities have succeeded themselves rapidly over time as

developmental patterns shifted from one period to the other. The

overall effect of this unsteady approach to the selection of

economic goals and the corresponding manner in which resources

were allocated, has been to create large imbalances in the

economy and to foster deep disequilibria in the production

structure. Historically, the Cuban economic model has exhibited

a good deal of variability and change. Planning techniques, the

degree of centralization, the nature of incentive systems, the

relative emphasis on sectors and projects, the scope of private

ownership and activities, even of general conceptual development

strategies and approaches, all have rapidly succeeded one another

in the Cuban scene in the short time since the advent of the

revolutionary regime.

The series of diverse and grandiose plans conceived by the

regime, coupled with the involved ideological meanderings of the

Revolution, have also contributed to the notorious dynamic

inefficiency of the economy. That inefficiency has remained a

constant feature only occasionally interrupted by the intrusion
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of favorable exogenous happenings. In effect, the Cuban

Revolution was not meant to bring about marginal adjustments to

society. The extremist nature of the process created situations

in which the pursuit of one goal effectively eliminated the

possibility of reaching others or radically decreased their

potential value. This reasoning confirms the experience that the

pursuit of an effective developmental strategy oftentimes

requires abandoning certain competing goals. Furthermore, a

perverse effect could follow from overemphasizing certain

objectives. It would consist in the creation of a situation

which would force a policy reversal that, in turn, would have a

negative impact on accomplishments which have already been

attained. In a sense, that would be tantamount to the ultimate

negation of the desired goals themselves. This is not an

improbable or contrived outcome, but quite to the contrary, one

that in the experience of underdeveloped countries has occurred

with undesirable frequency. The early Cuban attempts at crash

industrialization and the consequent belittling of sugar,

followed by the reversal of this policy at the beginning of the

decade of the 1970s, confirm the appositeness of the preceding

observations.

The contrast with the Cuban experience is all too manifest.

Although Castro's Cuba has been rocked by intense ideological

disputes that were invariably reflected in the economy's course,

the resultant of these forces operated differently than in the

Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. As noted above, the
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plantation-like, open, and dependent nature of the economy,

coupled with its close integration with the United States. The

superimposition of these sui generic characteristics of the

elements shared by all Soviet type economies makes of Cuba a very

special case.

In this respect, it is worth remarking in passing that the

Cuban economy is even more structurally fragile and unstable than

that of the East European Socialist countries. As already noted,

monoculture, and a high degree of foreign trade orientation and

dependence and, therefore, a weak production matrix, constitute

its distinguishing characteristics. The application of the

principle of Socialist Division of Labor has not, of course,

helped in the least to alleviate that situation.

The si'igular economic characteristics of Cuoa in the

socialist camp are also profoundly inimical to economic

rationality and efficiency under centrally planned conditions.

Again, the excessively open and dependent nature of the Cuban

economy, its inherent instability and proneness to frequent

external shocks, and the absence of sufficient-integration in its

domestic productive structure, preclude the effective application

of the customary planning techniques of non-market economies.

Concerning the poli :ical aspect, it could be reasonably held

that its overwhelming primacy over purely economic or, more

precisely, utilitarian values, is unparalleled in the socialist

bloc. The precedence granted to high risk political policies and
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is willing to incur, in and for their sake, cannot be matched by

the historical record of any Eastern European socialist country.

Perhaps the only equivalent instances that could be cited are

those of War Communism in the Soviet Union and the Cultural

Revolution in China. The net result of following this approach

has been to create a formidable array of restrictions and

constraints to the development of the Cuban economy and to its

efficient functioning. The concentrated trade relations of Cuba

with the Soviet Union and the CMEA countries are one example of

this. Another one would be offered by the African campaigns and

by the level of military mobilization of the Cuban society.

Quite a different dimension of the irrationality problem is

posed by the unchanging leadership style of Fidel Castro. To the

extent that his highly personalistic approach to the exercise of

authority results in the conception and implementation of

important singular decisions and policy courses, the basic

question of the degree of autonomy of the economic system in the

Cuban society remains a crucial one. Power to define high-

priority actions (whose implementation substantially affects,

directly or indirectly, the growth of economic resources and

their allocation) cannot definitely be abstracted from the

institutional nature, logical character, and capacity of many of

Castro's frequent interventions into the working of the economic

system, either via economic-ideological considerations, special

economic projects or plans, or major changes in political policy,

has been amply documented.
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Castro cannot be dismissed from the Cuban planning exercises. He

continues to be a key variable in the system and still holds an

autonomous role in it. His actions affect the inner workings and

parameters of the economy in a way no truly institutionalized

situation Would allow. To the extent that a man can assign to

himself and his nation the kind of international tasks and

responsibilities that Castro does, with none of the attendant

consequences and repercussions, one cannot in a normal meaning of

the term speak of the efficiency, rationality, or

institutionalization of the Cuban Revolution.

capitulation and Projections

As a result of a cumulation of inter-related political,

social, and economic factors, the Cuban economy finds itself on

the verge of chaos. The preeminence of ideology over economy; of

whim, extemporaneity, and improvisation over rationality,

calculation, and deliberation; over centralization and

hierarchical authoritarianism instead of decentralization in

decision making, supervision, and implementation; persistent

misallocation of economic resources; utilization of irrational

price systems, physical criteria of success and arbitrary

administrative practices, instead of the use of scarcity prices

for economic decision making; low and continually descending

labor productivity, massive but grcssly inefficient investment

effort; rapid and unexpected changes in investment strategy;

scarcity of hard currency necessary for essential imports;
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problems related to the meshing or inter-locking of the Cuban

economy with that of the Soviet block; lack of a sufficient

supply of skilled workers, technical and professional personnel,

managerial and administrative resources; the reintroduction of

moral incentives and egalitarian practices instead of the

application of material incentives; elimination of the farmers'

market and almost complete suppression of private initiative in

favor of a rampant stratification of the economy, in conjunction

with a generalized feeling of dejection and despondency in the

population, have eventuated in the deep and irreversible malaise

affecting the Cuban economy and ----- at present.

A diagnosis of the structural ailments of the Cuban economy

would conclude that:

1) It lacks the minimum necessary balance of its production

structure (too many gaps altogether in the production matrix).

As a result there is,

2) Excessive dispersion (distance or lack of connection)

among individual projects and clusters of activity (gaps

disseminated all over the matrix).

It follows from the above that,

3) The linkages or bonds among projects, activities, and

sectors are weak or non-existent.

* 4) that the absorptive capacity of new resources by the

economy to further growth is quite limited as a consequence of

basic imbalances in its structure.

The early economic strategies followed by the revolution

(Big Push -- massive investment effort; forced industrialization
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sectors and activities of badly needed resources; crasb

develoDmental effort -- attempt to telescope and condense time

horizon necessary for orderly growth), have caused irreparable

damage to the economy and to its prospects for growth.

Under the influence of the Soviet Union and through the

vehicle of the quinquennial plans (1976-80: 81-85; 85-90), a

return to a more traditional and balanced approach has been

attempted. However, the reforms have failed because of the

cummulative effect of previously mentioned factors as well as

some others, among them:

1) Low commodity prices, principally for sugar and oil.

2) Soviet enforcement of the principle of Socialist Division

of Labor which relegates Cuba to the role of a plantation economy

within the CMZA (Council of Mutual Economic Assistance).

3) Soviet subsidization of primary activities with no

longterm growth prospects (decaying industries).

4) Inability of Cuba to expand the value of its exports

(especially manufacturers) to western markets.

5) Lack of access by Cuba to longterm commercial or

concessionary credit from western sources. The former is due to

Cuba's past actions leading to a unilateral moratorium on its $6b

dollar debt to Club of Paris members. The latter, to Cuba's non-

representation in appropriate international institutions.

6) Insufficiency of domestic complementary resources to

carry out the plans and attain their goals and objectives.
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by the interrelation of those factors may be described as

follows:

The Cuban economy has shown practically no growth from about

the middle of the present decade onwards. Stagnation has been

followed by actual negative growth rates from 1986 to 1988 of the

order of 3% or higher per annum. The overall performance of the

Revolution during its three decades has been truly dismal, with

no real growth (as measured by actual purchasing power) on a per

capita basis having taken place during the period as a whole.

The well being of the average Cuban as measured in terms of

physical indexes of consumption and adjusted prices for consumer

goods has steadily deteriorated. For example rationing was more

stringent at the beginning of the present decade than back in

1962. Broad price hiktes in 1981 and 1983 have not been

accompanied by proportional increases in income. Forced savings

due to inadequate supplies and repressed inflation (resulting

from the elimination of the farmers market, the so-called anti-

corruption drive and the paralyzing effects of the "Rectification

Campaign") also erode the welfare of the population.

The options for meaningful changes in economic policy are

practically exhausted. Cuba is trying to maintain the economy on

a holding pattern. A high priority at present is to carry to

completion a large number of unfinished projects. Another is to

obtain more foreign exchange by a variety of means.

It is here that drug trafficking becomes an essential

element in the assessment of the economic conditions and policies
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the only immediate and accessible source of hard currency

conceivably available to the Cuban government. Given the dire

need for an added flow of resources from that direction, it

becomes then easier to understand the copious and detailed

evidence from a variety of sources linking the highest strata and

authorities of the regime with illegal drug activities across

international borders, from at least the middle or latter part of

the decade of the seventies to the present.

It would help to place the drug issue in an economic

context, if it were to be realized that Cuban exports to the

market economies stand at the end of the decade at only about

half the value they had in 1980. On the other hand, imports from

those sources, despite all efforts to reduce them, as exemplified

by the austerity campaign, have remained basically unchanged as

to value for the same reference points. In this view, Cuban

authorities have repeatedly stated that the small relative amount

of trade the Cuba carries out with market economies (12% of the

total) is essential to the performance of the Cuban economy in

accordance with the adopted economic plans. Inputs in the form

of communication and transportation equipment, computers,

fertilizers, chemical products, electronic machinery, spare

parts, medical supplies and others, cannot simply be dispersed

with.

The net result from the conjunction of the above analyzed

factors is the presence of a deficit in the Cuban trade balance
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about 1984 to date. Any attempt at improving, even if slightly,

the immediate prospects of the economy, would necessitate a sharp

increase in the inflow of convertible currency into Cuba.

Now any attempt or effort at quantifying the possible flow

of income to the Cuban authorities resulting from the charging of

transit fees, trans-shipments and repair service charges, other

ancillary services is at best, a highly hypothetical and

speculative exercise, based on a number of interconnected

assumptions for which no direct or cohesive empirical evidence

can be offered.

Using approximate figures relating t the total value at

street level of drugs of Latin American origin introduced by

traffickers into the United States, and'making the corresponding

adjustment for the value at point of origin of the fraction of

the total going through Cuba or its environs and, finally,

calculating the percentage of that total likely to be

appropriated by the Cuban govenment in exchange for the various

services lent to the traffickers, a highly conservative estimate

would place the gross income generated by those activities at

around $200 to $300 million yearly. It should be pointed out, in

passing, that the assumptions and figures used in these

calculations, although highly tentative and even conjectural in

nature are, nonetheless, highly conservative ones.

In regards to the impact that the recent revelations made by

the Cuban Government concerning the drug traffick may have upon
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the reputation and image of the regime and of Fidel Castro

himself, it seems evident that the overwhelming sense of the

opinions and views expressed by commentators, intellectuals, and

the media in general, both domestically and internationally, is

highly negative to them. Disbelief at best and open rejections

in many cases of the official version of events, have been the

norm in this instance. Few accept that a totalitarian government

characterized by the unquestionable authority, monolithic

control, and unipersonal decision making style of its President,

Secretary General of the Ruling Communist Party, and Commander-

in-Chief of the Armed Forces, could be ignorant of the vast and

sophisticated support network that has for years served as the

intrastructure of a continuous flow of illegal drugs into this

country.

The revelations made by the Cuban authorities, perhaps much

against their will, has robbed the revolution of its last

vestiges of moral authority and prestige both among the world

intelligensia as well as among the governments and peoples of the

countries of the so-called Third World.



Senator GRAHAM. Dr. Juan Clark, sociologist, Miami-Dade Com-
munity College, who is a specialist in Cuban human rights.

STATEMENT OF DR. JUAN M. CLARK
Dr. CLARK. Our statement will concentrate basically on some so-

ciological and historical data that may be useful in understanding
the present situation that we are going through with respect to
drug trafficking in Cuba.

I would say that in researching the Cuban living conditions, as
well as migration for 20 years-and I am about to publish a book
entitled, "Cuba, Myth and Reality," that will deal with a number
of aspects of those living conditions that have been rather ignored,
you might say, or not well documented in the past.

In this sense, we think that it is very important that we realize
that we are dealing not only with a rigid totalitarian system of a
Stalinist cut but also with the unique leadership of Fidel Castro.
And I think this is crucial to understand a little bit about his per-
sonality.

He is the son of a rich Spaniard who deeply hated the United
States due to his involvement in the Spanish-Cuban-American War
of 1898.

From very early Fidel Castro showed outstanding personal fea-
tures, such as strong physique and desire to excel at any cost, as
well as his ability to manipulate others in an unscrupulous way. To
do this he lied whenever he had to in order to get his way.

We have this anecdote from a former teacher of him at Belen
School that constantly caught him in his lies, and Fidel, at that
time about 18 years, confessed to him and said: "Father, I'm sorry,
but I cannot help it. It's just like a second nature to me." Already
in high school.

His desire to excel, as well as his ability to manipulate others, to
lie in a pathological but intelligent way, and to participate in what-
ever he deemed necessary to reach his goals regardless of its moral-
ity was carried by Castro throughout his university years. There he
joined one of the gangster-like groups and was actually charged
with one murder while he was in his university years. Undoubtedly
this experience appears to have left a deep imprint in his personal-
ity.

He had a great ability to persuade others to follow him.
As a person who helped him greatly in Mexico told us,"If he put

his arm around your shoulder, you can be sure he will persuade
you." At the same time he displayed an incredible tenacity to
reach the goals he established for himself.

Of course, the breakdown of Cuba's constitutional order by 1952
by the coup d'etat of Fulgencio Batista gave Castro the unique op-
portunity to aim at gaining power at the highest level through vio-
lence.

It is clear to us that by 1958 Castro was aiming at achieving ab-
solute power and had secretly contracted a pact with the old Com-
munist Party that would enable him to consolidate his power with
the support of the U.S.S.R.

Yet, what Castro constantly promised to the Cuban people was
the restoration of democracy and the Constitution of 1940 violated



by Batista. Throughout this period he denied any Communist in-
volvement.

Our research uncovered that even his brother, Raul, also denied
in Mexico that involvement and even vilifie' he old Communist
Party when this charge was being levied aga, , their 26th of July
movement, in spite of his well-known Communist Youth connec-
tion. As a result, of course, of Castro's guerrilla movement and
others that participated in his struggle, he gained power Jan-
uary 1, 1959.

From this point on Castro initiated his masterpiece of deception
to the Cuban people and its leadership. We would dare to state that
there is no equivalent in deception in world history.

Very cleverly Castro manipulated most of the Cuban leadership,
using many of its well-known figures with unquestionable prodemo-
cratic reputations only to be discarded later, while he consolidated
his power.

We believe, as many others, that he is, above all, a "fidelista", in
other words a consummate opportunist. Castro had achieved,
indeed, what most considered impossible: the establishment of a
Communist regime 90 miles from the United States.

In this process Castro not only mesmerized the Cuban people
with his charisma and great histrionic power, compounded with his
skillful use of television, using deception in a superb way, as well
as ruthless incompassionate actions to the utmost.

Indeed, as some experts have declared, he gained power using
the democratic banner and later consolidated it with the Marxist-
Leninist one that has supported him militarily and financially to
the current rate of about $4 billion per year.

Castro did not hesitate executing his closest collaborators nor to
sentence them to 20 or 30 years in prison when they were simply
threatening his power or actually opposed the betrayal of his demo-
cratic revolution already in 1959, 1960, and 1961. Thousands were
executed in this process.

In this sense our research has verified that even here Castro's
regime, at his explicit command, did not respect the last moments
of life of many of those sentenced to die when they were practically
emptied of their blood before they were going to be executed, in
order to use it with the injured militiamen that were fighting this
forgotten war that was going on in Cuba, by which the Cuban peas-
ants were fighting mainly in the Escambray mountains for almost
7 years the totalitarian system.

Looking at the situation in Cuba today, we' can say that more
than in the Soviet Union the system cannot feed its people. Thus,
Cuba is enduring an almost total rationing system unprecedented
in the Soviet bloc. To make things worse, it prohibits the remain-
ing small peasants to sell their surplus to the people, something
never done even in China or the U.S.S.R. All dimensions of eco-
nomic life are in terrible shape, with housing at the top of the list.

More recent, insult has been added to injury through the so-
called parallel market, in practice an official black market where
unrationed goods of many types are made available to the popula-
tion at exorbitant prices, resulting in incredible exploitation of the
Cuban people.



Furthermore, Cubans are now being discriminated in their own
land in favor of foreigners, also in an unprecedented way.

Yet, the new elite that has created that disaster does not suffer
its consequences. For them there is no rationing and no shortages.
On the contrary, they can enjoy in an abundant way whatever is
produced nationally and from abroad. And as someone has indicat-
ed to us in a very clever way they have property title of nothing
but are the owners of everything.

As a result of the above-mentioned conditions, accompanied by
the pervasive repression that touches everyone directly or indirect-
ly, it can be safely stated that all human rights have been violated
in Cuba.

Our most recent work on the issue of human rights in Cuba, that
was presented to the United Nations Commission of Human Rights
this past February, clearly demonstrates that assertion.

But this is not only with the Cuban political prisoners, but the
population at large. And we will dare to state that a sort of politi-
cal-ideological apartheid prevails in Cuba today, whereby the secu-
rity and opportunity of advancement in society of anyone who
dares to dissent or simply want to remain neutral would be serious-
ly jeopardized.

Just this week we have seen the arrest and indictment of some of
the leaders of the human rights movement in Cuba, who have been
allowed to exist ag a result of the international spotlight placed
over Cuba on this issue of the last few years.

Going into the drug-traffic connection, this background is impor-
tant to understand a number of important facts that are taking
place today.

Our research, for instance, has questioned the assertion that has
been made in this hearing about the beginning of the drug traffic,
that you stated initially. And, indeed, this Miami Herald report
that you mentioned, indeed shows that something must have been
happening already in 1963 when the Miami Herald asks the ques-
tion, "Castro Linked to 'Alarming' Cocaine Traffic?"

I think our suggestion of this then would be very brief, in that
we, the committee, should strongly probe on this particular matter.

In view of the utterly unethical behavior that Fidel Castro has
displayed since his high school years, it is quite likely that he
would have supported this traffic, since the initial years of his 30-
year-old regime.

Two explanations strongly emerge for these actions.
One, of course, is the already stated economic reason, and I

strongly support it, in terms of needing hard currency to support
these activities abroad.

But there is a second one that I think I probably mentioned, and
I think it is very important. And this is the ancestral hatred for
the United States that Castro has displayed in-the past, and he ap-
parently inherited it from his own father.

He even positively stated this by the end of the struggle against
Batista, when he said that

When this war ends, another much more important and bigger will start for me;
the war that I am going to wage against them, the Americans. I realize that this is
going to be my true destiny.



We cannot vouch, of course, for Arnaldo Ochoa's innocence in
the drug traffic. But our research can corroborate what has been
said in terms of his personal reputation for integrity, et cetera, his
loyalty to Castro, great popularity with the soldiers, as well as his
willingness to speak his mind in an open way. These two latter
items may very well have brought Ochoa's demise.

A rather similar situation apparently determined the elimina-
tion in 1959 of the popular Comandante Camilo Cienfuegos.

Ochoa's public confession of corruption crimes reminds us of the
aftermath of the famous July 20, 1944, plot against Hitler. There
Field Marshal Rommel, the great German military hero, was given
the option of death after a trial or suicide with the compromise
that nothing would happen to his family.

We can say that under totalitarian conditions blackmail upon
the defenseless individual can be exercised in many brutal ways,
with no need to drug or physically torture the person to confess or
to do as the repressive apparatus wants.

It is well known through our research that many within Cuba's
leadership ranks believe that the main obstacle to economic im-
provement is Fidel Castro and his capricious management of the
country.

Taking into consideration Castro's ruthlessness when it comes to
a threat of his power, it makes sense that a drug connection was
fabricated in order to personally discredit and demoralize someone
of Ochoa's prestige, if he and others may have expressed discontent
in any way, following the winds of glassnost and perestroika blow-
ing from the U.S.S.R.

This discrediting and demoralizing technique has also been fre-
quently used by Castro in the past to handle actual or even poten-
tial opponents to his system.

These reports indicate that a final betrayal took place by Castro
and that the executions were carried out with the condemned
blindfolded and gagged so that they would not even be able to ex-
press themselves in their final moments. It is our impression then
that Castro may -as well have signed his own death sentence by
executing Ochoa.

Policy suggestions: Our research has uncovered the notion within
the Cuban leadership that a lifting of the economic embargo would
be a panacea for the system. They have placed great hopes on
American tourism as a source of income.

There are a number of indicators pointing out the emphasis
made by the Cuban Government on lifting the embargo through
the pressure exercised to some Cuban emigre groups and even the
Catholic Church in the United States.

This embargo, as we have seen in previous testimonies presented
here, has only made more difficult for Castro to obtain the U.S.-
made- goods, but, indeed, the elimination of the embargo at this
time would constitute a boost for Castro's collapsing economy.

This research has also corroborated that Castro is sensitive to
international pressures. Those pressures forced him to free most of
his political prisoners in the late 1970's. Pressure should continue
abroad and within Cuba with respect to the issue of human rights.

It is vital that the truth about what has been happening in Cuba
be known to the world in order to deprive Castro of any credibility



in terms of his positive intentions concerning the welfare of the
Cuban people and his involvement in the drug traffic,

We have also learned of the great impact of Radio Marti within
that population. That positive impact could be furthered with the
advent of TV Marti. This means should be used intensively to
bring truth of this reality to the Cuban people.

We believe that change will inevitably come for Cuba, but it will
have to come from within. It appears to be obvious that purges are
taking place in the Interior Ministry and that it has actually been
intervened by the armed forces led by Raul Castro.

This may be indicative that rumblings of change may have been
taking place within the Interior Ministry, thus justifying its fore-
stallment by Raul Castro.

With respect to accepting Castro's offer of cooperation to stop the
drug traffic, my suggestion is that he must show with deeds, not
with words, his good intentions.

But let us not forget how on July 9 of this year, just a few days
before Ochoa's execution, a U.S. Customs plane showed video-taped
evidence of the reality of the continuation of Castro's government
cooperation with the drug traffic. A two-engine plane flew outside
the regular air corridor over Cuba, dropping its drug cargo for the
waiting pickup boat within Cuban territorial waters, which was
later captured in Florida. Cuban Migs chased the United States
plane, not the drug-related one. Yet Castro cynically denied that
fact in his usual theatrical vehement way and rejected the photo-
graphic evidence as an American fabrication.

That televised performance by Castro, in front of his Council of
State, proved good once more the words of a former top leader of
Castro's 26th of July movement interviewed by us, in the sense
that "Castro was the best actor that Cuba ever produced".

Thus, accepting Castro's cooperation to stop drugs might turn
out to be like bringing the fox to guard the chicken coop.

Thank you very much.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you very much, Doctor.
[Dr. Clark submitted the following material:]
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A Raaoqlogial-NlatoricAl PerapactiVa on tha

Cuban Orua Traffic .nnectioa

By Juan H. Clark, Ph.D.

I am Juan Clark, professor of sociology at MiaMl-Dade
Community College, South Campus. Since 1969 I have been
conducting research on the emigration from Cuba, primarily to the
U.3., ond on living conditions in that country. Hf doctoral
dissertation, The Exodu. from Revolutionary Cuba (1959 -194J: A
Sociolggical Analysis-2 resulted from this process in 1975 as well
as a number of articles and monographs. Some of them together
with Dr. Alejandro Portes, Professor at Johns Hopkins University,
with whom I have conducted research in connection with the
adaptation of Cuban refugees to life in the U.S.

Uming sociological and Historical Data

I am about to publish a major work on living conditions on
the island. The book to. be published in Venezuela, Cuba, Mit o "
Realldad (Cuba, Hyth and Reality) is based on more than 1300
Interviews conducted since 1970 with recent arrivals from Cuba. 2

This work follows basically the methodology used by the Center
for Russian Studies at Harvard University, which studied the
living conditions on the USSR based on the testimonies of the
refugees coming out of that country in the 1950'5.4 It is
Important to state that the Cuban exodus at large Is highly
representative of the demographic characteristics of the Cuban
people, but particularly so regarding those who are continuously
arriving at this country in Inner-tube rafts and small boats,
being this year a zecord-breaking one.$ It Is within these
escapees that we found a significantly higher proportion of young
people and persons from the working classes, precisely the ones
that the Castro government has claimed as the main beneficiazie

L I wish to thank Gloria Riquelme, Rosita Cosslo del Pino

and Angel Do Fana for their comments and suggestions.

Gainesville, University of Florida, 1975.

' The field work for this research has been completed
without any financial support, counting only on voluntary cooperation.

4 See Alex Inkeles and Raymond Sauer, The Soviet Citizen.
Daily Life In a Totalitarian Society (New York: Atheneum , 1963)
for a description of the methodology used In this effort.

* See "Aumenta el Axodo do cubanos por marl" E1 Nuevo
Herald, August,8,1989, p.5A. A total of 117 had arrived this way
this year using this extremely perilous means.
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of the revolutionary changes.*

In our book, new light will be shed not only on the living
conditions that have prompted de exodus of about a million
persons from Cuba, but also on the nature of that system that can
be rightly called totalitarian since it attempts to control the
life of the individual to its smallest detail.' We have found
that many of the patterns of social life already ascertained and
studied in the nations of the Soviet block are also present in
Cuba, in spite of the great differences in cultural and
historical backgrounds." Among them, the great inefficiency in
the economy and particularly in the agricultural sector; the
inevitable .-development of an underground economy and the
emergence of a new class or elite, originally outlined by Hilovan
Dillas,' and that, as mentioned by one to us, "they have property
title of nothing but are the owners of everything. m The new elite

- is led in Cuba by the unique, despotic yet charismatic leadership
of Fidel Castro, the dean of dictators in this hemisphere with 30
years in power.

It is with this background in mind that I accepted being
part of these hearings on the Cuban drug traffic connection,
feeling that some contributions could be made from the data
accumulated over the past 20 years. Some sociological and
historical perspectives will probably be beneficial In order to
better understand the present Cuban drug traffic reality that in
turn may help formulate future policies on how to best handle
this phenomenon, 90 miles from U.S. shores that was once
described as "a thorn in the flesh [of the U.S.); but not a
dagger in the heart. " 10

See Clark, The Exodus, pp. 205-215.

' See the classic studies on totalitarianism: Carl J.
FrIedirch y Zbigniew K. 3rzezinski, Totalitarian DILctadorshin and
Autocracy (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1962); Hannah Arendt,
The OrIlnsA of Totalitaranism (Cleveland and New York: Meridian
Books, The World Publishing Company, 1962); and H. Duckheim,
Totalitarian Rule. Its Nature and Characteristics (Middletown,
Con.: West Eyan University Press, 1961).

B Seaside. the already mentioned work by Inkeles et.al. from
the Center for Russian Studies at Harvard University, see also
Hedrick Smith, The Russianz (Mew York: Quadrangle/The New York
Times Book Co., 1976)

Milovan DJIlas, '-Tha New Class An Analysis of the
Communist System (New York, Washington: Praeger Publishers, 1957)

"* Senator J. William FulbrIght, in Memorandum to President
Kennedy. March 30, 1961.
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3

Castro's aersonality and Charismatig-Ruthlea* Leadershib

we believe that it is of utmost importance to realize that
we are dealing not only with a rigid totalitarian system of an
Stalinist cut but also with the unique leadership of Fidel
Castro. He 1 the son of a rich Spaniard who deeply hated the
U.S. due to his involvement In the Spanish-Cuban-iCrLcan War of
1898. From very early Fidel Castro showed outstanding personal
features such as his strong physique and desire to excell at any
cost, as well as his ability to manipulate others in an
unscrupulous way. To do this he lied whenever he had to in order
to get his way. He went to such excesses that a former teacher of
Castro at the Jesuit Belen High School in Havana that he

attended, finally confronted him on this matter. He said "Fidel,
why do you have to lie to me constantly? You know that I always
catch your lies." To which the already audacious and ambitious

- high school student replied rather cynically "Oh, Father, I can't
help it, you know, this is a second nature In me."I

L

This desire to excell as well as his ability to manipulate
people, to lie In a pathological but intelligent way and to
participate in whatever he deemed necessary to reach his goals
regardless of its morality was carried by Castro throughout his
university years. There he Joined one of the ganqster-like
groups, the UIR (Union Insurreccional Revolacionaria),
participating in a number of bloody events, being indicted with
one death.12 This experience appears to have left a deep imprint
in his personality. At the same time, although he never succeeded
in being elected to an important position in the student
government he developed a strong set of supporters that were
considered his unconditional followers. He spoke with great
conviction and was able to persuade people to follow him to great
extremes. As a person who helped him greatly in Mexico told us
"If he put his arm around your shoulder, you can be sure he will
persuade you." At the same time he displayed an incredible
tenacity to reach the goals he established for himself.

The breakdown of Cuba's constitutional order by the 1952
coup d'etat led by General Fulgencio Batista gave Castro the
unique opportunity to aim at gaining power at 'the highest level
through violence. His unsuccessful and bloody attack in 1953 to
the Moncada Garrison did not deter him. Castro's next action was
to be guerrilla warfare for which he rallied the support of the
Cuban population, and to a lesser degree, that of the American

k' According to testimony to this writer by a Jesuit priest
on September 11, 1983.

I' This was the death of University of Havana police
officer, Sgt. Oscar Fern~ndez Caral. Charges against Castro were
later dropped as witnesses failed to testify.

37-281 0 - 91 - 3



people. It is clear to us that by, 1958 Castrc was alming; at
achieving absolute power and had secretly contracted a pact with
the oid Communist Party that will enable him to consolidate his
power with the support if the USSR. Yet what Castro constantly
promised to the Cuban people was the restoration of democracy and
the Constitution of 1940 violated by Batista. Throughout this
period he denied any communist involvement. Our research
uncovered that even his brother Ra6l also denied in Mexico that
Involvement and even vilified the old Communist Party when this
charge was being levied against their 26 of July movement in
spite of his well-known Communist Youth connection.

As a result of Castro's guerrilla movement from the Sierra
Maestra and other organizations operating in the rural and urban
environments at great loss of lives; the corruption of Batista's
government, as well as the withdrawal of U.S. military and

- political support to his regime, the dictatorship started in 1952
fell ignominiously on January 1, 1959 as its leader fled In a
shameless way. From this point on Castro initiated his
masterpiece of deception to the Cuban people and its leadership.
Ve would dare to state that there Is nc equivalent In deception
In world history. Very cleverly Castro manipulated most of the
Cuban leadership, using many of its well-known figures with
unquestionable pro democratic reputation, to be discarded later,
while he consolidated h4a power. We believe as many others that
he is above all "a fidelista," that is a consumated opportunist.
Yet, through a combination of deceit and charismatic appeal,
magnified by the reputation of his heroic actions, he managed to
shift the democratic goals of the revolution to those of a
"socialistic" and, In effect, totalitarian system. His ultimate
goal of absolute power were achieved after the Missile Crisis of
1962 and the Ill-fated Ray of Pigs operation, doomed by the lack
of determination of the Kennedy administration. Castro had
achieved what most considered impossible: the establishment of a
communist regime 90 miles from the JUnited States.

In this process Castro not only mesmerized the Cuban people
with his charisma and great histrionic power compounded with his
skillful use of television, utilizing deception in a superb way
as well ruthlessness uncompassionate actions to the utmost. In a
shameless way he declared in December 1961 that he was a marxist-
leninist already at the tlme of his guerrilla struggle, but that
he could not proclaim that at that time because he wouldn't have
been able to come down from the 8ierra if he did. As incisive
early analysts put it, Castro achieved power using the democratic
banner and later consolidated it with the marxist-leninist one"

' See Theodore Draper, Catroism. Theor and Practice (New
York: F.A. Praeger Publishers, 1965) and Mario Llerena hL
Unsuspected Revolution. the Birth and Risa of castrosi (Ithaca
and London: Cornell University Press, 197$).
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that bas supported him militarily and financially to the current
rate of about four billion dollars per year.1 4

Castro did not hesitate executing his closest collaborators
nor to sentenced them to 20 or 30 years in prison when they
simply threatened his power or actually opposed the betrayal of
the promised democratic revolution. Thousands were executed In
this process. In this sense our research has verified that even
here Castro's regime, at his explicit command, did not respect
the last moments of life of many of those sentenced to die when
they were practically emptied of their blood before their
execution In order to use it on the militiamen In~ured " " in the
forgotten war waged mostly by the Cuban peasants at the Escambray
mountains for almost seven years against the totalitarian system
that was being forced upon them.16  Many thousands more were
sentenced to 20 and 30 years of prison and treated In the most

-inhu.,ane way as described in the works of Armando Valladares and
other: ."

Cuba'& TotalItarianimm Daiyatilan and RaptassAon

The totalitarian system thrusted upon the Cuban people has
brought upon them unprecedented hardships and repression. Cuba's
economy is In terrible shambles due to its mismanagement by the
new Cuban elite that has put under government control practically
all productive activities. In this sense Fidel Castro acts as the
supreme owner, disposing of Cuba's abundant natural resources in
a unilateral way without paying attention to national or foreign
experts. More than In the Soviet Union, the system cannot feed

14 See Clyde H. Farnsworth, "Soviet Said to Reduce Support

for Cuban Economy," TheC ewYork Times. March 16, 1988, V.6A.

10 multiple evidence of this practice is presented in our
book. Perhaps one the most dramatic is that df American
Journalist Bonnie Anderson, whose father Howard she claim had
this done to him before his execution in Cuba. See hBonnie
Anderson, del Kedio Oriente a Miami," E1 Nuevo Herald March 6,
1989, p. 2D.

16 For Information from both sides on thise guerrilla
struggle see Norberto Fuentes, Has Imousleron la Violencia (La
Habana; Editorial Letras Cubanas, 1986) and Enrique 0. Encinona,
Cuba the Unfinished Revolution (Austin Tx: Rakin Press, 198S) and
by the same author EacaMaw. av LA _uerra Olvidada (Miami:
Editorial Sibi, 1989).

17 See 21 Presidio Politico en Cuba Comunista. Testimonlo
(Caracas: Icosocv tdiclones, 1982) and Armando Valladares, Contra
toda Esoeranza. His Memorlas (Barcelona: Plaza A Janes Editores,
S.A., 1965).
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6
its people. Thus, Cuba i enduring an almost total rationing
system, unprecedented in the Soviet Block. To make things worst
it prohibits the remaining small peasants to sell their surplus
to tht people, something never done In China or the USSR.

All dimensions of economic life are in terrible shape, with
housing at the top of the list. More recently, Insult has been
added to Injury through the so called "parallel arket* --in
practice an official black market-- where unrationed goods of
many types are made available to the population at exorbitant
prices resulting in Incredible exploitation.'"  Furthermore,
Cubans are now being discriminated In their own land in favor of
the foreigners, also in an unprecedented way.1'

Yet, the new elite that has created this disaster does notsuffer Its consequences. For them there is no rationing and no
- shortages.-On the contrary, they can enjoy in an abundant waywhatever is produced nationally and from abroad. The Castrobrothers are the first to enjoy those privileges, As asympathetic foreign observer had to put it, he saw Fideloperating the country as If it were his private farm. 3 0 Indeedfor him there are no limits and he can be considered the numberone privileged person who has residences in all the 14 provinces
and who has absolute power over lives and things on the island assome of those that have already testified before this committee
have exemplified.

As a result of the above mentioned conditions accompanied bythe pervasive repression that touches everyone directly orindirectly it can be safely stated that all maJor human rightshave been violated in Cuba. Our most recent work n the issue ofhuman rights in Cuba,* that was presented to the United NationsCommission on Human Rights this past February, clearly

14 A regular 12 inch fan would cost around 300 pesos In the
parallel market, while for foreigners paying in dollars the pcicewould be around Us 420. The average monthly salary in Cuba Isaround 100 pesos. Prices in the parallel market are often five ormore times higher than in the rationed market, including food and
manufactured goods,

1" The example of the fan mentioned above is a good case.
Cubans cannot buy, nor eat or go to many places reserved for
foreigners paying in dollars.

ps Se Rene Dumont In Cuba Soialist" (New Yorki The VikingPress, 1974)"' "

's See Juan M. Claik, Angel De Fans and aya Sinchez, TJrhViolation of Human Iia1nt In -u-ba An typiri.nttal Pergectiva
(Miami: Center for Humn Rights, February 1989)
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demonstrates that assertion. Those, violations do not apply only
to the ones that have suffered the most, the Cuban political
prisoners, but to the population at large. Ve would dare to state
that a sort of "political-ideological apartheid" prevail in Cuba
today, whereby the security, and opportunities of advancement in
society of any one who dares to dissent or simpler want to remain
neutral will be seriously Jeopardized. Just this week we have
seen the arrest and indictment of some of the leaders of the
human rights movement in Cuba, who have been allowed to exist as
a result of the international spotlight placed over Cuba on that
Issue in the last few years.3m

Castro.ts Drug-Traffic onnerlan

This backdrop of socio-historlcal data is important to
better comprehend the Cuban drug connection. We must bring to the

-attention of this Committee a piece of information that
apparently has been overlooked and that sharply extends the date
stated in these hearings for the beginning of Castro's
Involvement in this drug traffic. our research has uncovered
Journalistic reports indicating the presence of a signifzant
correlation between the increase in the supply of cocaine in the
U S. and the arrival of Castro to power. According to a Miami
Herald 1963 report *federal narcotics officials said... they can
date an 'alarming rise' In the cocaine traffic into the U.8. from
Castro's accession to power In Cuba." And the report added that
"...it may be that Castro is relying on dope smuggling to get
badly needed dollars for foreign exchange that he could not-
otherwise obtain." Those federal officials were very emphatic
then in terms of the presence of a Castro connection in the
"alarming cocaine traffic" but did not present further evidence
of that connection.23 We strongly suggest further probe on this
matter.

In view of the utterly unethical behavior that Fidel Castro
has displayed since his hlgh school years it is quite likely that
he would have supported this traffic since the initial years of
his 30 year old regime. Two explanations emerge strongly for that
action. One is the above stated economic reason in view of the
need for foreign currency, which has been aggravated over the
years to the point of becoming critical. This foreign currency
has also been crucial for the support of subversion in this

33 "3 rights leaders arrested In Cuba," The MiamI Herald,
August 7, 1989, p. IA, and "Activists indicted In Havana," I"
MJAMIHerald, August 10, 1989, p. 12A. The arrested and indicted
leaders are Elizardo 84nchez- Santa Cruz, Hiram Abi Cobas and
Hubert Jerez.

39 See David Iraslow, "Castro Linked to 'Alarming' Cocaine
Traffic? The Miami Herald|, September 22, 1963, p. 6A.
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hemisphere and other parts of the .world. And second, but not
least In Importance Is the ancestral hatred for the U.S. that
Castro has displayed. He even explicitly stated this by the end
of the struggle against Batista, when he said that "when this war
ends another much important and bigger will start for me; the war
that I am goinT to wage against them [the Americans).I realize
that this Is going to be my true destiny.

2'

We cannot vouch for Gen. Arnaldo Ochoa Innocence in the drug
traLfic. But our research can corroborate what has been said in
these hearings about his personal reputation for Integrity,
simple unpretentious life, loyalty to Castro, great popularity
with the soldiers, as well as his willingness to speak his mind
In an open way. The two latter items may very well have brought
Ochoa's demise. A rather similar situation apparently determined
the elimination in 1959 of the popular comandante Camilo

- Cienfuegos, only second in popularity to Fidel Castro himself in
1959. The plane in which he was travelling mysteriously
disappeared only a week after the arrest of comandante Huber
Matos who had simply resigned his military post. Clenfueqos dared
to express to Castro In a private manner his disagreement with
the arrest.2* To us, Ochoa's Involvement in the drug traffic was
highly unlikely. The above mentioned facts as well as other
actually presented by the Castro brothers seem to indicate that
the execution of Ochoa and three other may have a strong
political motivation that time will only clarify.

Ochoa's public confession of corruption crimes reminds us of
the aftermath of the famous July 20, 1944 plot against Hitler.
There Field Marshal Erwin Ronmel, the great German military hero,
was given the option of death after a trial or suicide with the
compromise that nothing was going to happen to his family as a
result of his participation in the plot that If successful would
have saved Germany a lot of grief.2' Under totalitarian
conditions blackmail upon the defenseless individual can be
exercised In many brutal ways, with no need to drug or physically
torture the person to confess or to do as the repressive

" See Carlos Franqul 21ario de la Revoluci6n Cubana (Paris:
Ruedo Zb~rico, 1976), p.473.

20 Interview with Huber Hates Hay 11, 1989. It was well
krown that Cienfuegos had a conflictive situation with Ra6l
Castro.

' See William L. S hrer The Rise and Fall of tha Third
1hch. A History of Mazi CerMA-n y (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1960), pp. 1077-1079.
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appratus wints.3'

It is well known to our research that many within Cuba's
leadership ranks believe that the main obstacle to economic
improvement Is Fidel Castro and his capricious management of the
country. Taking into consideration Castro's ruthlessness when it
comes to a threat to his power, it makes sense that a drug
connection were fabricated in order to personally discredit and
demoralize someone of Ochoa's prestige if he and others may have
expressed discontent in any way, following the winds of glassnost
and perestrolka blowing from the USSR. this discrediting and
demoralizing technique has also been frequently used by Castro in
the past to handle actual or even potential opponents. Reports
have filtrated abroad in the sense that a deal was made with
Ochoa and the others for their collaboration in their trial, by
which Castro would be exonerated of any drug traffic
responsibilities, with the promise that the death sentences would
be commuted. These reports indicate that a final betrayal took
place by Castro, and that the executions were carried out with
the condemned blindfolded and gagged so that they would not even
be able to express themselves in their final moments. It Is our
Impression that Castro may as well have signed his own death
sentence by executing Ochoa.29

Policy g uaaattons

Our research has also uncovered the notion within the Cuban
leadership that a lifting of the economic embargo would be a
panacea for the system. They have placed great hopes on American
tourism as a source of income. There are a number of indicators
pointing out the emphasis made by the Cuban government on lifting
the embargo through the pressure exercised by some Cuban eaigr6
groups and even the attempt to use the U.S. Catholic Church, as
well as other interest for that purpose. This embargo, as we have
seen in previous testimonies on these hearings, has only made
more difficult for Castro to obtain the U.8.made goods. But
indeed, the elimination of the embargo at this time would
constitute a boost for Castro's collapsing economy.

This research has corroborated that Castro is sensitive to
International pressures. Those pressures forced him to free most
of his political prisoners in the late 1970's. Pressure should

' In the Cuban case a favorite blackmail performance has
been to take the prisoner*in front of the TV cameras expressing
guilt or the uselessness of fighting the system.

11 This information came through a foreign Journalist
stationed in Cuba. It was also mentioned that like in the July
1944 plot against Hitler, Ochoale execution was also filmed and
was being showed to the armed forces.
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continue abroad and within Cuba. with respect to the Issue ofhuman rights. It is vital that the truth about what has beenhappening in Cuba be known to the world In order to deprive
Castro of any credibility In ters of his positive intentions
conceriiing the welfare of the Cuban people and his Involvement in
the drug traffic. Ve have also learned of the great Impact ofRadio Hatti within that population. That positive impact could befurthered with the advent of T.V. Marti. These means should beused Intensively to bring the truth of these realities to theCuban people. Ye believe that change will inevitable come forCuba but it will have to be from within. It appears to be obviousthat purges are taking place in the interior Ministry (MININT)and that it has actually been intervened by the Armed ForcesKInjstry (MINPR) led by Ral Castro. This may be indicative thatrumblings of change may have been taking place at MININT# thus
justifying Its forestallment by 9a61.

With respect to accepting Castro's offer of cooperation tostop the drug traffic, my suggestion is that he must show withdeeds not with words his "good Intentions.* But let us not forgethow on July 9th, Just a few days before Ochoals execution, a U.S.Customs plane showed video taped evidence of the reality andcontinuation of Castro's government cooperation with the drugtraffic as a two-engine plane flew outside the regular aircorridor over Cuba, dropping its drug cargo for the waitingpickup boat within Cubafi terr-ltbrlaj waters which was latercaptured in Florida. Cuban Mig chased the U.S. plane, not thedrug related one. 2' Yet, Castro cynically denied that fact in hisusual theatrical-vehement way and reJected the photographicevidence as an American fabrication. That televised performanceby Castro in front of his Council of State, proved good once morethe words of a top leader of Castro's 26th of July movementinterviewed by us, In the sense that "Castro was the best actorthat Cuba ever produced." Thus, accepting Castro's cooperation tostop drugs might turn out to be like "bringing the fox into the
chicken coup."

2 According to the local broadcast of Channel 4 New, Miami,
in its 11 o'clock editions.
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Senator GRAHAM. We have been joined by my colleague and
friend, Congressman Larry Smith, who, as I indicated earlier, has
been chairing hearings on this subject on behalf of the U.S. House
of Representatives Committee on Foreign Affairs.

Congressman Smith, do you have an opening statement?
STATEMENT OF HON. LARRY SMITH, A U.S. CONGRESSMAN FROM

THE STATE OF FLORIDA
Congressman SMITH. Yes, sir; thank you.
I appreciate very much, Senator Graham, the hearings which

you are holding here today.
I think it is very important for not only this community, but for

the international community and all the people of the United
States certainly to understand what is happening now in Cuba and
what these latest occurrences really do mean.

As you indicated, as chairman of the House Task Force on Inter-
national Narcotics, I have been chairing hearings in Washington.

Unfortunately, the House Foreign Affairs Committee, by its own
rules, prohibits holding hearings anywhere but in Washington, no-
where else inside the United States, so we can not come to this
community and hold these hearings. That is why we are glad that
you are holding these hearings today on behalf of your committee
and the Senate.

We have held these hearings in Washington and had testimony
from many of the people that you are hearing from today and from
others with reference to what, in fact, is their interpretation of
what has gone on in the last few weeks, the amount of involvement
over the last number of years of Cubans including the government
officials in Castro's government, and we have been rather shocked,
frankly, by some of the things that we have heard.

One of your witnesses, Mr. DeBeunza, who is here today at some
personal safety risk to himself, came to testify about what, in fact,
has been going on in Cuba for a number of years.

I think that the testimony is extremely relevant. I think that the
people who are going to testify certainly have a significant insight.

I think that our State Department, unfortunately, has not been
as completely capable of dealing with the situation as it should
have been, has not paid as much attention as it should have, and
that the rest of the world, frankly, has been a little bit, somewhat,
asleep at the switch with reference to Castro's involvement and has
been a little loath to get involved in challenging Castro on the
issue of drugs.

As you know, the issue of drugs goes further than just drugs
alone.

We are talking about money laundering of huge sums. We are
talking about shipping of arms. We are talking about arming of
people in South and Central America for revolutionary purposes, et
cetera.

So, there is a lot more here than meets the eye.
Just let me say this in closing, that, from the testimony that we

were able to get from 2 full days of hearings, I believe we have
found that the majority of people agree that what is happening in
Cuba is really not so much a significant purge against drug traf-



pickers as it is a political purge by Castro against opponents, be-
cause, as we will find from the testimony, only a number of his
friends and close political or former political supporters and gov-
ernment officials have been arrested-no mules, no shippers, no
movers, no people who deal at the street level in drugs, nobody
who would have had any capability of carrying out orders, just the
top officials, no one else.

Well, that, to me, does not seem to be a significant approach
against drugs.

And the challenge which Castro has issued toward us, that he in
fact wants to get somewhat more active with us in the drug traf-
ficking and his fight against drugs is a challenge that we have to
not only view with some significance, but also a challenge that we
have to examine to make sure that it is not just a ruse once again
for him to be able to say to the international community: See, I am
an acceptable member. This is something we have to be very con-
cerned about.

I hope that these hearings here locally in Miami will produce the
same kind of evidence as they produced in Washington.

I again commend you for holding these hearings.
I appreciate your inviting me here, and I hope I will be able to

stay at least a short time to participate with you.
Thank you.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you very much, Congressman Smith.
I very much appreciate your adding to this hearing today, and I

commend you on the work that you have already done and the
work that lies before us.

You have already introduced our next speaker, Mr. Manuel De-
Beunza. Mr. DeBeunza is a former Cuban counterintelligence offi-
cer.

As the Congressman indicated, he has been very courageous in
his testimony previously in Washington and again here today and
has a unique insight as to conditions within Cuba.

Mr. DeBeunza.

STATEMENT OF MANUEL DeBEUNZA
Mr. DEBEUNZA. Senator Graham and Congressman Smith.
My name is Manuel DeBeunza, former Cuban intelligence officer.
I was a high-ranking officer of the Cuban Government until I de-

fected in Canada. I began working in 1965 with the Cuban counter-
intelligence in immigration under the immigration division.

Subsequently, I was promoted to the head of the counterintelli-
gence group. I studied at the naval academy in Mariel, where I
graduated as a high-ranking pilot, with courses set aside in combat
and survival guerrilla warfare.

I have the combat experience in Vietnam, 1972; Angola, 1975 and
1978; and Persian Gulf, 1979. I worked with the special support
group of Castro as official member of Interior Affairs for creation
of Cuban-owned companies throughout the world.

I was attached to Montreal, 1982, as president of Cuban private
enterprise called Columbus Enter. I defected on June 14, 1987.



I was a member of the Cuban Communist Party, president of the
party's [inaudible] from the board of the State Council and the
Ministry of the Interior.

As a member of the Ministry of the Interior, I participated in
many missions, according to the rank, and had access to informa-
tion of clandestine operations of the Government of Cuba, directed
by Fidel Castro through Osmany Cienfuegos.

First, I have been present in a meeting where Fidel Castro or-
dered the creation of the company, Happy Line, as a shipping com-
pany in Panama, when they would, when a Colombian ship put out
to sea to transport drugs to the miliary port in Barlovento in
Havana.

Cuba has a company to evade the United States embargo, and I
give you a few lists:

CIMEX in Panama.
CIMEX in Japan.
SERVINAVES in Panama.
EIKA in Panama.
ACEMEX Holding in Havana and Legency [phonetic].
Anglo Caribbean Shipping Company, London.
TAINA in Holland.
TAINA Shipping in Belgium.
CARIBERIA and WALIA in Spain.
REYMAR and ROUMAR in Mexico.
NIPPON Caribbean in Japan.
Columbus Enterprise and M.B. IBERCOM in Canada.
TOYO in Luanda and Freeport.
EUCO in London.
Havana International London Bank in England.
OMNIVIDEO Corporation in Los Angeles and Panama.
TECNOTEC, private purchasing company for Cuban Armed

Forces.
ARMEDPULLO [phonetic] in Panama.
This is a only few companies.
I have here 267 more company private enterprise. They only pro-

posed this to evade the U.S. embargo.
Second, I was invited to visit, an official visit to the Soviet Union

by the commander in chief of their navy, Marshal Burchov. And
when I had been in the base of the submarine in Riga I saw the
Vice Adm. Pedro Perez Betancourt, and he expressed that Aldo
Santamaria is discontent, because he is being forced to enter into
drug smuggling by Castro.

Third, Colonel Escudero, now an official in charge of Cienfuegos
region was dishonored and sent to the prison when a marijuana op-
eration went wrong.

Fourth, Col. Noel Comesanas, chief of the Castro's personal naval
security, was sent to coverup the landing of a small plane that had
landed near Cienfuegos with marijuana, and he expressed me in
front that he was under direct orders from Castro to send drugs to
the United Staths and ruin the young American people.

Five, Col. Rodriguez Peralta, imprisoned in Portugal for his guer-
rilla involvement in Africa, later came back to Cuba and was made
the chief of the border patrols. He was fired because he would not
cooperate with the drug trafficking.
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Six, Robert Vesco lives in Cuba and I saw him on Castro's yacht
fishing. Lives well protected in house given him by Fidel Castro.

Seven, Manuel Pineiro, chief of the department of America, from
the consent of Khomeini of the Communist Party, is in charge to
transport American weapons from Saigon in Vietnam in a Cuban
vessel and cover all the American weapons in the hatch of the
vessel, which had rice in bags, in the charge of Pineiro Luguba
[phonetic] and Wilubi [phonetic] in the fishing boat and to send to
the Caribbean at their risk in Central America.

Eight, in-order I prove everything that I told here is completely
true, I can send you Fidel Castro has hostage planes sought in

.Cuba and he's lied.
And my family's life is in danger.
Thank you.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you very much.
[Mr. DeBeunza submitted the following material:]
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MANUEL DE BEUNZA, former Cuban Intelligence Utri-
cer and High ranking Officer of the Cuban govern-
ment until he defected in Canada in 1987.

Cuban companies sent up abroad to evade the U.S.
embargo: II

* Happy Line- a shipping company in Panama that
rendezvous with Colombian ships at sea to trans-
port drugs.
* CIMEX in Panama set up by Antonio de la Guardia
*CIMEX in Japan directed by Tirso Luis
*SERVINAVES set up by capt. Piquin
*EIKA set up by Lt. Colonel Carbonell
*ACEMEX - a holding set up in Havana to set up
abroad:

* ANGLO CARIBBEAN SHIPPING COMPANY - in
LONDON.

*TAINA, in Holland
TAINA SHIPPING, in Belgium
CARIBERIA and WALIA in Spain
REYMAR AND ROUMAR in Mexico
NIPPON CARIBBEAN in Japan
COLUMBUS ENTERPRISE and M.B. IBERCOM in
Canada

* TOYO in Luanda, Angola, Capt. Blanco de Levante
Director
*EUCO in London
*HAVANA INTERNATIONAL BANK in London, England
OMNIVIDEO in Los Angeles and Panama
*TECNOTEC private purchasing company for Cuban ar-
med fprces
*SIMCA in Mexico

*While on a trip to Russia, Cuban Vice Adniral
Perez Betancourt expresses that Aldo Santwiaria
is discontent because he is being forced to enter
into drug smuggling by Castro.
*Colonel Escudero , Naval Officer in charge of
Cienfuegos region was dishonored and sent to pri-
son when a marihuana operation went wrong
*Colonel Noel Comesanas , Chief of the Castro,&
personal Naval Security, was sent to cover up the
landing of a small plane that had landed near
Cienfuegos with marihuana.Expressed that he was
under direct orders from Castro to send drugs to
the US and ruin its youth .
*Colonel Rodriguez Peralta, imprisoned in Portu-
gal for his guerrilla invlovement in Africa
later came back to Cuba, and was made chief of
Border Patrols. He was fired because he would
not cooperate with drug trafficking
* Robert Vesco lives in Cubaand has been seen on
Castro's yacht fishing . Lives well protected in a
house given to him by Castro.

- 1ro's extravagances - squan'- in -:t! ?al
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STATEMENT

BY MANUEL DE BEUNZA

My name 'a Manuel Dc Benza. I was born in Havana and

passed my courses in Elementary. H.gh School and College in the

City of Havana.

In the year 1965 I was recruited by the Security Agents of

the State of Cuba and began work inc for the Counter Intelli-

gence through the Penetration .& Infiltration Division, where

they olaceo me or my first steps with a group of VOLnno men

that the Securitv Agents said were involved in Counter RevolL-

tionary activities.

After two years of this. they moved me along inT.o the

same Security Agency .o work in Division U. wnich was later

called Division 11 ano subsequently the DEM. Special Ministr-,

Headquarters. In this division I was Head of the Counter

Intelligence Group of the Sector: Plaza of the Fevolution.

Subsequently. they sent me to study at the Naval Academy

in Mariei. where I graduated as a hioh ranking r,.ilot, naviQat-

ing and passed the instructional course in ,-_omoat and Survival

-4 the Guerillas. .ater. I went on to work inside th- Counter

lntelliqence as an officer for the 4-2 Division. in this divi-

sion I performed Multiple activities of couinter intel igence,

assisting the merchant marines. I navigated in different 'e-

cnant Ilarne ships. I worked in counter intelligence in di.-

rerent COuntries And stutdiea rodec in order r.o .7enn codes -rcm

the ships in which I was sailing. Also doing different missions
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in Division 4-2. such as the one in which they sent me to Don-

mark where six Cuban Ships were being built so as to penetrate

into a Chilean group that was living in the Scbndinavian coun-

tries: DINA, who are agents of Chilean Intelligence and the

MOZAK who are the Israeli agents.

I was ilso in Vietnam during the war of 1972 and served

other -ombat missions in Angola in 1975, where I went with the

first Battalion of Special Troops of the Ministry of Interior.

I later returned to Angola in 1978, where I participated in the

operations o- HUAMBO LUANGO.

After ths I went to work on the Special Support Group of

Fidei Castro. as Official Member of Interior Affairs for cro-

ation of companies that Cuba owns in different countries of the

world. I was ordered to go to Montreal, Canada. using a Panama-

nian "Holding" called ELHAN FINANCIAL CORPORATION, to open

another rone of these companies called Columbus Enterprise. My

mission was of counter intelligence and to evade the United

States embargo to Cuba.

arrived in the citv of Montreal, in 1982.with this task

and remi-.eo there on this mission until June 14. 1987 which

was the day I detected and came to the United States.

Aside -rcm that position within the Ministry of Interior,

I was a miitant of Youno Communists and later nartv militant.

I received dif 4,rent medals from the Board of State Council and

Ministry of the Interior, such as XX Medal, Moncada Anniver-
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*arv'. txv Anniversary of the t~rmec1 Forces. Cth year of the

oi interior -4qeflts, First Class Internationalist Com-

tat. Irt-riAtionalist Worker the Gloria de Hochim~n in Viet-

nam.

7 1'Rparticiated in many, many mission% and according

to my rani,. had access to much information of clanoes-

tine -:4rions o4 *tn government oi C~.tba. guided by Fial

Casttro. -- 'dered to be carrtecocut. throuqh Osmany Cien-

r nqthe lost 1-ew days *have been able to serve row

tnei Ca,;-ro omenos mane a theateicai mockery of the trial vzF

CGener i afoOcroa. Coronel A'ntonio tze ,a Guardia and otrerr

officers. -#th tne mere watching of the rrial in the media. w~e

can .-ee tnp noliticaj implications behind fhem. niot at all -rui

t r ai4 c v tno .s'was tfleir accusation.

astc',s sneecri to the Stale Council was full nf contr'*-

Saamifp'ed +-nat in 913 d~ id niot .eno :z 0'is

luie A- rcsuicunt -4: Cc--ncil o4-- State. -.n border to ieeo --r

,ji tir -- ,-- i '.wvoj& and t'e Fattle Df Cv;tto -Xnavile. t

ae'r cut -* niean-5 *0 nisigfin 'ne aoe -- 4enrai -;rnait±Pi

Unroa. A 'a mp ipepcn. we 7&an trove that ance moicre Ps

k i % .- ne rs :~he MU." -het r: me to *nerrear r IL

US '-Q=C14F 1i:ri- ?Yt 1449 4;MlCW*aro *~ sm~ii ',lane with coca,:.ra.

;r~id -r. - r~ao 4-? nut n.- fliet. -hp tne whoie , -or id evnci
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h At -1!:- -. lanes do . match and could reach any small plane

at whataver oeed.

We Aiso discovered his lies and cover up when he wants to

cre.to 4 sootless image in direct confrontation with the serious

events t.t were going on. Because it is a known fact that Cuba

has boeen nvolved in narcotics traffic not just now, but for a

lonn -me .

',:Pc'vse of my position ana the relationships that I have

hao, i :an categorically attest to the fact that the company

known -APPV LINE" was -reated under the explicit orders 3f

Pioei a-*'. Orders were given to Osmany Cienfueqos to file

it )n '-%n-ma *o evade the US em, bargo against Cuba and cooper-

ate wit 7 urug smuggling operations. This shipping line was made

up .f -everi ships fl :inq the Panamanian flag, with home base

in Cuoa iAt the militerv aort :f Mariel, docking at Earlovento

in .avana. -.'-at better nrcc- can I give you than one of the

ships was called "El !t elfin" (The Dolphin), bearing tho Pan-

amenian ;iaa and Cuban crew And with false Panamanian oass-

ports. *.'tv r- Captain ;-ntonio 4dor-do ian Martin.

Th-59 =nips ,. tn things that were othervise nanns!d

unae- .n, ri.:.'ade como.ters. software, hiqn tecnnoloqv, and

~tr'er ~ -- esices. -:he s~nips, ma a role in 'jrvq r~jk

inn. -Y fneeti'no at a p'~int !n -'uitasi'ehai wficm :I octe

between Cuba rnd ; rama. there , ships comno from

Colombia met, taking the drugs to Cuban ports, where it
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WOUld be turned over for transhipment to Florida. This

company, the Happy Line, has 50Y% of its check holders who

belong to Cuba. these are endorsed on the back and are kept in

a .ault at the Cuban National Bank. and 50% belong to Manuel

Antonio Norlega and Carlos Duque of Panama.

We can state that all these activities began in 198C -1981,

and it ail beqan with this firm. More: this firm was not really

a bonus organization, as was said during the trial instead,

this firm had professional accountants working for it, who were

graduates of- Cuba's Economics College, and who meticulously

kept +iract o4 all expenses incurred by the firm.

1 came acr-or this information because I used to take part

in so menv meetings that took place in Havana relative to sev-

eral enrerprises that belonged to the MC and were managed by

Colonel 4ntonio De La Guardia. This was the case with CIMEX,

which again, was based in Panama. but its headouarters were in

Havana. on 3th Street, between 5th & 7rd Avenues in Miramar.

Besides, "here were many other corporations such is: SERVI-

,1AVES. -- ted by Caoitan c'iouun: there's_ Corprcation EI . .

Iirecten L,. Lieutenant Colonel Carbonell, also known is. "El

GOiro , nd many others that I don't remember -t this moint nut

th.3t .;Ii '; -riem were connected in one way or another.

"t he a-ame time a "Holdina" was 7reateo in Havana s17le_-

-CErIX Gr ouo , which means Enterprise Activitv in the E:!terior,

private company located on fifth avenue between 26 and 29,
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belonging to Ministry of the Interior with the objective

of creating a group of companies throughout the world and once

more evade the embargo United States has imposed on Cuba.

Within these companies located. for example in London

England. "ANGLO CARIBBEAN SHIPPING COMPANY"- in Holland. TAINA;

in BelgiLum. TAINA SHIPPING% in Spain. CARIBERIA and WALIA; in

Mexico. REYMAR and ROUMAF, in Japan NIPPON CARIBBEAN, in Canada

They had COLUMBUS ENTERPRISE and the company M.D. IBERCOM.

these are some of the examples of the amount of companies they

had created through holdings directed by Cuban personnel, all

officials of counter intelligence and with the objective, I

reinterate once more, to evade the embargo. The funds that

were obtained from all these corporations. ENTERPRISE y la Com-

pahia M. D. IBERCOM. are some of the examples of the many com-

panies that had been -eated through HOLDING, and were managed

by Cuban personnel, -All of them counterintelligence officers.

and the oojective. I repeat, was to evade the embargo, with

the proceeds not being used for the benefit of Cubans. instead,

these monies went to a ban : that Cuba has in Lonoon. the HAVANA

INTERNATIONAL BAN These funds were used by Castro himself to

-inance activities such as: subversion in Central America,

weapons Ourchases in E--ropa. help to guerrillas. help to suo-

-esve.etc..I

At the same time. I would like to state before ,,oU

that in 1978, while on a tour of the Cienfuegos province,
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Fidel. who, was host to the Commander in Chief of the

Soviet Navy in, Marshall Burchov. I was invited by the latter

to make. an official trip to Leningrad. I left for Leningrad in

July, 1978, and during holiday celebrations in Leningrad, we

got an invitation from the Soviet Vice Admiral of the Baltic

Fleet to visit the submarine base located in Figa. There, in

Riga. I met Vice Admiral Pedro Perez Betancourt, who is the

chief of the Cuban Navy, and who was then the leader o4 the

Cuban mission in Riga, who were at that time learning about the

submarines that were about to be handed over to Cuba. at that

time. I remember that nne night, in one of those houses that

the Russians call "dachas." that Betancourt had available to

him, he drawn more than his fill and then conFided in me that

he was feeling bad about the weakness of Aldo antamaria. who

was then the Cuban Navy chief. The latter's problem :as that he

carried out orders given him by Ratl Castrc in a resentful man-

nrr. When we requested to know what L inds of activities it was

that the Cuban naval chief objected to. we found out that Cuban

naval forces work in drug trafficking, providing escort and

transshipment for drugs in Cuban waters. It was a bio suror-ise

-or LIs to now tnat by 1978, Cuba was involed in drug traf-

ficking, ind toiat it was ordered by R el Castro.

I later mound out that Col. -olonel eneroso E&cudLro,

Chief of the Cienfueoos Naval District, a man who had won many

decorations, was dismissed and sent to prison due to the ract

that during maneuvers carried out by units under his command,
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some marijuana had been lost, onl,/ to wind up in a garbage

dump. where some people too it for their perennal ,se. RaCil

Castro, during the trial against Escudero. disiissea and disho-

nored this man, who was apparently doing a good job in all

orders assigned to him. Even the C ienfuegos unit was pLnished.

the nameI1uard's Units was removed.

Personnel -From F-ioe 1 's security also too part in drug

trafFic inq, as you will see in the story I am qoing to tell

you now.

Colonel NoeI- Comesahas. Chie4, Naval Sectsin. of Fidel's

National Security, as he was ooino in his car . received an

emerqency call r-om the F ersonal Security Unit, about some

thing or other in, CALETA or EL CALETON, on the Southern

tip of Cuba, near Cienfuegos. We all went in his car to this

unit, and the problem .jas tha t a small plane had a- forced land-

ing, anr it was loaded with marijuana. The help required was to

enable the small plane to make emergency repairs and keep

going, in a way that no one knew about it. not even air traf-

;rm controllers. When saw All of this, I asked Col. Noel

Comesanas. a nd later t. Col. Ri/ero Fiverc, 3eco m 4a Command

at the Naval Station, who was my classmate at the Mariel Naval

ricademy, w h, this t,.,e if actlvit/ was teino sponsored by the

Cuban government, Their answer was that ',,.we follow Fidel's

orders to penetrate c-no addict US /youths WIth irLu -CIS to

prevent them from thinking, to prevent them from having opin-
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ions, to prevent them from speaking, and to leep the population

asleep. As Lenin said of religion, that religion is the opium

of people, and so we are giving them real opium."

I also met Rodriguez Peralta, who had been a prisoner in

Portugal for his part in helping African guerrillas and who,

after returning to Cuba was appointed to the Central Committee

and was appointed Chief of the Border Patrol, for the Interior

Ministry. He was also dismissed by Raul Castro,For refusino to

take part in drug trafficking. Today, Rodriguez Peralta, a for-

mer here of Cuba. is ignored and is out of work and hb goes

around the streets asking for cigarettes.

I cAn also repo rt having personally seen Robert Vescc,

who lives in a house in Havana that Fidel gave him. in a place

called Barlovento. also called Marina Hemingway. I have also

seen Robert Vesco Lo out fishing with Fidel, using Fidel's own

personal yacnt, the "YAGUARAMAS" and yes, he lives in Cuba. and

enyoys all the privileges, as he is one oi Fidel's proteges.

hiaing under Fidel's magnanimous protection.

I was .n Saigcn, I Lnow that on the day wnen Gaicion's name

Was changed tc Ho Chi Min City, there were Cuoan merchant ves-

sels trav?_i ina to ano .rom the old American base c.t Danano. to

pick up the weapons left there by U.S. -roops. Those e.eaoons

are loadeo, ana on too. they place a oaa of rice. rhose snios

did not go through he Panama Canal, -nstead. thev travel

around the tip of Africa to avoid being
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detected by U.S. They arrive at Santiago and Mariel, the

cargo is handed over to the Americas Committee, headed by

Manuel Fiieiro.

Those weapons are later sent by barges to all those guer-

rillas in Central America. They are readyif detectedlto dump

their entire cargo to the bottom of the ocean, later to declare

that they were lost at sea, as defined by International Mari-

time Lao. They could claim that they came near the coastline

to pack up their CoUte.to be able to continue. They do this in

Cuba all tne time to prevent being caught transporting Soviet

rifles and weapons.

"s!de From this, the Americas Department disburses funds

to guerr'ailas out of its offices in Mexico City.

Fiael trains many soldiers to go join guerrillas in Cen-

tral America. The main training area is in Guanabo, also known

as "tne -9ro point." All t.his training in survival and terror-

ism. ncluLing indiscriminate Valling, is taken by Paul and

F2.oel nonchanlantly.

4then T was in Angola. I warit to see the cemeteryv at

LLLarz- .Ainre it i9 samolv impossible to know )Lust now many

Cubans re rLried. niext to -he O'noolans wno do not even have a

cross :r their 3rtaves: .all they have is a stick with a number,

number -nat is only nown to headquarterS. This as one of the

greatest -cPrrows -for fCuban families , who now nothano about

the: missing sons. Only one Cuban grave has a name on it, that
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Cmdr.Diaz Argtlelles, who died December, 1975, and besides,

that is not his real name, the name it bears is that of Cmdr.

Joao da Silva, with the Angolan flag, and a verse by Agostino

Neto.

Ger. Ar-naldo Ochoa had prestice, but his prestige was not

like Fidel's. Ochoa's prestige was from combat. It was not

like Fidel's in that Fidei gives away and throws away, wastes

Cuban v, eaith. Ocroa's prestige was earned in Ogaven and Ethi-

Ciaa1 also in Nicaragua and Angola. He attended Frunre and

Gorocnilov Military Schools in USSR and Maximo Gomez in Cuba.

He was admired by the men he led. and he in turn, loved them.

Today. ioel wants Ochoa to appear amoral and lacking ability.

All of those who knew aboutt Ochoa knew about his honesty and

simplicity. He earned a Mercedes in Ethfopia, preferring

inste d to move around in his LADA, besides the vehicle

assigned to him-4n Cuba.

it is impossible to believe all of the perversities told

of him. wni-h we know are out of character. Those of us who

k now s oe intimately, who carried out so nany missions. know

th' Fel is iknowledgeable of ill evil that is carried out,

the terror sm, that he has exported to Latin America, drug

trafficking. and all of tnat because of a greed for money, for

rne qreeo oi evading the blockade.

I became a deserter due to the corruption that 1 saw in

Fidel and in all of those surrounding him.
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The irm he had in Canada was ordered to obtain all the

items he had a liking for* and this firm had several bank

accounts for that'purpose, and that is the money used for all

his personal tastes. That is how, when Brezhnev died, I

received a call in the early hours of the morning from Cuba,

and I was ordered to purchase the coat, gloves,and hat for

Fidel to wear at Brezhnev's funeral in Moscow. And not only for

Fidel. but also for 50 other high ranking officials in Cuba. I

asked how soon they needed all those items and they tuld me

that everything had to be in Cuba in 48 hours, because Brezh-

nev'7 Funeral was not going to wait for coats. So I had to send

them, regardless of cost. I left home for the Cuban consulate

hoping that they would have sent me all the needed measurements

for all those coats. All that could be done was to make a fac-

tory stop all other wor, and work on this order. And that was

how it was eventually done.

The coats did not leave on a regular Cubana Airlines

flight. instead they sent Fidel's executive airclane, which

came for io other purpose. That is how Fidel spent some 100

thousand dollars. That is not unusual. When Fidel wants to eat

fried r'ca-. he sends zor cans of Chinese bean sprouts. to be

sent to Cuba on the next flight of Cubana Airlines.

O)n weekends, when Fidel was going fishing and his hooks

broke or had no cameras to take Pictures of himself on the
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boat, I was called irregardless of the hour in the night

to go and buy the things and to send them on the next flight of

Cubana de Aviac16n.

One time that he was going hunting, I was ordered to buy

refrigerators for Fidel Castro. His bill for dog shampoo and

dog medicines was $5000 per month. There were many strange

items for Mis immediate followers. Example: Guillermo Garcia

smokes menthol cigarettes "MORE', and he ordered them in boxes

of 25 cartons each. Diocles Torralba smokes menthol "SALEM"

and again, boxes of 25 cartons a piece. Torratba favorite

drinle was "DAILY OUEEN," an Irish liquor. Again, Fidel's favor-

ite is ROYAL SALUTE, which is CH1VAS REGAL 21 years. In private

conversations, Fidel would boast that he did not drink CHI-

VAS REGAL 12 years, as long as he can get the older one. ROYAL

SALUTE 2l -ears, these are the tastes of the Cuban leaders.

There were also special purchases on Valentine's Day, on

Mother's Pav. etc. and these were gifts for the several members

of Fioel's entourage, such items as watches, clothing, per-

fumes. -no -ifts that were meant for mothers, wives, sweeth-

earts. etc. ,:lso, color TV's.. Video -ecorders, consumer goods,

items :o 'snoicn only they had access to,. including cellular

phones 'or ltieir cars.

To ive you an iaea of the fact that there was no limit

when cioe wants something, the following story will help: A

mission arrived from Scandinavia which I was reauested to host
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afterr -jarning me of the secret nature of the meeting. I

was given .5 ride on a Toyota, going from Havana to Cienfuegos.

my job being to take charge of the Ship JOSE MARTI, that had

been built in the dry docks at Helsingor, Denmark, at the cost

3 5 million dollars. The ship was loaded with enough tanks for

a brigade, which the ship can carry, having a deadweight of

1., 0)0 t.on. The tanks were equipped with multiple rocket

launchers, cannons of several calibers, ammunitions for all of

them, =nd 1500 special troops. The hold was equipped with

enough ooo -cr an army. I was introduced to Ar-my Corps Chief

Gen. Abeiardo Colomb Ibarra. who was then Div. General, and who

was in crrqe of the mission. I also met there the Chief of

Personal Security, the Air Force coordinators, the several

chiefs of the Navy, etc. There were mary commanders involved in

that ni s son. The resources were so enormous that I could not

imagine, wJhat the thing was all about. There were also waiters

and :oo. -'r the State Council. I did not know if it was war,

or a bic party, or what it was. I was ordered to leave Cien-

fLuecos :.nn _ionq the way +hey briefed me- reaching Santiago de

Cuba, _- :" .-.M. Upon oromoing enchor 'nr Santiago. a1 very

small -,z noDroched LOs, c-arrying Paui Castro. accmpenied by a

Colonel. -no by Colonel Clement Mar-in. who re:resented the

'inistr I: the Intes_ - r in Santiaoo. Aboard the shio, PXaul

reviewed -'. special z'oops, numoering 1500, anc e,:lained the

mission that we were to carry
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out, and the mission was to escort Fidel Castro and his

entourage to Kingston, Jamaica, on invitation by Jamaica's

President Michael Manley. Ra6l Castro explained Jamaica's

forces including the Army, the Polire and State Security, com-

paring at the same time the forces we had aboard shio,

since we carried two antisubmarine launches. four launches,

each with ;our roctrets on the riqht. and four launches with

four roc ets each, on the left; two submarines with protection

below and air cover.

Ra61 toid us then that. should any trouble develoo, there,

-in Oriente, the Army was conducting maneuvers on the LX Anniv-

ersary of the October Revolution, consisting of 35 thousand men

and two army corps, who etooo ready to leave for Jamaica should

anything happen to Fidel. They even joked that the troops could

make Jamaica into Cuoa's !5th province. At the end, he said: "I

am handing my brother 'aidel to you. It is now uo to you to give

him baci to me. save ano sound." At the eno of !*is speech, he

left for the ilaceo airport in Santiago* where he went to areet

Fidei -no his entourage. Paul did not retvr" aboard the ships

Instead. he wave -is nool- bye frnm the tier. Pie sailed Rt 12

midnight. arriving in 7amaica the next day at & P.M. This ooer-

ation was so secret that we had to taoe -antiago's pilot with

us. because there was - boat to pick him up out in the b"-. [

remember fhat., on arriving in Kingston. Gen. sbelaroao olomb

Ibarra called to say that there were many fishing and
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recreation vessels just outside Kingston and he said these

words: "The Commander in Chief is on board, and no one can come

near., between you and the flagship, not even the ships can

pass." On arrival in Kingston we realized that Michael Manley

had not been informed that the visit would be by sea, because

all the flags were going up as we arrived. Manley and the

diplomatic corps were all at the airport waiting for Fidel, and.

haa to come to the dock from the airport. During the visit, we

followed Fidel wherever he went on the island, ready to aisem-

bark. Three thousand men arrived by plane, without a passport,

they were special troops* and they took up positions in the

mountains and in Jamaica's strategic points, in violation of

the most elementary considerations of sovereingty, without per-

mission. Even the nlusician i that went with Fidel went without a

passport. Fidel wanted something special on his last day in

Jamaica, so he sent invitations for a reception on board, to 900

people. and at 5 P.M. many gathered at dockside, waiting for

Fidel to sav good-bye. and we Just took off, and we left ivery-

oody waiting for i chance to say hello. Fidel had done the

opposi--e of what was expected - he had le,.t ov plane. I was

then told to sail back to Santiago, as Fidel -ad already landed

t here.

On leaving k:inaston. hal a nile From the snore. I

.eceivea a call ;rom the Cuban embassy, asking me to stood and

to wait. Wait for what? I was tQld that the 3000' troops that
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had come to invade the Island were rushing to dockslide in sev-

eral vehicles, including trucks, so that I must wait for them,

and take them back to Cienfuegos.

This visit was the most offensive thing imaginable, and

besides, it was wasteful to the utmost.

Aside, Fidel accused Ochoa of trafficking in diamonds, but

in reality, Fidel himself has created a corporation through

Osmany Cienfuegos. That corporation, the TOYO corporation,

operating in Angola , was managed by Captain Blanco de Levante

and jt looted Angola. Using diplomatic pouches, diamonds and
I

precious stones Leave, bound for London. This loot ts received

in London by firms such as Et'CO. the ANGLO CARIBBEAN SHIPPING

COMPANY or the HAVANA INTERNATIONAL LONDON BANK. These things..

Fidel has never said.

Neither has Fide) said that an Angolan ship, the NANGOLA,

with Angolan crew and a Cuban captain, Calero by name,

takes quartz from Luanda, and ships it to the Cuban firm

TAINA, to be transshipped later to Zurich. Switzer '. nd. Fidel

has never spoi'en of this either.

.ngoian coffee was brought to tuba. it --as repaclied and

waterr resold -s Cuban coffee. That ridel did not .fay ?ither.

Fidel has created the 4irm OMNIVIDEO. which is base-d in

Los Anneies. ,Cali o,'nia anc in Panama. J.;. maO(a "ovies xre

transierrea ontc viao cassettes. dubbed sno then iold 4reeiv
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for foreign exchange. One of his firms. REYMAR, based in

Mexico City, is used to send U.S. made movies to Cuba copies

are made, and then distributed among t' Cuban elite. These

movies are shown in 7 viewing rooms run by the Cuban Institute

of Film, ICAIC with headquarters on 23rd & 12th. Fidel has a

private screening room. The originals are returned on Thurs-

dave.

Once again, the blockade is evaded. Again. this is done

on orders from Fidel. MC, the intelligence aeoartment, which

was at one point managed by Antonio de La Guardia. through the

CIMEX Corporation, which was created by Fidel through Public

Law 50, dealing with foreiqn investment. Again, it is imppos-

sible that Fidel did not know what Antonio de La Guardia and

other Panama operatives were doing. The same is true of his

Mexico operatives. and again true of his operatives in other

places. Let us remember that he has a firm in Japan. the CIMEX

Corporation, managed by Tirso Luis, that does smuggling of all

linds, such as counterfeiting and blank oassports to enable

terrorists ano spies to he deoloved to difz-ent places. I

remember that the Chief of Economic Police usea to travel to

Mexico. to -deal in gold and precious stoned. All kinds of

changes are maoe in Panama. They have stores in the Free Trade

Zone. They engage in all sorts of transoortation of goods.

done through their personnel in U.S.A. ano in Florida, all

working to evade the embargo. All of these things, for their
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own private benefit.

I was called for an emergency meeting in Havana in 1?84,

where I had an interview with the son of de Augusta Martinez

8&nchez, a firm associated with their armed forces, TECNO-

TEC, which is in charge of purchasing for Cuba's armed Forces.

With utmost secrecy, although I was a counterintelligence offi-

cer. I was given a list of items to purchase. The list was so

enormous that I was moved to asks What is this all for? After

consultations, they told me that Fidel was planning an under-

ground bunker for himso!F and his generals. He even wanted

silent electrical generating plants, silent water pumps, silent

pumps for air circulation. All the equipment had to be silent.

I had to buy all sorts of custom things# such as beds, sheets,

rugs, acrylic sheets to place maps on, screws, doors that would

take an aluminum cover, special toilets for undergrounq'sur-

vival. furnished with acid and 12V batteries to dispose of

human waste. These had to be of custom measured so that Fidel

would not reach the ceiling. The long list even had artificial

plants because during a war.-Fiaei needed to see greenery. The

figures involvedin tnese purchases art? Pnormou34 and that was

when Foel created the Territorial Militias ana ,when Fidel

forced te aeonie * nao e holes ier,: hhr, :n 4-reparation

for war, without telling anyone that -e na bu!. nits bunker.

I also received a list ftom State Council. tor a nouse to

be built for Fidel, which OS meant

37-281 0 - 91 - 4
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to be Fidel's official residence. No one in Cuba ever

knew where Fidel lived. The list contained all the goods the

house was going to contaiti. All those goods were U.S.

made. I recall being called for a consultation. where they men-

tioned the small farm that Fidel has in Siboney, where he

carries out experiments. and where he has cows that give milk

with an almond taste. Fidel was planning to give a medal tu a

very private, select group, during the XX Anniversary of the

Revolution. Among the guests to this event: Efigenio Amejeiras

then a Colonel, now a General. Efigenio Amejeiras was also

among the 49 generAls who would sit in judgment of Ocnoa. What

embarrassment' Ochoa must have felt pretty bad when ne learned

that Efigenio Almejeiras was one of his judges, because A~je-

meiras hao been censured by Castro during the sixties ;or smok-

ing marijuana, and for corrupting minors. This is one o+ the

most despicaole things that Fidel Castro could have done.

Also, sitting in judgment was Vice-Admiral Aldo Santamarla who

re-used to involve naval units in druo traffickin, and who

had a suicide attempt over this issue and who iz sought by

U.S. jus-icP 4or drug trafficking.

Cuban intelligence has Section K. It% business is cneck'inq

and double cnecking. This section is charged with .eepinq track
I

oF enemy agents. and also to cneck on the Cuban militarv. !t

routinely investigates all high ranking officers in the Armed

Forces and Ministry of the Interior, to see if any one spends
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beyond their official salaries. what opinion th-/ hive of

Fidel's speeches, what opinion they have concerning the USSR,

international issues.Thev routinely check the license plates of

automobiles visiting their houses, the correspondence they

receive, and so many other things. The purpose is to know all

there is :o inow about the loyalty of officials.

Fidel :s lying when he says he was not aware of what de la

Guardip was doing in Panama. This is a lie, because of the con-

trol that is kept on opinion, involving all high ranging offi-

cers ir rhe military, in his escorts. etc., as Fidel wants to

know wno can oecome a traitor. Surveillance extends to other

areas such as telephone conversations, air traffic, radio tele-

phone conversations, they even boast they can locate a soy

within seconds after such and such communication is made.

How 1 it possible that intelligence didn't know and

didn't detect conversation with the speed boats that talk to

Cuba ra.oa! that talk to the planes that could bomb places in

Cuba" Hcwi is it that Dlanes could fly undetected over Cuba

without R-i the sopnisticatea radar systems not registering

their path'-,

How can anyone believe =ucn an enor'nous lie with Castro

trying o -U-1l the wool over ?veryone? Counterintelligence in

L-tDa =or, -'stemetjcaljV to L'now of every move, to Follow

about not. j'.st officers_ of+ he Ministry of Interior, tut civil-

ians as -tell. Anyone handling a lot of money, doing business
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abroad, qoing in and out of the country, with contracts and

contacts in foreign countries is consistenly under surveil-

lance.

How can anyone believe Castro's monstrous lies. For

instance as Directors of firms abroad we had to report yearly

to Fidel personally, twice a year to Osmany Cienfuegos. Audits

were made with expenses incurred strictly scrutinized, with

ai.iditors P--5Deciaily trained in accounting by the revolution. It

was almost impossible to keep any monies unreported. And of

course, irmoossible to believe these lies.

Commizasions received for transactions are not great. In

obhe case of ZIMEX the entire coffee venture is a farce.

In order to evade internal revenue taxes monies are taken

systematically transferred from one place to another, for

instance o Lonaon. or in cash to turn over to Castro person-

ally. it never does end up for the benefit of the Cuban people.

it is important to note that all information regarding

Cuban h i gn 3ficials reaches the Castro brothers every morning,

as every-ig that is summarizea in press bulletins, as well.

There ar i =o F'litical EBulletins that nnver reach anv newspa-

oers, P .a' d by tme Ministrv r Interior. this covers people

who have aen killed. .-riminal activities, rapes, robberies.

etc.

Opninin oolls are under Section U of the State Security

System, it even includes jokes against the regime and Fidel.
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How then can it be possible that no one knew what Tony de La

Guardia and General Arnaldo Ochoa were up to?

In concluding I'd like to say that there is great dissat-

isfaction Nithin the Ministry of Interior and within the Armed

ForeF'. oecuse everyone is aware of the corruption inside, and

th= styie f lire that the higher officials can attain. There

are state secrets such as Fidel's being married and Paul having

been civor-sd -from Vilma Espin and married to a Bulgarian. There

is tne =ieer Fact that they preach commmunism and socialism and

live i.;e bourgeois. It 1s only the people that suffer. There

is no Food, no clothes, no Freedom. no dignity in life, to live

like human beings.

This is my honest opinon and it Coincides with the crite-

risa o men , ho are now in the United States, veterans of the

war, in srr-goia, Oscar Valdes, Rafael del Pino, Major Azpillaga.

Th- ':rQe ar-uq traffickers. no matter how much they want to

:,ve, it are Fidel anC RAu Castro Ruz.
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Senator GRAHAM. Now our final presenter on the first panel is
Jorge Mas Canosa, executive director, Cuban American National
Foundation.

STATEMENT OF JORGE MAS CANOSA
Mr. MAS CANOSA. Senator, Congressman.
I am going to be very brief in my statement. I already introduced

into the record my testimony. I would like just to say that we have,
of course, a very, very simple problem.

As Congressman Smith said, this is completely unrelated to the
narcotraffic.

We are before a political purge in Cuba. Castro has used these
with two purposes.

One, to dispose of very powerful pendants, beginning with Gener-
al Ochoa.

And second, to confuse and to deceive the United States once
more and try to drag this country into negotiati ig with his govern-
ment.

Those are the two main objectives of Castro in this new purge of
political and military, and even civilian.

Raul Castro, in nature of speech, was very, very, very clear.
The lesson there was that there was nothing connected, at that

time when the initial arrest of Ochoa, to any narcotraffic whatso-
ever.

He only mentioned political scenes, and he even invited Ochoa
and others to come up here to Miami and to go to Poland and Hun-
gary. There was not one single mention about the narcotraffic.

Also, the arrest of hundreds of civilians and generals from the
Minister of Interior is not only a first in the Communist world.

What is happening in Poland and Hungary and the Soviet Union
and even in China have never come from the security apparatus of
the government, which is charged with the responsibility of pro-
tecting the nomeclatura [phonetic] and protecting the establish-
ment.

For the first time in the history of communism, it is the security
apparatus of the government which is being purged by the nome-
clatura, meaning Castro and his brother, Raul.

Also, as Congressman Smith said, a lot of generals and colonels
have been purged in Cuba, maybe they have been sent to jail, jail
agrandas, have been arrested.

Where are the warehouses full of cocaine and marijuana?
Where are the booze? Where are the mules?
Where are all those infrastructure facilities that the Cuban Gov-

ernment has to facilitate the export of narcotics and drugs coming
from Colombia and other points in Latin America?

The thrust not only has been prevented for not attending those
trials, but also there is not one single official, not even publishing
official newspaper of Cuba about all those infrastructures that we
all know that those exist today in Cuba.

When Antonio de la Guardia was executed in Cuba last July 13,
it was not a secret right here in Miami that Antonio de la Guardia
used to come here to Miami to deal and to talk with the narcotraf-
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pickers in this city, to deal with the import of narcotics into the
City of Miami.

And I'm certain that the FBI and DEA and all those offices have
clear evidences of Antonio de la Guardia, of other narcotraffickers
who are jailed in Cuba today, who have been dealing in the streets
of Miami with narcotraffic under the personal instructions and di-
rection of Fidel Castro, himself.

I understand that our Government has also clear evidences of
Raul Castro's personal participation in the narcotraffic.

I want to commend both of you, because Miami is becoming more
and more of a Casablanca in the Caribbean, and I know that both
of you, as past Justice Department from investigation, not only of
the narcotraffic connections of many people and individuals serv-
ing here in Miami, the purpose of the Cuban Government, in terms
of the narcotraffic, but also to extort from Cuban Americans mil-
lions of dollars on behalf of the Cuban Government.

What is happening in Cuba, what is happening in Miami, with
the consent and direction of Fidel Castro himself, is nothing more
than the attempt of the Cuban Government to rob our teraci [pho-
netic] to solve partially the tremendous economic and financial
problem they have in Cuba today.

Finally, that Cuba is trying to use all this, this scenario, to drive
the United States into some kind of dialogue or conversation with
the Cuban Government.

At the end it will be told he is holding some American citizens
there, and he said: We might free those American citizens who are
inder arrest because of the narcotraffic if you, the United States,
engage in conversation with us.

Our position is that the one who holds the key to that jail is
Castro, and he doesn't have to talk to us or to anyone to turn those
American citizens free.

Thank you.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you.
[Mr. Mas Canosa submitted the following material:]
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On auuy 11, 1959, in a speech before the Cuban Council of
State r Fdel Castro rebuked the United states for not intOrnintg

him that high-level Cuban offioials were involved in narcotics
trafficking to the U.S. but nonetheless suggested thatthe two

countries should nov cooperate in the war on drugs. The speech
capped an extraordinary three-week period which saw the

oourtartial and execution of four Cuban government Officials
-- including perhaps the most respected general in the Cuban
military -- on charges of drug snuggling, the ouster of the
third-ranking official in the Cuban hierarchy, and the

resignation of a host of other officials, including the head of

the Cuban intelligence service.

That recent events in Cuba resemble a wide-ranging

political purge notwithstanding, more attention has been
focused on the willingness of the Castro regime to admit for
the first time that regime officials trafficked in drugs to the
United States, on the professed ignorance of such activity and
righteous indignation of Fidel and his brother Raul that it.
occurred, and on the announcement that Fidel Castro now wants
to cooperate with the United States in steming the flow of
Illegal narcotics into this country.
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All of this would appear to be welcome news in the costly

and arduous war being waged against drug smuggling by the

United Stotes. However, as it applies to Cuba, it simply runs

counter to the pervasive involvement of the Castro regime --

and Fidel Castro himself In facilitating drug shipments to

the United States over the last decade.

In light of the historicial record, the sincerity of Vidal

Castro In now cooperating with the United States in the war on.*

drugs should be viewed with a great deal of skepticism.

According to the Miami Herald, whLoh in 1983 obtained p searet

DA report, the involvement of the Cuban government in

narcotics trafficking to 1961, that is, shortly after Castro

and his guerrilla army came down from Sierra Xasstra.

The sane report concluded that, "Considering the

increasing volume of drug trafficking in the Caribbean (and)

the benefit@ to be derived from minimal participation, it is

likely that Cuba&1 involvement with drug trafficking will

continue and possible inosase."

Indeed, it did. With the rise of the cocaine trade and

Colombia's notorious Xedellin Cartel in the early 1980's also

came an increase in Cuban participation in the drug trade.

U.N. authorities, however, began tracking the rise of that

activity in the late 1970a and in Hovember 19082 four

indiotments were handed down by a federal grand 3ury to four

high-ranking officials in the Cuban government. Charged with

smuggling narcotics from Colombia to the United States Were

Admirel Aldo Santamaria-Cuadrado of the Cuban Wavyl pernando

Ravelo-Renedo, the toruer Cuban ambassador to Colombia and
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current ambassador to Nicaraquat Rsne Rodrigues-Crus, a member

of the Cuban CommunLit Party Central Committee# and Gonzalo

assole-Sares, a iormr Cuban diplomat in Colombie.

According to the DZE, the Cubans and their Colombian

accomplices wore responsible for the entry into the United

States of 2.5 Million pounds of marijuana, 23 million

Methaqualone tablets (Quaaludes), and S0 pounds of cocaine.

The Cuban officials were never brought to justice and,

ironically, Admiral Santamaria sat on the military tribunal

which judged General Arnaldo Ochos for the same offenip.

A revealing siaenote to the above indictments is that the

Colombian ringleader of the operation vas; aaie @uillot-Lara, a

major tratticker whose drug activities had been known to the

DZA since at least 1976. During an interview with Colombian

Journalist in october 19s2, Fidel Castro described Guillot as
"a good friend of Cube."

Suoh edvereo'publicity hardly deterred the Castro regime

from increasing its involvement in narcotics mugglLng. in ay

1903, testifying before the Senate Drug inforoement Caucus,

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for xnter-American Affairs

Jms N. Michel said, "We have a report that the Cuban

Communist Perty Presidium and specifically Fidel Castro in

early 1979 considered a scheme to begin dealing with nMoties

smuggling using Cuba as a bridge and support base for the -

networks to the u.s. as a means to aid CA eoonomically and

contribute to the deterioration of American soolety.N

Thomas Ioyatti U.N. Ambassador to Colmbla, ho 4lo110

testified at the hearing, remarked "I's telling you that it
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happened. The Cuban government, as a matter of polLoy, for a

long period of time -- until exposed -- vas involved in drug

smuggling. It wes a CCuban intelligence) operation with the

blessing of Fidel."

Ambassador Boyatt's assertion was seconded by Genator

Jeremiah Denton of Alabama, who, following hours of

congressional testimony, said, "I an convinced that the Cuban

government at the top level -- and z' talking about Fidel

Castro himself -- was not only aware of, but VAs sUpportive of

the use of the island of Cuba as a logistics base (tfor,dr.g

trafficking into the U.S.).

In a lengthy investigative article on the subject in its

Xay 41 l987, issue, U.S. NoWS & world Report cited a secret

government report that stated there had been sore then fifty

recorded oases of Cuban government Involvement in drug

trafficking sine 1953. According to the article, this

Included a 1984 report that Colombia drug kingpin and Xedellin

Cartel member Carlos Lehdor, nov serving a life sentence in a

U.s. prison, actually moved his cooaine prooessing operations

to Cuba. Castro's officials not only provided equipment and

chemicals to refine the cocsine, but the operation wa set up

on an unnamed military base to afford maximin security.

The article also reported Fidel Castro was one quoted by

former Sandinista guerrilla aden Pastora as saying, awe ore.

going to make the people up there white, white with cocaine."

Meanwhile, public hearings continued to be held exposing

the Cuba-narcotios connection. Zn Xay 1083, a torMer mar

of the Cuban intel'genoe service, Xario Xoteves GonSles,
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tostiticl before a Now York Senate seloot Consittee on Crim

that Cuba has infiltrated thousands of agents into the United

,States -- many who oame during the Mariol boatlift of

1980 - hundreds of which have engaged in multimillion dollar

drug traftioking operations. On the personal involvement Of

Fidel Castro, Istevem said, "It doesn't matter what moves In

Cuba or takes place in Cuba, nothing gets done in Cuba unless

it has the blessings (o3 Fidel Castro himself...."

in August 1984, a new dimension to Cuba's involvement in

dn.g smuggling was revealed as a former Nicaraguan diyAmut

testified before a BSnate subcozzittee that Raul Castro, Chief

of the Cuban Armed Forces, introduced Nicaragua's Sanlinista

leadership to the world of drug trafficking in Septomer 19.1

when the Cuban travelled there. Antonio Farech told the panel

that Raul Castro struck a deal with Nicaraguan Defense Minister

umborto Ortega to smuggle drugs into the U.5. "to harm the

youth of this couAtry and destroy its fabric."

On May 15, 1935, Clyde D. Taylor, Deputy Assistant

Secretary of State, told a joint session of the senate Foreign

Relations and Judiciary Committees, "videnoe continues to

mount that boats and planes carrying drugs have enjoyed Cuban

airspace, territorial waters# and refueling faoilties without

hindrance." A high-ranking DEA official told the same panel

that, "1in relation to Bulgaria, Cuba, and Nicaragua, we have

substantial Information that those governments at a minimia

condone this activity."

Perhaps the most damaging revelations linking the Castro

regime to drug trafficking -- and which some speculate forced
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castro's hand on the issue -- hay all occurred over the past

year and a half.

Zn February 191e, Jose Blandon, a former advisor to

Panama's General Manuel Noriega whose testimony to V.S.

authorities resulted in a U.S. indictment of the Panamanian

strongman on drug trafficking charges# told a Senate

subcommittee that Fidel Castro and Kanuel Noriega were partners

in a vast money-making operation intended to control a large

part of Latin Amerioa's illicit drug traffti.

According to Blandon, Castro's "interests" in the

operation were "political, they were economic, and they

interests lirked to a war which was being waged against the

United States." The mountainous profits yielded were used to

bankroll this war, Blandon said. He said the U.S. involvement

in Central America -- that is, attempting to promote orderly

development -- was justificationn" in Castro's mind to do

"anything againstithe U.S., anything that was necessary."

Blandon testified that Castro and Noriega worked closely

with the Colombian terrorist group M-19, which supervised and

protected drug shipments from Colombia to pansaa and Cube

before they were snuggled into the U.S. "Fidel's theory (was

that It you want to have an influence on Colombia's political

world, you have to have an influence on the drug trafficking

world too." As a result of the Colombian connection, both

Castro and Noriega made millions of dollars from the Medellin

Cartel for permitting the use of Cuba and Panama as

transshipment points for the narcotics.
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The depth to whioh Fidel Castro was involved in this
"world" was revealed in a :une 1984 incident related by
Blandon. no recounted how a cooine processing laboratory
set up in Panama by the Nedellin Cartel in a deal with
Panazanian officials wasn raided by Panamanian security forces.

The Cartel was inoensed by the raid and telt they had been
doubleorosed by the Panamaniahr. Nori' ga, who was out of the
country at the time, learned or a possible retaliatory omp
against him with thh support of the Colombian drug lord. 2t
was then# according to Blandon, that he sought the interession
of Fidel Castro. Mor"ega flw to Havana and reported to
Blandon later that he "made a deal" with Castro "so that the
(edelljn Cartel would not take reprisals against Panama.*

The testimonies of former Cuban government officials, who
have been defeating in unprecedented numbers in recent months,
give insight to Castro#s rationale for engaging in the druv
trade. Zn April 1*88, a former Cuban intelligence ottioLal,
Kajor Florentine Aspillaga, told the Washington Post that Yidel

Castro views drugs as a "very important weapon against the
United States because drugs demorelise people and undermine

society,

Zarlier, Atpillaga told the Washington Time& that the
Cuban government has established a tourist resort as a ftot
for drug smugglers. According to him, Cayo Argo, small
Island south of the iainland, is used exclusively for this
purpose. He also said that he was told by the Chief of OubWn
intelligence that "a powerful drug syndi o e" began using CUb

as a transit point tor illegal narcotics shipments to tM U..
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in 1970. He said they us* a fleet of 13 ships and 21 airoZa/t

which operate in Cuban airspace and waters and are protected by

an elite group of Cuban commandos known as "special Troops."

Apillaga further stated that because of Castro's personal

control over the Special Troops, none of the drug-related

activities could have been carried out without the Cuban
loader ° s approval.

Zn June 1988, another former Cuban intelligence agent

Juan Rodrigues Xenter, told the Miami Herald that the Cuban

government promotes drug trafficking to destabilize tp United

States. He said that Cuban officials "are convinced that by

undermining the ability of North Americans youngsters to resist

drugs, they can destroy the enemy without firing a shot. The

strength of an army Le in its youngsters, and whoever is able

to destroy these youngsters morally, will be able to destroy

the army.0

Zn 1900, two'highly publioised Us. federal investigations

into narcotics trafficking into the United States further

exposed the Cuba connection. On Xarch O, 19 9, th leader ot

a Colombian cocaine smuggling ring plod guilty to shiPPing over

a ton of cocaine into South Florida through Cuba. Zn secretly

videotaped conversations With DUA agents released by the U.S.

Attorney's Office in Miami, Colombian ringleaders Rionaldo and

Ruben Ruis described how on April 10, 1937, Ruben RtUl flew.

1000 pounds of cocaine from Colombia to a Cuban military

airfield at Varadero, Cuba. From there, Cuban military

personnel unloaded the cocaine and oarried it to the ooaot

where it was placed aboard a ship named "The florid&-" 5to
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ship was escorted out of Cuban waters by the Cuban coast guard.

Several days later, U.S. Customs officials seised OTha

Florida" in Miami and found the cocaine.

The investigation also revealed that on Nay O, 1587, Ruben

Ruiz tried again to smuggle cocaine through Cuba and flew into

Cuban airspace where he was met by a Russian NiO flown by a

Cuban airtorce pilot and esoorted to the Veradero airfield,

where again the cocaine vas unloaded by Cuban otticials.

The secret videotape ontaLined the following statements by

Iteinaldo and RMen Rz$s al

Ruben Ruiu: "They [Cuba] sent orders through tS

military, through Havana to the States saying that 33 Fox raYo

(e drug-laden Cessna 401 he was flying) had to stop there. Thie

is from the top. And the money that was paid down there is in

the drawer of Fide. Fidelp Fidel Castro."

"With Cuba we don't have no problems. Iverything Le done

through government channels in Cuba."

Reinaldo RuLst "They [the smugglers) have to go to Cuba

because there is protection and they can work freely there."

Another continuing federal investigation into the

activities of Colombian drug kingpin Carlos Lhderi currently

serving a life sentence in a V.. prison, resulted in an

indictment beLng handed down on April 1?, 1I$, to fugitive

tinanosier Robert Veco, who is currently living in Cuba.

According to the indictent, Vesco, at the request of Carlos

Lehder, Vasco used his influence with the Cuban government to

allow Lehdor to transport 435 kilos of cocaine from his base in

Nicaragua through Cuban airspeoc to Lhdor's island in the



Bahamas, where it was then shipped to the U.S.

Despite the abundant evidence presented above -- vhioh in

by no means Ino'usive -- Fidel Castro has always vehemently

denied Cuba's involvement in drug traitfioking. In fact, in

an interview given to NBC News on February 25, 1988, he

called the allegations of Jose Blandon "lies from top to

bottom" and invited any U.S. Benators to com to Cub& to

examine "his tiles,"

The arrest of Oeneral Arnaldo Ochoa and thirteen

subordtnates on charges of trafficking in narcotics resulting

in his death and three others has altered the situation

drastically. The Cuban government is now freely admitting the

involvement of high-ranking Cuban officials in drug smggling

to the United states. yet one important'slement is missing in

this entire episode: the culpability of Fidel and Raul Castro

themselves in this illicit activity.

That the Castro brothers vould be unavare of offia3

Involvement in narcotics trafficking does not correspond to the

method of governing of Fidel Castro accepted by nearly all

serious students of the Cuban political system. His

micro-management and attention to detail in implementig

whatever program in Cuba -- be it industrial1, agricultural, or

scientific -- is well-documented.

Moreover, the Cuban leader has survived numerous

assassination attempts and weathered U.S. attempts to

deetabilise Cuba In the early 19O6s, Me has also removed any

other Cuban who could have even remotely posed a threat to his

absolute control, as ham been recently exhibited. This can be
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attributed to an internal intelligence collection capability

considered one of the most eftective in the world.

Be that as. it may# there also exists no reason why the

Onus must be placed on the United states to now cooperate with

Cuba in stemming the flow of drugs to the United states . In

accepting the Cuban gover;mentIs pronouncements at fa@e value

allows the castro brothers to escape accountability for ationS

which have contributed to the increasing spiral of violence and

moral decay in American society.

Still, while the Cuban government's professed interest In

impeding drug traffic through Cuba must be confronted with a

high degree of skepticism, there exist a myriad ot unilateral

actions the Cuban government could take to indicate a real

change of policy on this issue.

The Cuban government possesses some of the moast

sophisticated security equipment the Soviet Union has to

offer. Zt needs ho help trm the United States to shut down

the air corridors over Cuba which small drug-laden airplanes

have becons so fond of. According to U.S. Custos in loath

Floridap they continue to witness the same pattern of those

planes airdropping bundels of cocaine to small speedboats

waiting in Cuban waters even after this current episode in

Navans has taken place.

The Cuban Navy is one of the most powerful navies in this

heuLsphere. It needs no help ftrom the United States in

patrolling the waters around Cuba and soising suspicious

speedboat. plying their waters.
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Fidel Castro can also extradite to the United states the

five individuals under indictment in U,.. federal courts for

4rug trafficking vho currently reside in Cuber fuqitive

financier Robert vesco, who has been on the run trom U.S.

authorities since 1972s AdLral Aldo dantanaria of the Cuban

Navyi Rene Rodriquez Cruz, President of the Cuban Institute of

Friendship with the Peopless Fernando Ravelo-]enedo, former

Cuban ambasoador to Colombia and current envoy to Niora9raUA

and Gonzalo Dessols-Suares, a former Cuban diplomat.

In summation, the record of the involvement of tk Cuban

government -- including Fidil Castro himself -- in naroot1os

trafficking to the United States is extensive and compelling.

It demands a credible accounting by Fidel Castro. This is not

the time to speak of bilateral cooperation on his issue. it is

the time to demand unilateral motion of the Cuban government to

end its role in contributing to this scourge Vhich has ravaged

our neighborhoodsland to end its profitting of the *Lery of

the addicted. The Amerion people deserve no less.
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Xr. Chairsan, i an most grateful for the opportunity to speaX

to you today on the issue of Cuba. Events there in resent

veeks indeed oall for a thorough policy review by the U.S.

government. I do believe we have an opportunity to 1ake an

important contribution to the promotion of democracy and

tr**d= in Cuba.

Zt has been a number of years since the U.S. Congress addressed

the lsue before us today and I would like to congratulate you,

Mr. Chairman, for the leadership you have shown in organizing

this forum.

Mr. Chairman, in 1953 the Miami Xerald reported it had obtained

a secret DIA report that traced the involvenent of the Cuban

government in narcotics trafficXing 1 . That IS, almost

immediately after Fidel Castro led his band of guerrillas down

from the Sierra Maestra to form the now government of Cuba.

Since that time, reports of that involvement have been

continuous and hold to the same themes that the Cuban

government -- with the knowledge and at the direction of

Fidel Castro -- facilitates the entry Of illegal narcotics into

our cities, our neighborhoods, our streets.
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sinoe Its creation in 1911, the Cuban Amerioan National

PoiafltLon, has been monitoring those reports, vhich are a11 a

part o the public record. We, in turn, through our own

reports, 'have made this material available in numerous *ailingS

over the years to congress, to Ixecutive branch officials, to

the medial and other makers of policy and public opinion.

Unfortunately, it has token the deaths of four %on and a

very clover Cuban propaganda campaign for everyone to now be

talking about the issue o Cuba and narootios traftioking.

It Would be impossible for me in the time Z have been allotted

to recount for you ell the testimonies and deolarations which

bind the Cuban government -- and ridel Castro personally -- to

dMa smuggling. Or to recount the words of defectors vho say

Fidel Castro uses drug smuggling not only for economic

enrionment but to finance subversion and terrorism in this

hemisphere and to undermine the moral fabric of our youth and

promote the deosy of our soatety.

I puait for the record a chronology ot the Cuba-narco

connection dating back to 1912 and I submit for the record a

1onolefy of some so acts of terrorism committed In this year
alone by groups thet are known to be supported by Fidel Castro.
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Permit We, however, to touch on so of the more egregious

XNples of the Havana Cartel'& imvolvemoent in

narco-trafficking, including som very recent end very damning

eVidence Which I believe forced Cstro's hand on this issue.

In 1982, tour high-ran)king Cuban officials were Indicted by a

U.S. federal grand jury for conspiring to Import illegal

narootios to the u.s. According to the OZA# these en ware

responsible for zhe entry into the U.8. of 2.5 million pounds

of marijuana, 33 million Quaalude tablets, and eighty pounds of

smaAne.

CastrO, Of course, scoffed at the charges and I'm sure never

even considered turning those men over to the U.S. judicial

system. Where are they today? One of then, Admiral Aids

SamtaMarie of the Cuban Navy, actually *at on the military

tribunal in 3udgment of the recently executed Arnaldo Ochoa.

Another Of those men, Fernando Ravelo, is currently the Cuban

Ambssador to Nicaragua.

Zn the last year or so, we have heard testimony that Fidel

Castro and Manue Norieg. were partners in a vast money-making

operation designed to control, a large part of Latin America's

illicit drug traffic and that Fidel Castro personally

LntOrvaned to quell a dispute between ?oriega and the Medellin

Cartel. I submit for the record a chronology documenting

CsUtro's ties to General Portaa over the year&.
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We have heard testimony about how Cuban NAO Jet esoot

drug-laden planes to military airfields In Cube where othe

drugs are then transferred to vaiting boats for shipment tO the

United States. We have heard how the fugitive financier Robert

Vosco -- currently living in Cuba -- arranged vith the Cuban

government to allow the notorious smuggler Carlos Zehder tree

passage over Cuba on drug runs to the U.I.

A

Mr. Chairman, Fidel Castro wants us to believe that he had no

knowledge of these operatios.

Yet this Is a san whose attention to detail borders on the

obsessive. In his last spoch, he spoke at length sboult the

an t of cookies and candy allotted each Cuban soldier In

Angola. Nora important, however, this is a man whio has

remained In power for hrt y ears bsoauae of an island-iLde

network of security agents informants, and neighborhood watob

oomittees who keep his abreast of everything -- literally

everything -- that happens in Cuba. It simply rune oounter to

everything we Xnow about Castro that he was unaware of Cuba's

being used as transshipment point for drug* entering the U.S.

for so many years.
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Mr. Chairman, we are also supposed to now believe that Fidel

Castro wants to cooperate with the United 8tatee in stemming

the flow of narcotics into this country. I an highly Skeptical

ot his sincerity in cooperating with the U.8. on this Leue. I

view it as a desperate attempt by him to deflect attention tram

a rapidly deteriorating internal political and onaonzic

situation.

When you have to remove top officials from the military and

internal security forces -- the two pillars on which your

regime rests -- you have serious problems. We know Arnaldo

Ochoe was perhaps the mcst respected officer in the Cuba

Military. In his speech announcing Ochos a rrest# aul Castro

accused him of "populism" and @aid that there is no place In

the Cuban military tor those who are tempted to follOw

Gorbachev's vision of glasnost.

I might add that no reference was made to narco-traf ickinG in

that speech those charges would surface only later, when

Castro, realizing that Ochos's arrest would generate a negative

response among the military, needed something to severely

discredit the general. What better calumny than drug

smuggling? However, even Castro's close friend, the writer

Gabriel Carol& marque%# said that Ochos was executed not for

drug smuggling but for treason.
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Mr. Chairman the vaels are losing in on Castro. His

tieection of perestrolka clearly shove he intends to contLnue

forcing the Cubs people to eooept an even lover standard of

living. His rejection of glasnost means that the draconian

msesureshe uses to maintain control vil continue unabated.

I submit for the record a chronology of some 74 repressive acts

In Cuba since the United Nations Human Rights comiLession

convened its last session in March of this year.

It is thus not difficult to speculate that Castro was moving to

preempt a possible coup against hiu- and his brother. or else

remove from the scene an attractive, independent-minded

alternative to his regime. Rlee certainly done it before.

At Vw same time his regime Is becooLng more and more Isolated

At home, Castro's international standing continues to drop 4s

veil. The world sees him as a human rights violator a&W a drug

smuggler His rejection of glasnost in Cba has exposed him as

one of the lest Staliniats on the world stage, a pathetic

anachronism in world being swept by democratic change.

but this being maid, why does Fidel Castro need the cooperation

of the United States to prove his sincerity on the drig Issue?

There exist any number of unilateral actions the Cuban

government could have taean even for years to indicate a

willingness to cooperate on this issue.
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The Cuban government possesses eON* of the moot sophisticated

security equipment the Soviet Union he to offer. For example,

'it needs no help from the United States to shut dov the air
corridors over Cuba of which small drug-laden airplanes have
become so fond. According to U.S. Customs in South Florida,

they continue to witness the same pattern of planes airdropping

bundols of cocaine to small speedboats waiting in Cuban waters

even after General Ochoa was accused of naroo-trafticking. In

fast# no lee than give of those incidents have been reported

In recent weeks.

In his last speech on July 12, Fidel Castro even addressed one

Of those episode. He Paid that the reason Cuban Rig$ did not

assist our coast Guard in chasing a suspected drug plane in

C-b-n territory was that the Migs wore running low on fual.

Xr. Chairman, I an certainly no expert on tighter planes, but
to think that a Cuban HiG would be low on fuel A.l&_=

Airafl strikes ae as very strange indeed.

Also, the Cuban Navy is one of the most powerful navies In this

hemisphere. It needs no help from the United States in

patrolling the waters around Cub& and seizing suspicious

speedboats plying their waters. After all, they seen to, h&ve

no problem seizing u.s. fishing boats and pl4asur* oraft Whioh
stray into their waters. Also, I wish I had the number of my

unfortunate compatriots who are now sitting In Cuban jails
because, in desperate attempts to find freedom, they tried to
sneak past the Cuban border Patrol in small boats and rafts.
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lLdl Castro can also turn over to the. United States the five
individuals under Indictoent in U.s. federal ourts for drg

trafficking who currently rsaLde in Cuba: Robert Vos, Who has
been on the run from U.S. authorities since 19721 AdLral Aida

Santaari& of the Cuban Navy; Rae RodripUee Crus. President of

the Cuban Institute of Friendship vith the Peoples Fernando

VUAV3,0 - former Cuban ambassador to Colombia and nw alAbassblor

to R1icragua and Gonzalo Massols-suaret, a farmer Cuban

diplomat.

x'. fCairmm, in summation, the record of the involvement of
the Fidel Castro's Havana Cartel in narcotioe traffilcking to

the United States is extensive and cmplling. It demands a
credible accounting by Fidel Castro. This Lis not the tWM to

epeak of bilateral cooperation on this Issue. It is the time

to deand unilateral action of the Cuban government toO nd its

role in contributing to this scourge which has ravaged our
neighborhoods and to end its profitting oft the misery of the

addicted. The American people deserve no loe

Thank you very much.
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Senator GRAHAM. We have completed the initial presentations by
the members of the first panel.

Congressman Smith and I, I am certain, have some questions to
ask. I will direct the questions to the members of the panel in the
order in which they appeared.

We have some constraint, because we do not have microphones
at the desk. I would encourage any other members of the panel,
who would like to comment on the question or amplify, to do so.

I would like to ask, starting with Professor Suchlicki, if you could
take the microphone to my right, and anyone who would like to
comment use the other microphone.

Professor, you raised the issue of interest in raising hard curren-
cy as a rationale for Castro's being in drug trafficking.

We have also recently heard stories relative to sale of illegal
visas in a very intricate plot through Panama and other countries
to smuggle people into the United States. Do you see that, also, as
being part of the Cuban Government's efforts to raise hard curren-
cy?

Professor SUCHLIcKI. Absolutely.
Senator GRAHAM. We have now identified drugs and sale of visas.
Are there any other activities that the government is undertak-

ing of an illicit character, in order to meet its currency needs, of
which you are aware?

Professor SUCHLICKI. Well, I've predicted for a long time that
Castro will use his surplus of weapons to sell in Latin America. He
has given weapons to guerrillas in El Salvador. He is training these
and has collaborated with the M-19 and other groups in Colombia.

Beyond that, I think that at some point Fidel Castro may turn
into a sort of a showcase for Soviet weapons and selling Soviet
weapons in Latin America.

This is an issue that is of great concern, because of the facilities
that Latin Americans would have to go to Cuba to test those weap-
ons, and later on Fidel can turn and sell them to Latin Americans.

So he can become, at some point, sort of a broker for Soviet
weapons in Latin America.

Senator GRAHAM. You mentioned the Angola issue and the possi-
bility that part of the context for what happened with the show
trials was a dispute over what Cuban policy should be in Angola
and Namibia. Would you elaborate on that?

Professor SUCHLICKI. Sure.
Now, we are now in the analysis and speculation out of the

realm of fact.
Fidel Castro seemed to have been unhappy with the forced agree-

ment that removed, or begins to remove, his troops from Angola,
while some military officers in Cuba felt that the Angolan war was
not a winnable war, that it had caused significant sacrifices to the
Cuban people, and also that Cuba didn't have a role to play except
as a sword of the Soviet Union in Africa.

Based upon this idea, Fidel Castro has been involved, and we all
know that he has been involved with other countries, Ethiopia and
Namibia.

Now, Namibia is becoming independent in November of this
year. And one of the groups that is vying for power in Namibia isSWAPO.
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Fidel has had a long-term relationship with SWAPO, has sup-
ported both militarily and financially SWAPO, so it is logical and
follows even this kind of commitment that Fidel has made in
Africa, that he would be interested in continuing to support
SWAPO, once it comes to power; or if he is precluded from coming
to power by the South African forces, continue the struggle in Na-
mibia until SWAPO comes to power.

Based on this argument, the continuous involvement of Cuba in
Africa is logical and maybe this was one of the issues that led to
differences with Ochoa and some other military officers in Cuba.

Senator GRAHAM. Do you think Ochoa may have been taking the
position about advocating Cuban disengagement from Africa?

Professor SUCHLICKI. Probably disengagement.
Ochoa was also going to be appointed commander of the western

army if Fidel had spoken, but now he had to go into Namibia and
then get involved in Africa. He may have resisted.

So let me say this, the policy difference at the highest level of
the Cuban Government about Cuba's continued involvement in
Africa and with Fid-l being one of the ones who continued to get
involved and some military officers resisting this continuous in-
volvement.

Senator GRAHAM. This is a question to you and to any other
members of the panel when you come to respond to questions.

Do you have evidence of drug addiction within Cuba?
What is the status of the use of drugs by the Cuban population?
Professor SUCHLICKI. This is not a subject I have researched. I

don't have the evidence.
Maybe some of the others have.
Dr. CLARK. As far as our research has uncovered, there is a cer-

tain degree of drug addiction, not with hard drugs like cocaine, but
certainly marijuana and using different kinds of prescription type
of drugs there is increasingly popular among the youth there, but
not cocaine.

Mainly marijuana and the other medical-related, you might say,
drugs, that they combine different things, et cetera.

Suicide, by the way, is increasing significantly also in the Cuban
youth there.

Senator GRAHAM. Congressman Smith, do you have any ques-
tions?

Congressman SMITH. Thank you, Senator.
Senor DeBeunza, you had significant personal knowledge, be-

cause you worked in and for the Government of Cuba.
Now, one of the things that, to me, is significant end is some-

what of a hole in the argument that Castro is very serious about
drugs is the fact that Robert Vesco continues to live significantly
high in Cuba, has significant contacts with Castro.

We know he is there. An NBC News crew actually got him on
the telephone, and he refused to talk to them. But he is living
there, obviously protected by Fidel Castro.

He is one of the longest wanted, sought after criminals in the
United States.

What is the relationship between Vesco and Fidel Castro, as far
as you know?
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Mr. DEBEUNZA. Well, I think, the first relation is Vesco is advis-
er to the Castro in general on narcotraffic.

Even the prediction from Castro in Havana, he live in Bario-
vento, now the name is Marina Hemingway and house number 4.

And I saw them fishing together on the yacht Yaguaramas, this
is the personal yacht of Castro, and many other places in Havana
with Castro.

Congressman SMrrH. In addition, as I indicated, we have seen all
these significant arrests of high-ranking officials.

Now, you testified in Washington that General Ochoa was, in
fact, a very popular man.

Mr. DEBEuNZA. That's right.
Congressman SMrriH. That when he came back to Cuba, a lot of

the soldiers who returned from Angola used to come and visit him
and hang around, stay around his house.

Do you think that he was developing some sort of a cult figure
relationship and that Castro was seriously afraid of his political
power?

Mr. DEBEUNZA. I think Ochoa was intending to prove not only
was Castro involved in narcotraffic, he could, I think, when he sent
his first assistant to Colombia, Mr.-Captain Martinez, is to obtain
the proof Castro's involved in the narcotrafficking in Central
America.

Unfortunately, the counterintelligence services few are detected.
Was completion of General Ochoa that we suspect the Cubans.

Congressman SMITH. In other words, General Ochoa was trying
to develop evidence of Castro's drug trafficking?

Mr. DEBEUNZA. That is my personal opinion.
Congressman SMITH. Now, you have testified previously at our

hearings in Washington that you saw personally, if I am not mis-
taken, Colombian drug traffickers in the embassy in Havana, or
was it in Colombia you saw them in the Cuban Embassy?

Mr. DEBEUNZA. No.
Was Mr. Carbonell was to testify that he had been in Colombia

inside the Cuban Embassy and he saw Carlos Rodriguez. And in
Havana also.

Congressman SMrrH. In other words, known drug traffickers
were in Cuba, physically within the custody of Cuba?

Mr. DEBEUNZA. Sure.
I saw personally when a small plane completely with marijuana

in the one Fidel Castro base. It's a small plane landed in emergen-
cy, because it had technical problems.

The person that Castro referred the plane and after that the
plane proceeded to Florida.

Congressman SMIH. Now, Fidel Castro-
Yes?
Senator GRAHAM. Excuse me.
Congressman SMrrH. Of course.
Senator GRAHAM. Was that at Veradero or was that a different

location?
Mr. DEBEUNZA. No; it's the one place, it was a personal institu-

tion of Castro at the south of the island, very close to Cienfuegos,
and the name is La Caleta. And the person in charge of this is the
Col. Noel Comesanas, chief of the naval security of Fidel Castro.

37-281 0 - 91 - 5
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Congressman SMITH. Now, Mr. DeBeunza, there was some specu-
lation, of course, that Castro, himself, is involved in drug traffick-
ing, he has directed it.

He says, of course, he did not know anything about it. Now, I am
just curious--

Mr. DEBEUNZA. If he said he didn't know anything about it, he
had the assignment sent or something like that.

Congressman SMITH. I am sorry, you testified and so did Senor
Valdez in Washington that there is hardly anything that goes on
on the island of Cuba thht is unknown to Fidel Castro. Would you
give us some idea of how he generates this kind of intelligence
where he would know exactly what is going on?

Because if you believe that he did, in fact, know a lot of what
went on, on the island of Cuba, you cannot believe that he could
not have known for all these years that some of his closest officials
were involved heavily in drug trafficking, aiding drug trafficking,
et cetera.

Can you give us some idea how the security network existed, the
intelligence gathering network exists in Cuba and how it reports
back to Fidel Castro and Raul Castro?

Mr. DEBUENZA. Sure.
I worked in the counterintelligence department, section 11, in

the department in charge of check all the persons in Cuba. This
department have the two or three persons in each block in all the
Cuba.

Congressman SMITH. On every street.
Mr. DEBUENZA. Every street. Every street two or three persons,

the name they call it fountain, this person. And this person sup-
port the name to the one person, the name is M. And this person is
the chief of every three or four blocks. And this other person is
the-so would name another person, the name is M and M, if the
chief of the block.

And everybody say all information, all people's opinions, every
day, 24 hours, directed to the desk of Fidel Castro. And they have
one special notebook with the 57 answers-questions, to verify to
every people.

And all information will go to, the name is P.M.I. is the Popula-
tion Mecca of Informatico or information in Cuba. And they check
everything by 57 questions, all the people, all the names, every
people, what salary they have.

If they spend more money than they received in salary, what
kind of persons visit their homes, what is their opinion about Fidel
Castro's speech, what kind of car, what is the license of the car.

If they received a correct from them from the word public, either
socially or as a capitalist, what expression that he has, if it fits any
of the man or the woman, the children, everything. It's completely
impossible to hide from the officials.

It's a checking up only for the section 11. It's checking including
for the section K. It's a check by check, in the name of this section
for the counterintelligence. It's impossible nobody move.

Congressman SMITH. Is there any indication--
Mr. DEBUENZA. I'm sorry.
They are working 24 hours a day.
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It's not like a capitalist state-April 11 he goes around and say:
This counterintelligence tells you to work because I think he saw
something wrong. The counterintelligence is working 24 hours a
day.

Congressman SMITH. Is there any indication that General Ochoa
could have, if he was involved in drug trafficking, made significant
money over the years and hidden that from Fidel Castro?

Did he seem to live differently than other people in the same
rank that are in the army? Did he have a huge house and servants,
a maid, a chauffeur? Did he have a Swiss bank account?

Mr. DEBUENZA. I have no personal idea on Ochoa. And I have
been in his home. He has a wolf.

It's a nice home because it is according to his rank, but it is noth-
ing more than the middle or something like that.

Including Ochoa has one Mercedes Benz, $82,000, he received like
a present by the President of the Ethiopia when he fought the war
in Ethiopia, and he never used it. He used an official car from the
milhary of the army.

Conigressman SMITH. To the best of your knowledge, and any one
of you can answer: Has there been any indication that Castro has
been able to find any assets from any of the executed officers,
which would have been, at least to some degree, traceable, and
very unusual for a man of that rank or stature to obtain, to drug
trafficking?

Is there anything that Castro has shown? A Swiss bank account?
Houses in somewhere else? I mean, anything at all which would in-
dicate any independent evidence that these men were trafficking in
drugs?

After all, you do not traffick in drugs for all those years without
making money. The last thing drug traffickers want is to traffick
without making any money. So does any one of you, Senor De-
Beunza, anybody hear of anything that has been confiscated?

Mr. DEBEUNZA. No.
Mr. MAs CANOSA. Even Castro, he would be exposing himself, be-

cause he owns everything.
Mr. DEBEUNZA. But to simplify, I remember Castro give to Ochoa

to make a contraband with the diamond in Angola, but Castro
never say he has one private company in Luanda, Angola, with the
base included to help and support the [unintelligible], and they
take the diamonds with the diplomatic consent from Luanda to
load them and deposited in one bank.

It's a Cuba bank. A hundred percent of the shareholders in
London. The name is Havana International London Bank. And
they included moving the quartz and ivory in the one person that
is in Angola, with Angolan few with a capitalist Cuba. -

The name is Fidel from Luanda to Rotterdam. And in Rotterdam
they have another Cuban enterprise. The name is Taina Shipping.
They received and were subject and were sold all the merchandise
to Zurich. He'd never talk nothing about that.

Congressman SMITH. So, Castro was into the smuggling business
in other ways already?

Mr. DEBEUNZA. Sure.
Congressman SMrrH. Thank you very much.
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One final question for any of the professors who are constantly
studying the political, economic, and social temperature of Cuba.

Do we see any change whatsoever in world acceptance of Cuba
currently, prior to the time of this latest round of supposed crack-
down on drugs?

Is there any reason that Castro, himself, would have sought to
gain scme legitimacy in international circles, as a result of any-
thing which has been occurring over the past few years, domesti-
cally, politically inside Cuba?

Is there anything that you think would have been a catalyst for
what Castro did, other than a legitimate attempt to crack down on
drugs? Has there been something brewing?

Professor SUCHuCKI. I am sorry, but you were not here at the be-
ginning of my testimony.

Congressman SMITH. I apologize.
Professor SUCHLCKI. That's all right.
I mentioned that there were--
Congressman SMITH. I was taping a show on drugs.
Professor SUCHLICKI [continuing]. A series of factors, I think, that

led to this.
One, is the knowledge that the United States has of the drug

business.
And Fidel identifying himself as a close ally of Noriega and

being in the same boat as Noriega.
Second, I think that in time that he would like to legitimize his

position in Latin America and get accepted by the democracies in
Latin America.

He is in antiphracation [phonetic] with Noriega in the drug
cartel, only that he would have been a very negative factor.

Third, I think there was a significant pressure by the Soviet
Union and Gorbachev during his visit to Cuba on this issue.

Fourth, the President of Panama, Solis Palma, and the head of
the intelligence of Panama visited Cuba just 2 days before the
crackdown.

I think that they probably brought up to date Fidel and briefed
him on what the United States knew and what was happening and
probably precipitated the crisis.

So, there were a number of factors here that led to this crisis in
Cuba. But I think that the major concern was Fidel being exposed
and being tied in with Noriega. That just would have damaged his
prestige.

And then he merged other issues, the corruption that was going
on probably in lesser offices and his differences with some officers,
some military elements, and paving the way for Raul's accession to
power by eliminating any possible rivalries.

So, he merged these three issues and involved everybody in the
drug deal. I think he executed the people that can put their finger
on Fidel.

I think by executing the four officers, these were the people that
were closest to Fidel and knew Fidel's involvement personally.

So, he has created a barrier between, although we have circum-
stantial evidence of his involvement, the guys that could have said,
"Yes, Fidel told me to do this," were now eliminated.
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Congressman SMITH. Am I not mistaken, there is no death penal-
ty in Cuba for drug trafficking?

Dr. JORGE. Correct.
Dr. CLARK. Yes.
Mr. MAS CANOSA. Yes.
Congressman SMITH. There is no death penalty?
Dr. CLARK. The maximum penalty is 15 years in jail.
Congressman SMITH. So, these people were executed for ostensi-

bly trafficking in drugs, when there is no death penalty. Is that
correct?

Dr. CLARK. But they were also executed for treason for the
Cuban revolution. That is the charge.

Congressman SMITH. So that's it, that is the charge, treason for
the Cuban revolution?

Dr. CLARK. Right.
Congressman SMITH. Now one final question.
Mr. MAS CANOSA. Let me elaborate on that, because something

very sad happened this week.
Cuba has been elected for one of the vice presidencies of the

Human Rights Committee of the United Nations and also has been
elected for 3 years to become a member of the Security Council of
the United Nations-for 2 years.

The nation that has been promoting and proposing Cuba for
those two positions has been none other than Colombia, and the
Foreign Minister of Colombia.

I talked- to the Foreign Minister of Colombia approximately
around 18 months ago in Bogota, Colombia, when I went to talk to
him to try to persuade him to change his vote in Geneva on behalf
of human rights in Cuba.

The impression that this gentleman gave me, he is a Colombian
today, because of the connection of Cuba with the narcotrafficking
from Colombia, Castro, himself, is holding the Colombian Govern-
ment hostage of these alliances that he has with the Medellin
cartel with Medellin.

So, it is very important that Cuba has been accepted in the inte,
national community of civilized nations, proposed by the govern-
ment with Castro, and has very strong alliances with the narcogo-
vernment in that country. That happened this week.

Congressman SMITH. One final question.
Would you give us your idea on whether or not the State Depart-

ment and any other law enforcement agency in this country ought
to go further in trying to take up the challenge or the offer of coop-
eration issued by Castro vis-a-vis the drug trafficking situation and
cooperation on drugs? And if we should, what kind of safeguards do
you think we ought to build in?

Mr. MAS CANOSA. I think the State Department has a very clear
decision before it. It is respecting about turning the screws on
Castro.

He has shown that he doesn't really mean any type of coopera-
tion with the U.S. Government.

One of the denunciations of Castro against the United States re-
cently was to blame the United States for not notifying the Cuban
Government that this type of trafficking was going on and that
there were officials of the Cuban Government involved.
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Well--
Congressman SMITH. That is not true.
People testified before my committee, and, in fact, they had noti-

fied Castro.
Mr. MAS CANOSA. Absolutely.
Absolutely, Congressman.
There have been 24 proven occasions where the U.S. Government

notified Castro and officials of his Government that there were offi-
cials of the Cuban Government involved in the narcotrafficking
into the United States and export of drugs into the State of Flori-
da. Twenty-four different occasions that the Cuban Government
has been notified.

So, my personal perception is that there will not be a solution of
this problem until Castro and his brother, Raul, are out of power.

I do not see any interest on behalf of the United States, I don't
think that it will serve any useful purpose to engage in any kind of
conversation with someone who has been heavily involved, and still
involved, in the narcotraffic.

The air corridors, I think that is still open for all those planes.
And as we have mentioned here today, where are the bank ac-
counts that have been confiscated? He has been talking about the
bank account of Ochoa in Panama, Antonio de la Guardia in Swit-
zerland.

Where are those documents? How much money were in those ac-
counts? What about the laundering of money? Where are the con-
fiscated planes? Where are the confiscated boats? Where are the
warehouses? Where are the thousands of people that were involved
in these type of operations?

So, there is nothing more than a purge here and the intent to
deceive the U.S. Government.

I think that in spite of what many have said before, the embargo
has worked. I think that Castro has given a very clear signal of dis-
content, even with the Soviet policy, at this point.

As recently as last week he canceled in Cuba the centralization
of his public, and without it, with whom Moscow youth, because he
thought that they were subversive, that the Cuban youth should
not have a right to read these magazines from the Soviet Union.

So Castro is in isolation. He is making Cuba into anarchy, into
chaos.

'And I think that the best way to save the Cuban Nation and per-
fect the Cuban people is important policy that will drive both
Castro and his brother out of power.

Thank you.
Congressman SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Mas.
Yes, Doctor?
Professor SUCHuCKI. I just want to add a brief comment here.
I think that in the drug issue relating to Cuba we have only seen

the tip of the iceberg. And I think Fidel tried to cut the tip so we
can't see the iceberg.

This is a major issue in which governments of Latin America are
involved, officials of Latin America are involved, a whole plethora
of elements in these governments are involved. So, this is a very,
very complex issue.

a
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We are going'to have more information as it develops, so this is
going to continue.

My suggestion is that this is not the time to discuss any problems
with Cuba. If Fidel did not know about the drug issue, he does
'know now. It is up to him to clean it. If he knew all along and he
was part of it, our cooperation is not going-to make any difference.

He has to clean it. Let me point out one more. I think we have to
be consistent.

If we are going to cooperate with Fidel on the drug issue, the
same thing we have to do with Panama.

We are inconsistent in our policy if we are going to cooperate
with Fidel on the drug issue and not with Noriega or not with
other leaders in Latin America.

So my suggestion is: Let him simmer in his own juice!
Senator GRAHAM. Doctor, before you sit down, I would like to

pursue one more issue on the African connection.
There has been a sense that one of the reasons that Castro was

so deeply involved in Angola was the currency issue again, that he
was making money by selling his security troops to the Angolan
Government.

If that is correct, how much do you think his currency loss was
by pullout from Angola?

Professor SUCHLICKI. Let me say that that was one of the many
reasons why he was involved in Angola.

He was involved in Angola because Castro is interested in pro-
jecting his power in the world, his interest in undermining the
United States. He was committed in Angola because of the connec-
tions of the Soviet Union and Soviet interests in Africa.

So, there were a number of factors here that led to his involve-
ment.

Currency and money is one.
The loss of the currency in Angola is significant. I don't have any

figures to give you exactly.
Antonio, I don't know if you have any.
Mr. MAS CANOSA. $150 million was what was estimated that Gulf

Oil Corporation was paying Castro for the presence uf his troops in
Angola. And the Cuban troops in Angola were paid with kwanzas,
which is the national currency of Angola.

So, it was also a good business for Castro to have the troops in
Angola.

Senator GRAHAM. That was a $150 million per year?
Mr. MAs CANOSA. Yes; but those are the most conservative esti-

mates.
Senator GRAHAM. Doctor, you and possibly also Doctor Jorge, we

have now seen Castro having lost up to $150 million a year in cur-
rency as a result of the pullout from Angola.

If the actions earlier this summer indicate a serious effort to deal
with drug issues, at a minimum it is going to make it more difficult
for Castro to continue to be in complicity with drug dealers, having
made statements of adamant opposition.

And that represents another $200 to $300 million potential loss
of currency. What would be the effect of those two events on the
deterioration of the Cuban economy?
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And what might we anticipate as counteractions by Cuba to try
to fill the hole that will create in its hard currency?

Professor SUCHLICKI. Let me give you a general statement, and
then Dr. Jorge can be more specific. I think there is other losses.

For example, the Soviet Union had been providing Cuba with pe-
troleum for reexport. They have cut that down.

The Sovi,-t Union has also squeezed into Cuban economy that
prices of Cuban commodities in the world market are lower.

So, there is an economic crisis that is deteriorating precipitously
in the case of Cuba.

Now Fidel can, and it has been expressed here, try to emphasize
tourism as a factor, or, my own belief, he may decide to be an ex-
porter or reexporter of Soviet weapons.

So there may be other things that he can do.
Senator GRAHAM. Go ahead, Dr. Jorge.
Dr. JORGE. As I have mentioned before, the Cuban economy is

going to be in virtual far chaos.
There are very many reasons for that, and I think I explained

that in my presentation.
But in relation to your question, Senator, the inflow of hard cur-

rency into the Cuban economy is a fundamental 'element for the
maintenance of the operation of the Cuban economy.

Castro, Comdr. Diaz Argoelles, the Cuban Hispanic junta, all the
Colombian officials have reiterated time and again that that 12
percent of foreign trade, which Cuba does with market economies
is essential for the operation of the Cuban economy and the fulfill-
ment of the (lienfuegos plans.

Now, that amounts basically to about $1.2 billion per year.
That is, Cuba needs a minimum of about $1,200 million per year

in order to operate its economy at minimum level and in order to
avoid further deterioration, which at this point is carrying the
economy into a chaotic situation. Cuba is close to a subsistence
type of economy at this point.

Now the situation is aggravated, as Professor Suchlicki indicated,
by the fact, first, that the price of sugar has been low, in the second
half of the eighties.

It has been further aggravated by the fact that there has been a
40 percent loss in the price of crude oil over the last few years,
from the decade of the eighties and take it up to the beginning of
the decade, and also because of the fact that the problem that Cuba
had initiated for the export of manufactured goods has failed.

Fidel Castro, himself, and other officials as well have openly rec-
ognized this problem and its failure.

Now, on the other hand, Cuba cannot obtain new products from
western sources, in part because it has enacted the date of the mor-
atorium on its dateable boxes, even though European bankers,
Club of Paris members-

Congressman SMITH. It is not paying its foreign debts at the cur-
rent time?
,Dr. JORGE. It is not paying its foreign debts.
On the other hand, there were no other sources of hard income

or hard currency, because Cuba is not a member of international
institutions like the IMA or the World Bank, or the International
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Development Bank, and so on and so forth, that could provide Cuba
with that kind of income.

As a result of all this, Cuba has been carried into a deficit in its
trade account with western countries of about $500 million since
about 1984 to the present.

Senator GRAHAM. That is the deficit generated by that 12 percent
in trade with market economies?

Dr. JORGE. Right, exactly.
Senator GRAHAM. Do you have an estimate of what his trade def-

icit is with the Communist bloc?
Dr. JORGE. Sure; that is much higher.
But again, Cuba does not pay for that directly, that is part of the

subsidy Cuba receives from the Soviet Union.
But it is close, tantamount to $2 billion.
It is about $1.5 or $1.7 billion, sometimes even $2 billion per year

for that part of the overall subsidy of about $4 billion that Cuba
receives from the Soviet Union every year.

Although that, again, is a questionable amount, because, remem-
ber, that that subsidy is computed in terms of rubles, which then
in turn are converted into dollars.

And the actual purchasing power of rubles is a very questionable
amount, because it does not go in the open market, so that is a
very important concept of his cooperation.

But in any case, going back to the question of the hard currency,
that deficit, Cuba cannot cover in any conceivable, legitimate
manner, so it does need other sources of income.

Drug trafficking, again, was indicating income which Cuba previ-
ously received from its involvement in Angola.

I have calculated that in helping Angola produced about, as Mr.
Mas Canosa said $150 million, I would say about $200 million a
year for Cuba, the Angolan involvement.

Then assuming that the drug traffic produced somewhere be-
tween $200 to $300 million a year, which I think is a conservative
estimate, that would have been sufficient, I think, to keep the
Cuban economy afloat at that minimum level.

Mr. MAS CANOSA. [Inaudible.]
Dr. JORGE. Pardon?
Mr. MAS CANOSA. The way at which the one point--
Dr. JORGE. Exactly.
But with the suppression of those two sources of income, then

the Cuban economy definitely would face a chaotic situation, an
actual breakdown, unless someone would come to the rescue.

It is highly unlikely that the Soviet Union would do so, because,
as we know, just a few weeks ago there were open protests in the
Soviet Parliament against economic aid to Latin America, especial-
ly to Cuba. And the Soviet Union has been cutting back on its aid
to Cuba without saying so.

There has been a cutback in the price that the Soviet Union pays
for Cuban sugar and for nickel. There has been a cutback in the
amount of oil that the Soviet Union delivers to Cuba and thus the
amount of oil that Fidel can reexport.

Fidel has reexported up to about 2 million metric tons of oil per
year.
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In some years Fidel has obtained about $400 to $500 million, just
on the basis of reexporting oil.

Senator GRAHAM. Just so I can be certain that I understand, the
Soviet Union has been selling Cuba oil at below world price?

Dr. JORGE. Sure.
Senator GRAHAM. And Cuba resells that. And the consequence is

a $400 to $500 million profit?
Dr. JORGE. Exactly; yes.
Senator GRAHAM. And you are saying that the Soviets appear to

be withdrawing from their willingness to engage in that kind of
preferential activity?

Dr. JORGE. Senator, they used to export to Cuba about 12 million
metric tons of oil per year, the Soviet Union. Now it is down to
about 11 million.

Cuban consumption, at the very least rock bottom, is about 10
million, 10.2 or 10.3 million.

Cuban domestic production is about 500,000 to 800,000 metric
tons. That made it possible for Cuba to reexport, in the past, about
1.83 million metric tons of oil per year.

Now, with that reduction that the Soviet Union has effected in
its shipments of oil to Cuba, Cuba can reexport at most 1 million
metric tons, only about half.

On the other hand, the price of oil has increased by 40 percent.
That means then that Cuba's reexporting of oil is down now to at

least about $100 million, at best $150 million, rather than $400 or
$500 million.

So that is another source of matter to discuss.
So all in all, it is based on an extremely grave crisis.
I think that as a consequence Fidel has no other resource but to

try to improve his commercial relations with the United States,
and this is what he is desperately tr ing to do at present, offering
to exchange his cooperation in interdicting the drug traffic.

Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Doctor.
Yes, Dr. Clark?
Dr. CLARK. I would like to stress a couple of points in connection

with this figure that was given, which is, you might say, a public or
more accountable figure of about $150 to $200 million.

But there is another they mentioned that needs to be stressed
here, and this is this problem of goods being taken out of Angola
that has been going on for a long period of time, and that includes
diamonds, it includes quartz, and includes other goods from those
countries.

And according to testimony of people that have been in Angola,
this has been going on for a long time there, so this is another item
that needs to be explored when it comes to take into consideration
Castro's withdrawal from Angola.

Another point that I would like to stress is my presentation in
connection with the 1963 report of the correlation between increas-
ing cocaine traffic and the accession of Castro to power, in which
Federal officials were claiming that there was a definite Castro
connection at that time.

My question is, Why this has not been pursued? Why nothing
has been said about this in the past? We always mention or trace it
to the late seventies.
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But it seems that this was something that was going on already
in the sixties, and I think this should be pursued by this commit-
tee.

Mr. MAS CANOSA. Senator, we were discussing some numbers.
Cuba needs a minimum of imports from the West to keep the

economy viable, at $1.2 billion. They have $600 million.
That is what the Cuban Government really has from import

goods from the West, so they can keep the economy running.
The other two incomes, Dr. Jorge was saying, $200 million

of those is from the Soviets, $300 million from the narcotraffic,
roughly.

The other $100 to $150 million comes from Cuban-Americans in
Miami, from the United States allegiances to their families in
Cuba, illegal sales of visas, selling the remaining of their relatives
in Cuba.

If I wanted a transcript of my grades in the university in Cuba,
of course, to me they will not send it.

If I pay $1,000, $2,000 or $3,000 and hand it to a Cuban-Ameri-
can, then we will get a transcript of the grades. Everything is up
for sale in Cuba.

That is what is so important that the Justice Department give us
another in-depth investigation of what is going on, because as
Cuban-Americans and as American citizens I think that we deserve
the protection of the Federal Government to avoid further exploita-
tion of the Cuban-American family.

Senator GRAHAM. We are going to take a break before the second
panel in about 5 minutes.

I have n few additional questions to this panel.
Dr. Clark, you indicated that you felt that the United States

should not be misled by the words of Castro but should look for
some concrete deeds.

What deeds would you consider to be significant as an indicator
of a real change in terms of Cuban attitude toward the use of the
country for drug trafficking purposes?

Dr. CLARK. Well, one of them was already mentioned here, the
situation with Mr. Vesco.

If he is really sincere about curtailing drug traffic, why doesn't
he return Mr. Vesco to the United States, extradite Mr. Vesco to
the United States.

We have seen, this was shown locally and I understand national-
ly, U.S. Customs' planes videotaping the drug planes flying over
Cuba.

I think we have the means today with radar, et cetera, to really
know what is going on in the skies of Cuba, in terms of drug-relat-
ed planes.

Well, Castro was saying that he was going to shoot down those
planes. Did he shoot any of them down?

What has happened with this situation in terms of his walk into
Cuba? This plane that I mentioned flew outside of the air corridor.

Well, those are concrete measures.
Our research also found that there were a number of people,

Americans, in prisons in Cuba there, detained for drug traffic, that
apparently were not really connected with drug traffic.
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They were traveling, they were in boats there, and they were
simply snatched by the Cuban Government and put in prison. That
is the allegation I have.

I do not know if that is entirely correct or not. But this is an-
other area where the United States might pursue its concern.

Certainly Cuba is a very important stop point, apparently, in
connection with drug traffic. And I think that they can show their
sincerity by simply stopping that completely.

I think we have the means to verify this particular point. I do
not know if the other members of the panel might have other sug-
gestions.

Dr. JORGE. On a related point, Senator Graham and Congress-
man Smith, I just want to say that I do not think the issue should
be simply, let us say, narrowed down to Fidel Castro's willingness
at this point, at this juncture, to cooperate in the war against
drugs, which perhaps, conceivably he would be willing to do, be-
cause of the dire circumstances in which he finds himself and be-
cause of the desperate need to come to an agreement with the
United States for obvious reasons that we have already discussed.

But it seems to me that this matter has to be analyzed in the
context of the two long-term interests, of the United States foreign
policy and Canada's goals and objectives, the United States foreign
policy has tried to advance throughout the world since the end of
World War II.

And most definitely the United States has tried to convince the
rest of the world that the United States is in favor of and strongly
supports human values, which are centered in government, morali-
ty, international relations as concerns the upholding of basic
human values.

It would seem that any kind of understanding, as Professor Such-
licki said before, which we had with Castro then would jeopardize
the pursuit of these goals.

It would not be credible to come to any kind of understanding
with Fidel Castro on the basis of a limited agreement based on his
willingness, if that were to be the case, to cooperate in the war
against drugs, and then ac the same time keep on castigating
people like Noriega and other governments throughout the world
for violations of human rights, for the nonholding of elections, for
lack of the percent as in public life, and so on and so forth.

So, it would seem that making an exception of Fidel Castro
would be totally inconsistent with the proclaimed goals of the U.S.
foreign policy.

Congressman SMITH. Doctor, I agree with you, but if you want to
know the truth, we do it all the time. That is the unfortunate part
of our foreign policy in this country.

We have rules for every different country that there is, based on
just the exigencies which occur from day to day. It is unfortunate.

We should not be dealing with Noriega either, but we are.
Senator GRAHAM. I agree with what Congressman Smith said. I

am afraid that maybe we are about to learn another lesson in that,
in terms of what has just happened in Nicaragua.

I have no confidence that the election that's gog be held in
Nicaragua in February will meet the standards of fairness and
openness and credibility.
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And I believe that the way in which we have handled the situa-
tion in Panama is going to embolden the Sandinistas to assume
that we will not react to what I suspect is going to be a stolen elec-
tion.

One last question.
Congressman SMITH. We, the two of us [indicating Senator

Graham], saw the election stolen in Panama.
Senator GRAHAM. Returning-to the subject for a final question,

Mr. DeBeunza, you mentioned the issue of a marijuana operation
within Cuba as one of the items of evidence.

Do you have any indication that there has been the production,
as distinct from the transshipment of marijuana or any other illicit
drugs, in Cuba?

Mr. DEBEUNZA. I know there's an operation to carry marijuana
from Cuba to the States, but not production in Cuba.

Senator GRAHAM. I am speaking of: Do you have any indication
that there has been any actual production, growing of marijuana in
Cuba?

Mr. DEBEUNZA. I do not have any indication that they are using
Cuba for export.

But I know that----
Mr. MAS CANOSA [conferring with Mr. DeBeunza].
Mr. DE:BEUNZA. I don't know.
Senator GRAHAM. Does any other member of the panel have any

comment on that? Has Cuba become a source, as well as a trans-
port country?

[Negative nods from all members of the panel.]
Congressman SMITH. He is too smart for that.
Marijuana leaves signatures that can be picked up by flying sat-

ellites.
Senator GRAHAM. Congressman, do you have any questions?
Congressman SMITH. No.
Thank you; I think the panel has covered everything quite well.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you very much. I appreciate your con-

tribution.
If we might, if there are further questions based on our analysis

of the transcript of the testimony, we might ask for elaboration
subsequent to the hearing toda,30f-you would be kind enough to do
so on request.

Thank you very much.
We are going to take a 10-minute recess.
At 11:35 we will commence with panel No. 2.
[Recess.]
Senator GRAHAM. The meeting is called to order for the second

panel, composed of representatives of the U.S. law enforcement
agencies, to discuss from their perspective the issue of the Cuban
connection in illicit drug trafficking.

First, Mr. Thomas V. Cash of the Drug Enforcement Administra-
tion, Special Agent in Charge of the Miami field division.
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PANEL CONSISTING OF THOMAS V. CASH, SPECIAL AGENT IN
CHARGE, MIAMI FIELD DIVISION, DRUG ENFORCEMENT AD-
MINISTRATION; ROBERT ASACK, DEPUTY ASSISTANT COMMIS-
SIONER, U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE; REAR ADM. MARTIN DANIELL,
COMMANDER, 7TH COAST GUARD DISTRICT

STATEMENT OF THOMAS V. CASH
Mr. CASH. Senator Graham, it is a pleasure to testify before the

caucus, and I will summarize my statement very briefly.
Although DEA and its predecessor agencies had received infor-

mation as early as 1963 alleging Cuban Government complicity in
facilitating drug trafficking, most of this information remained un-
corroborated inasmuch as we did not have access to Cuba.

During the past 9 years, of course, the Drug Enforcement Admin-
istration has conducted several investigations, two of which docu-
mented the involvement of Cuban officials directly. These investi-
gations are the Jaime Guillot-Lara case and the Reinaldo Ruiz
case.

Of course, there have been numerous additional cases, as I men-
tioned, which have supported such involvement, but evidence
against the specific officials was not developed.

Jaime Guillot-Lara, along with four high-ranking Cuban Govern-
ment officials and nine others, was indicted in November 1982 by a
grand jury in the Southern District of Florida for violations of the
Federal narcotics laws.

Guillot-Lara was accused of conspiring with high-ranking offi-
cials of the Cuban Government to use Cuba as a safe haven and
transport point for his cocaine, marijuana, and methaqualone car-
goes en route from Colombia to the United States.

The defendants, who were in custody, were successfully prosecut-
ed in February 1983.

Guillot-Lara, himself, and the four Cuban officials remain fugi-
tives, and among them Adm. Aldo Santamaria.

More recently the Miami division of Drug Enforcement Adminis-
tration conducted an investigation of the smuggling activities of
Reinaldo Ruiz. This case provided additional information concern-
ing allegations of Cuban officials facilitating drug trafficking.

Reinaldo Ruiz, the leader of a 17-member cocaine ring that used
Cuba as a way station for smuggling drugs into the United States,
pled guilty in the Federal Courts here in Miami to 27 felony counts
in February 1988.

The indictment charged that on at least two occasions the Ruiz
smuggling organization moved large shipments of cocaine through
Cuba with the alleged aid of Cuban military and government offi-
cials.

In a post-plea bargain debriefing Ruiz stated that his Cuban con-
tacts were Tony de la Guardia, the late Tony de la Guardia, Amado
Padron, and Miguel Ruiz Pau, a relative.

On June 12, 1989, these 3 individuals were arrested in Cuba,
along with at least 14 others, including Gen. Arnaldo Ochoa San-
chez, on drug-related charges allegedly.

General Ochoa, Lt. Col. Antonio de la Guardia, Capt. Jose Marti-
nez, and Maj. Amado Padron subsequently were tried, found guilty,
and executed by a firing squad.
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At this time we cannot determine if General Ochoa was part of
the scheme described by Ruiz to facilitate drug shipments through
Cuba. Although Ochoa pled guilty, DEA has no information con-
cerning his involvement in drug-related activities.

Analytical accounts in the media suggest numerous reasons for
General Ochoa's arrest, as you know, including charges of corrup-
tion and charges of being a traitor to the revolution, or even a
move by Castro to remove General Ochoa as a possible political
rival.

On the surface these recent events suggest that the Cuban Gov-
ernment has decided to crack down on anyone involved in drug
trafficking.

If true, it could, of course, be an opportune time to consider some
type of cooperative antidrug initiative with Cuba.

As tempting as this seems, however, we believe that such an ini-
tiative must be weighed by all agencies concerned, and this process
is now underway.

As you know, in the late 1970's the United States and Cuba had
cooperative agreements aimed at interdicting drugs in transit to
the United States through Cuba.

These were subsequently renounced by Cuba in 1982 in retalia-
tion for the business and tourist travel ban instituted upon Cuba at
that time.

I will be glad later on, Senator, to answer any questions that you
have.

Senator GRAHAM. Thank you very much, Mr. Cash.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cash follows:]
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,SENATOR 6RAHAM, MEMBERS OF THE CAUCUS, I AM PLEASED TO

APPEAR TO GIVE TESTIMONY ON THE RECENT EVENTS IN CUBA

AND WHAT THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION KNOWS ABOUT

LUBAN INVOLVEMENT IN DRUG TRAFFICKING.

As YOU ARE AWARE, THE RECENT ARREST TRIAL AND EXECUTIONS

IN LUIA OF HIGH*LEVEL GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS HAS RECEIVED

WIDE COVERAGE IN THE MEDIA AND SPARKED HEATED DEBATE OVER

THE MEANING AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THESE EVENTS. ALTHOUGH IT

MAY 2E TOO EARLY TO ACCURATELY ASSESS CUBA'S ACTIONS, IT IS

IMPORTANT TO PLACE RECENT EVENTS INTO HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE,

THE URUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION (DEA) CLOSELY MONITORS

AND ANALYZES ALL REPORTS OF DRUG-RELATED ACTIVITY INVOLVING

CUBA. UA AND ITS PREDECESSOR AGENCIES RECEIVED INFORMATION

AS EARLY AS 1963 ALLEGING CUBAN 6OVERNMENT COMPLICITY IN

FACILITATING DRUG TRAFFICKING. ALTHOUGHMOST OF THIS

INFORMATION REMAINS UNCORROBORATED, VLA HAS CONDUCTED TWO

INVESTIGATIONS WHICH DOCUMENTED THE INVOLVEMENT OF CUBAN

OFFICIALS. THESE INVESTIGATIONSS ARE THE JAIME 6UILLOT'LARA

AND THE REINALDO RUIZ CASES.

37-281 0 - 91 - 6
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JAIME bUILLUT'LARA, ALONG WITH FOUR HIGH-RANKING CUBAN
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AND NINE OTHERS, WAS INDICTED IN

NOVEMBER 198k BY A GRAND JURY IN MIAMI FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE

FEDERAL NARCOTICS LAWS. 6UILLUT-LARA WAS ACCUSED OF

CONSPIRING WITH HIGHRANKINS OFFICIALS IN THE CUBAN

bOVEKNMINT TO USE CUBA AS A SAFE HAVEN AND TRANSIT POINT FOR

HIS COCAINE, MARIJUANA AND METHAQUALONE CARGOES IN ROUTE

FHOM CULOMBIA TO THE UNITED STATES. THE DEFENDANTS WHO WERE
IN CUSTODY WERE SUCCESSFULLY PROSECUTED IN FEBRUARY 1983J

bUILLJT-LARA AND THE FOUR CUBAN OFFICIALS REMAIN FUGITIVES.

bUILLUT-LARA, A COLOMBIAN NATIONA, WAS A MAJOR MARIJUANA,

COCAINE AND METHAQUALONE TRAFFICKER WHOSE DRUG ACTIVITIES

HAD BEEN KNOWN TO UkA SINCE AT LEAST 19A5. A TOTAL OF 2.5

MILLION POUNDS OF MARIJUANA, 25 MILLION M&THAQUALONE

TABLETS AND VO POUNDS OF COCAINE WERE DOCUMENTED AS HAVING

BEEN SENT TO THE UNITED STATES sy 6UILLUT-LARA FROM

bUILLUI-LARA IEGAN HIS ASSOCIATION WITH CUBAN OFFICIALS IN
COLOMBIA IN LATE 1979 WHEN ANOTHER TRAFFICKER INTRODUCED NH

TO CUBAN OFFICIALS ASSIGNED TO THE CUAN EMBASSY IN BOIOTA-
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DURA'Ns 198U, bUILLUT'LARA BEGAN TO RECEiVE OFFICIAL CUBAN

PROTECTION FOR THE MOVEMENT OF HIS DRUI-LADEN VESSELS TU THL

UNITED STATES. THE CUBANS REPORTEDLY CHARGED GUILLUT-LARA

$10 PEk POUND OF MARIJUANA TRANSPORTED THROUGH CUBA.

UEPENDING UN THE SIZE OF THE SHIPMENT, GUILLOT-LANA PAID THE

CUBANS HUNDHEDS OF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS PER SHIPMENT OF

MARIJUANA.

UN koVEmIER 25, 1981, bUILLUT-LARA WAS ARRESTED IN MEXICO

CITY ON FALSE DOCUMENTATION CHARGES. ALTHOUGH BOTH THE

GOVERNMENT OF COLOMBIA AND THE UNITED STATES ATTEMPTED TO

EXTRADITE bUILLUT-LARA FROM MEXICO, NEITHER WAS SUCCESSFUL.

UN SEPTEMBEk 3U, 1982, 6UILLUT-LARA WAS RELEASED AND

FLED TO EUROPE. WE BELIEVE HE MAY HAVE MADE HIS WAY BACK TO

COLOMBIA.

MORE RECENTLY, iEA/MIAMI CONDUCTED AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE

SMUGGLING ACTIVITIES OF REINALDO KUIZ. THIS CASE PROVIDED

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ALLEGATIONS OF CUBAN

OFFICIALS FACILITATING DRUG TRAFFICKING, KEINALDO RUIZA

LEADER OF A 17MENBER COCAINE RING THAT USED CUBA AS A WAY

STATION FOR SMUGGLING DRUGS INTO THE UNITED STATES, PLED

GUILTY IN A FEDERAL COURT IN MIAMI TO 27 FELONY COUNTS IN

FEBRUARY 1983. THE INDICTMENT CHARGED THAT ON AT LEAST TWO

OCCASIONS THE RUIZ SMUGGI ING ORGANIZATION MOVED LARGE
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SHIPMENTS OF COCAINE THROUGH CUBA W:TH THE ALLEGED AID OF

LUBAN MILITARY AND GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS-

UNE INCIDENT OCCURRED ON APRIL 1U, 1987, WHEN RUIZV SON,

HUBEN, FLEW FROM A SOUTHERN FLORIDA AIRPORT TO PANAMA,

REFUELED, THEN FLEW TO COLOMBIA WHERE APPROXIMATELY LOOU

POUNDS OF COCAINE WERE LOADED ONTO HIS AIRCRAFT. THE NEXT

DAY HUIZ FLEW THE COCAINE TO VARADERO, CUBA, A SIT

IDENTIFIED AS A CUBAN MILITARY BASE. FROM THERE, CUBAN

MILITARY PERSONNkL ALLEGEDLY OPFLOADED THE COCAINE AND

CARRIED IT TO THE COAST WHERE IT WAS PLACED ON A SHIP NAMED

THE FLLKIUA. THE SHIP ALLEGEDLY WAS ESCORTED OUT OF CUBAN

WATERS BY A CUBAN MILITARY VESSEL MANNED BY UNIFORMED CREW

MEMBERS. SEVERAL DAYS LATERa U.S. CUSTOMS OFFICIALS SEIZED

THE FLEkUIA ALONG WITH 94 KILOGRAMS OF COCAINE IN MIAMI.

UN MAY 9, 1987, KUBEN HUIZ FLEW ANOTHER 1,o0U0 POUNDS

OF COCAINE FROM COLOMBIA INTO CUBAN AIRSPACE WHERE

HE ALLEGEDLY WAS MET BY A Nlb FLOWN BY A CUBAN AIR

FORCE PILOT. THE DRUG PLANE WAS ESCORTED INTO THE VARADERO

AIRFIELD WHERE THE COCAINE WAS UNLOADED.

DURING DOZENS OF HOURS OF TAPED CONVIRSATIONlS THE

RINGS MEMBERS BOASTED ABOUT THEIR INSIDE CONNECTIONS WITH
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THE CUBAN GOVERNMENT. DURING ONE VIDEOTAPE, KENALDO RUIZ IS

HEARD TO SAY THAT 'THE MONEY WENT IN FiDEL'S DRAWER.

UNDERCOVER AGENTS WERE TOLD BY TRAFFICKERS THAT ONE MEMBER

OF THE SMU66LING R;NG WAS AN AGENT WITH THE DGI, THE CUBAN

SECRET POLICE'

IN A POST PLEA DEBRIEFIN , RUIZ STATED THAT HIS CUBAN

CONTACTS WERE TONY D'LAbUAkOIA, AMADO IAUJUN AND MIGUEL

RuIz PAU.

RUIZ DESCRIBED IONY U'LAUUARDIA AS BEING 'ONE OF THE LINE OF

SEVENi IN SUCCESSION TO FIDEL CASTRO AND A HIGH-LEVEL

CONFIDANT TO CASTRU. AMADO PAUUN WA4 DESCRIBED BY RUIZ AS

BEING THE RIGHT'HAND MAN TO V'LAbUARIA.

RUIZ DESCRIBED MIGUEL Ruiz PAU, HUIZ'S COUSIN, AS BEi1G THE

LEGAL DELEGATE FOR THE CHIEF OF COUNTERINTELLISINCE"0 PAU

ALLEGEDLY WORKS FOR TONY O'LAbUAHUIA.

UN JUNE 12, 1989, THESE THREE INDIVIDUALS WERE ARRESTED IN

CUBA ALONG WITH AT LEAST 14 OTHERS, INCLUDING GENERAL

ARNALDO UCHOA SANCHEZ, ON DRUS"AELATED CHARGES- GENERAL

I -4 n I ^ ni
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UCHOA, LIEUTENANT LOLONkL ANTONIO Ut LA 6UARIA, CAPTAIN

JOSE MARTINEZ AND MAJOR AMADO PAURUN SUBSEQUENTLY WERE

TRIED, FOUND GUILTY AND EXECUTED BY FIRING SQUAD.

AT THIS TIME WE CANNOT DETERMINE IF GENERAL CHOA WAS PART

OF THE SCHEME DESCRIBED ny RUIZ TO FACILITATE DRUG SHIPMENTS

THROUGH CUBA. ALTHOUGH GENERAL OCHOA PLED GUILTY, UEA HAS

NO INFORMATION CONCERNING HIS INVOLVEMENT IN DRUIRELATED

ACTIVITIES. ANALYTICAL ACCOUNTS IN THE MEDIA SUGGEST

NUMEROUS REASCNS FOR GENERAL OCNOA'$ ARREST INCLUDING

CHARGES OF CORRUPTION AND CHARGES OF BEING A TRAITOR To THE

REVOLUTION OR EVEN A MOVE BY CASTRO TO REMOVE GENERAL UCHOA

AS A POSSIBLE POLITICAL RIVAL.

ACCORDING TO THE CUBAN PRESS, ONE OF THE CUBAN OFFICIALS WHO

SAT IN JUDGEMENT OF bENERAL UCIUA, WAS VICE ADMIRAL OF THE

CUBAN NAVY, ALDO SANlAMAKIA-CUADRADO. HE WAS ONE OF THE

FOUR OFFICIALS INDICTED IN THE bUILLUT-LARA CASE.

UN THE SURFACE THESE RECENT EVENTS SUGGEST THAT THE CUBAN

bOVERNMENT HAS DECIDED TO CRACK DOWN ON ANYONE INVOLVED IN

DRUG TRAFFICKING. IF TRUE, IT COULD BE AN OPPORTUNE TIME TO

CONSIDER SoMe KIND OF COOPERATIVE ANTI-DRUG INITIATIVE WITH
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CUBA. AS TEMPTING AS THIS SEEMS, HOWEVER, WE BELIEVE THAT

SUCH AN ANITZAT1VE MUST BE WEIGHED BY ALL CONCERNED

AGENCIES. THIS PROCESS IS CURRENTLY UNDERWAY-

PRESENTLY, WE DO NOT KNOW IF CUBA IS DETERMINED TO MAKE A

SERIOUS EFFORT TO INTERDICT DRUG TRAFFICKING ORGANIZATIONS

OR WHETHER THIS RECENT ACTION WAS MOTIVATED OUT OF

EMBARRASSMENT. CUBA MAY HAVE FELT COMPELLED TO TAKE SOME

ACTION BECAUSE OF THE WIDESPREAD PUBLICITY SURROUNDING THE

ROIL INVESTIGATION. THE CUBAN GOVERNMENT HAD TO BE

SENSITIVE TO THE CHARGES UF OFFICIAL CORRUPTION AND CUBAN

AID TO DRUG TRAFFICKERS.

WE ALSO HAVE NOTED A RECENT INCREASE IN THE AIRDROP OF DRUG

SHIPMENTS INTO UBA'S TERRITORIAL WATER, IT IS REASONABLE

TO ASSUME THAT CUBAN AUTHORITIES REALIZED THAT THIS ACTIVITY

DID NOT GO UNDETECTED BY U.S. LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES. FOR

EXAMPLE, LPIC REPORTED THAT THERE HAVE BEEN APPROXIMATELY 39

AIRDROPS OF DRUGS IN CUBAN WATERS SINCE APRIL 198. THIS is

A SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN DRUG-RELATED ACTIVITY INVOLVING

CUBA.
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WHILE LUBA HAS ACTED AGAINST OFFICIALS WHO WERE ALLEGEDLY

INVOLVED IN FACILITATING DRUG SHIPMENTS AND CASTRO HAS

PUBLICLY STATED HE WANTS TO OPEN A DIALOGUE, THE AIRDROPS

ARE CONTINUING, ALTHOUGH AT A SLOWER PACE- THE DRUG

TRAFFICKERS EITHER ARE WILLING TO TAKE THE RISK OF FACING

CUBAN LAW ENFORCEMENT OR PERHAPS THEIR ACTIVITIES ARE BEING

PROTECTED BY CORRUPT CUBAN AUTHORITIES. THESE EVENTS MAKE

IT VERY DIFFICULT TO JUDGE CUBA'S INTENTIONS. UNLY TIME

WILL TELL IF LUBA WILL CONTINUE ITS ATTEMPTS TO PREVENT

TRAFFICKERS FROM USING ITS TERRITORY AS A TRANSIT POINT FOR

DRUGS DESTIN2D FOR THE UNITED STATES.

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE THIS

COMMITTEE. I WUULD BE GLAD TO ADDRESS ANY QUESTIONS'
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Senator GRAHAM. Mr. Robert Asack, U.S. Customs Service,
Deputy Assistant Commissioner.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT ASACK
Mr. ASACK. Good morning, Senator Graham.
I am pleased to be here today to testify before you on the subject

of Cuban governmental involvement in drug trafficking and drug
trafficking through Cuban waters and air space.

With me today I have Mr. Leon Winn, Assistant Regional Com-
missioner of enforcement, southeast region. His area of expertise is
the marine interdiction, Customs interdictions and Customs inves-
tigations.

I also have with me Mr. Edmond Denmat, Director of the oper-
ations center, east, who is responsible at Customs for their interdic-
tion operation in the southeast.

My area of expertise is also air interdiction. I have spent 12
years in the Florida area in numerous positions.

Today it seems that the Cuban Government would like us to be-
lieve that Cuba is willing to join our efforts in combating interna-
tional drug trafficking.

In both public statements and through private diplomatic chan-
nels, Mr. Castro has proclaimed his desire to cooperate with the
U.S. Government in denying Cuban waters and air space to drug
smugglers.

You will recall that in April of this year the Cuban Government
signed the United Nations Convention against illegal traffic in nar-
cotics.

In June it announced the arrest of 14 high-ranking military offi-
cers and Interior Ministry officials on corruption charges relating
to drug trafficking. These two events are being waved like a flag as
a symbol of Cuba's interest in drug trafficking.

If recent overtures and events are born of sincerity, then we
should see Cuban Government efforts to provide to us tactical intel-
ligence on a case by case basis on those activities we know to still
be going on.

As you know, the island of Cuba straddles two major drug smug-
gling routes between the drug source countries in South America
and the United States.

Enforcement activities in and around the United States have ef-
fectively reduced the arrival zone, the U.S. arrival zone, for air
drops and transfer sites of drug smuggling operations.

Because of increasing enforcement effectiveness, sources indicate
that drug traffickers have been using Cuban waters and air space
as safe havens for their activities.

In the recent past we have had reliable information that the
Cuban Government was actively involved in the very activity it
was supposed to suppress.

Drug laden mother ships and smaller feeder boats were provided
protection while conducting operations in Cuban waters, while air-
craft transporting cocaine were refueled and repaired at Cuban air-
fields.
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In summary, if Cuba's overtures are sincere, I would like to see
unsolicited tactical intelligence from them on narcotics shipments
coming through their waters and air space.

I would further like to see them take effective enforcement
action against those smuggler aircraft and vessels which use Cuban
territory or its waters for safe haven.

Absent such an initiative on their part, our interdiction problems
are likely to continue.

That concludes my formal statement.
I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Asack follows:]
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MR. CHAI.XAN, I THANK YOU FOR INVITING ME HERE TODAY TO

TESTIFY BEFORE YOU ON TEE SUBJECT OF CUBAN GOVERNMENTAL

INVOLVEMENT IN DRUG TRAFFICKING, AND DRUG TRAfFICKING THROUGH

CUBAN WATERS AND AIRSPACE. WHILE WE IN LAW ENFORCEMENT APPLAUD

THE EFFORTS OF OUR DIPLOMATIC CORPS TO SECURE COOPERATION WTh

OTHER COUNTRIES ON MATTERS OF MUTUAL CONCERN, WE BELIEVE TOO,

THAT WE HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT THIS COUNTRY FROM

THREATS OUTSIDE OUR SHORES 0O MATTER WHAT THEIR ORIGIN.

TODAY, IT SEEMS THAT THEr CUMAN GOVERNMENT WOULD LIKE US TO

BELIEVE THAT CUBA IS WILLING TO JOIN OUR EFFORTS IN COMBATING

INTERNATIONAL DRUG TRAFICKNG. 14 BOTH PUBLIC STATEMENTS AND1

THROUGH PRIVATE DIPLOMATIC CHANNELS, MR. CASTRO HAS PROCLAIMED

HIS DESI.RE TO COOPERATE WIT. THE U.S. GOVERNMENT IN DENYING CUBAN

WATERS AND AIRSPACE TO DRUG SMUGGLERS.

YOU WILL RECALL THAT IN APRIL OF T9IS YEAR, THE CUBAN -

GOVERNKMENT SIGNED THE UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION AGAINST ILLEGAL

TRAFFIC IN NARCOTICS. IN JUNE, IT ANNOUNCED THE ARREST OF

FOURTEEN HIG4 RANKING MILITARY OFFICERS AND INTERIOR MINISTRY

OFFICIALS ON CORRUPTION CHARGES RELATING TO DRUG TRAFFICKING.

THESE TWO EVENTS ARE BEING WAVED LIKE A FLAG AS A SYMBOL OF

CUBA'S INTEREST IN DRUG TRAFFICKING.
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MY OWN OPINION IS THAT IF RECENT OVERTURES AND EVENTS ARE

BORN OF SINCERITY, THEN WE SHOULD SEE CUB&N GOVERNMENT EFFORTS TO

PROVIDE TO US TACTICAL INTELLIGENCE, ON A CASE BY CASE BASIS, ON

THOSE ACTIVITIES WE KNOW TO BE STILL GOING Ol.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I MUST SIT HERE BEORE YOU TODAY AND INFORM YOU

THAT Is my OPINION, MR. CASTRO'S PROTESTATIONS AgOUT DRUG

TRAFFICKING ARE QUESTIONABLE. WHILE I CANNOT SPEAK TO MR.

CASTRO'S MOTIVES, I CAN TELL YOU THAT THE CUSTOMS SERVICE,

THROUGH SOURCES, DEVELOPED INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTED OUR BELIEF

IN CUBANI GOVERNMENT COMPLICITY 1.N INTERNATIONAL DRUG TRAFFICKING.

I MIGdT ADD THAT THIS BELIEF KAY WELL BE SHARED 8Y OUR LAW

ENFORCEMENT COUNTERPARTS THOUGH THEY CAN SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.

AS YOU KNOW, THE ISLAND OF CUBA STRADDLES TWO MAJOR SMUGGLING

ROUTES BETWEEN THE DRUG SOURCE COUNTRIES IN SOUTH AMERICA AND THE

UNITED STATES. OUR ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES IN AND AROUND THE

UNITED STATES HAVE EFFECTIVELY DENIED THE ARRIVAL ZONEw FOR USE

AS AIR DROP AND TRANSFER SITES FOR DRUG SMUGGLING OPERATIONS.

BECAUSE OF OUR ENFORCEMENT EFFECTIVENESS, SOURCES INDICATE

THAT DRUG TRAFFICKERS ARE NOW AND HAVE BEEN INCREASINGLY USING

CUBAN WATERS AND AIRSPACE AS SAFE HAVENS FOR THEIR ACTIVITIES.
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IN THE RECENT PAST, WE HAVE HAD RELIABLE 14OR14ATION THAT THE

CUBAN GOVERNMENT WAS ACTIVELY IN VOLVeD IN THE VERY ACTIVITY IT

WAS SUPPOSED TO SUPPRESS. DRUG LADEN MOTHER SHIPS AND SMALLER

FEEDER BOATS WERE PROVIDED PROTECTION WHILE CONDUCTING OPERATIONS

IN CUBAN WATERS, WHILE, AI.CRAPT TRANSPORTING COCAINE WERE

REFUELED AND REPAIRED AT CUBAN AIRFIELDS. SO I WOULD SAY THAT,

DESPITE ARRESTS AND CONVICTIONS OF THE INDIVIDUALS NOTED ABOVE,

IT IS INCOMPREHENSIBLE TO ME THAT NARCOTICS TRAFFICKING ACTIVITY

TOOK PLACE WITHOUT THE KNOWLEDGE AND LEAST TACIT APPROVAL OF THE

HIGHEST LEVELS OF THE CUBAN GOVERNMENT.

MR. CHAIRMAN, WHILE CUSBA FORCES KAY INTERCEPT AND APPREHEND

THE OCCASIONAL "UNCONNECTED" DRUG SMUGGLER, I HAVE NO CONFIDENCE

AT THIS TIME THAT THE CUBA,4 GOVE.RNMZNT HAS A HEART-FELT DESIRE OR

INTENT TO ATTACK ITS COMRADESS AT THE PINNACLE OF WORLD DRUG

T..AFICKING.
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-4-

I4 SUMMARY, AS I SAD EARLIER, IF CUBA'S OVERTURES ARE

SINCERZ, I WOULD WANT TO SEE UNSOLICITED TACTICAL INTELLIGENCE

F ROM THEM ON NARCOTICS SHIPMENTS CONING THROUGH THEIR WATERS AND

AIRSPACE. ASSENT SUCH AN INITIATIVE ON THEIR PART, I WOULD RAVE

TO QUESTION THEIR MOTIVES FOR ToIS NEW FOUND CONCER4. IN SHORT,

I THINK WE CAN HOPE BUT WE MUST VERIFY.
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Senator GRAHAM. Rear Adm. Martin H. Daniell, Commander of
the 7th Coast Guard District.

STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. MARTIN H. DANIELL
Admiral DANIELL. Good morning, Senator Graham.
It is a pleasure to appear before you today and discuss Cuba and

drug trafficking.
Before I begin, let me explain to those who may not know, that

as Commander of the 7th Coast Guard District I deal with the
interdiction part of the drug problem in the 7th Coast Guard Dis-
trict, which encompasses the high seas off South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, and within the Caribbean, including Puerto Rico -and the
U.S. Virgin Islands.

It represents 1.8 million square miles of ocean area and over
1,600 miles of U.S. coastline.

I would like to briefly discuss this morning the scope of the drug
problem, our history of informal communications with Cuba, the
Coast Guard response to the threat, and some results of that effort
and recommendations stemming from it.

I must note that the unclassified nature of this hearing, some of
the specifics of the law enforcement cases must be omitted, and ad-
ditionally the Coast Guard must be careful to protect the sources of
some of its intelligence on this sensitive subject.

The area surrounding the Cay Sal Banks, the old Bahama Chan-
nel, and the Straits of Florida have been popular areas for smug-
gling for centuries.

This area is an ideal environment for smugglers, who use the
many islands and the jagged coastlines to cover their movements
and hide contraband.

These areas remain active to this day with both traditional mari-
time smuggling and air drops of narcotics onto land or to waiting
vessels.

Smugglers have used the territorial seas of Cuba to cover their
movements and to prevent U.S. interdiction forces from reaching
them.

The air drop scenario is our most difficult operational challenge
because it is the most complex one our interdiction forces face.

Each scenario is highly unpredictable, time-critical, and demands
that multiple players communicate and coordinate their actions
smoothly and swiftly.

Our experience has shown that no single agency can consistently
foil air drops without help from other agencies.

In 1988, as U.S. interdiction forces became more successful in
driving the smugglers away from the Bahamas and open ocean
areas covered by our ships and by radars, the narcotraffickers
began dropping their loads from aircraft closer and closer to Cuba.

It soon became apparent that our opposition was sending its
boats into the Cuban territorial sea to avoid our cutters.

It also became apparent that small general aviation aircraft had
been using the international flight corridors over Cuba and con-
tinuing northward to make air drops and land narcotics in the
Florida and Bahamas areas.

Senator GRAHAM. Excuse me, Admiral.
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Admiral DANIELL. Yes, sir.
Senator GRAHAM. At what date did this change in the pattern of

trafficking become noticeable?
Admiral DANIELL. The pattern of trafficking has been evident for

the past 5 or 6 years.
However, it has been intensifying over the past 2-year period to

the point where in the past 6 months there have been 28 tracks,
verifiable tracks across Cuba.

That number may differ a little bit from source to source, but it
is in the ballpark. That would be from January to June.

And, as I say, we believe it is because our growing net or devel-
oping net of radar detection facilities, which is still coming on
stream in the Caribbean, had the effect of forcing the traffickers
from other route that they were taking and making it desirable
for them to go over Cuba as q transit at this point.

They were using Cuban territory as a sort of safe haven from our
ships and aircraft in a manner which strongly suggested collusion
on the part of Cuban officials at some level. At the same time the
media also reported the indictments of several Cuban officials by
United States attorneys in Florida.

In 1989 we have witnessed spectacular trials and sentencing of a
number of Cuban officials accused of intimate involvement in nar-
cotrafficking.

These events apparently confirmed the collusion that had al-
lowed such activity to take place within Cuban territory. The
Cuban Government also announced that it would shoot down unau-
thorized aircraft overflying its territory.

Prior to the recent public trials in Cuba, the level of smuggling
cases in and around the Cuban territorial seas, including Cay Sal
Banks and the Old Bahama Channel had been approximately one
to three operations a week.

This was during the timeframe that I just gave you in response
to your question, Senator.

Since the trials and the announcement concerning unauthorized
overflights, we have detected two such overflights out of a total of
five cases in the area, whereas in the immediate aftermath of the
shoot-down announcement there was, for a period of approximately
2 weeks, no overflights. It is now clear that overflights have not to-
tally stopped.

Senator GRAHAM. You said there have been two flights since,
that you are aware of?

Admiral DANiELL. There have been five air drop scenarios devel-
op since overflight announcement and threat was made. Two of
those have generated tracks over Cuba.

So, whether we have complicity or whether we do not, I really do
not know, but two flights have taken place over Cuba.

It could be simply that there is selective complicity. I just do not
know.

The main point is though, that contrary to some hope or specula-
tion, the overflights have not stopped since the threat.

Now I would like to talk a little bit about informal communica-
tions with Cuba.
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The Coast Guard has maintained for years an informal means of
communication with our counterparts in Cuba, the Cuban border
guard.

This is a simple telex system, which is located in the 7th Coast
Guard District Headquarters in Miami, FL.

It is a working level method for coordinating search and rescue
and other operational matters with our counterparts in Cuba.

Since the United States does not maintain official relationships
with Cuba, this link is very important, both in prosecuting search
and rescue cases, or principally yachtsmen who inadvertently stray
into Cuban territorial waters, and in preventing unfriendly inci-
dents between Coast Guard and border guard units. This link is a
sensitive means of communication and is used sparingly.

Its principal use, I should emphasize, is to avoid misunderstand-
ings between Cuban forces seeking to investigate potential incur-
sions of their territorial seas and ourselves as the protector of
United States maritime interests in the area.

The telex has some limitations. It does not ensure real time re-
sponse to our queries. Some queries are ignored. But more recently
some have been answered very promptly.

In the past some replies contained information that appeared to
be incorrect or unrelated to our query. These answers might return
several days after our cable.

This would indicate that messages may be passed through differ-
ent levels of Cuban officialdom and experience delays through that
manner.

But this system does ensure that, at a working level, the Cubans
can be alerted that we know there is smuggling activity going on in
their territory.

The recent trials and reported executions indicate that the
Cuban Government may be taking this problem, the smuggling
problem, more seriously.

Recent telexes sent by the Coast Guard may have played a small
part in this change of attitude.

The Coast Guard has done several things to address the problems
associated with drug interdiction near Cuba.

First, we have focused intelligence efforts on the area to provide
our operational and tactical commanders the best information pos-
sible.

Second, we have stepped up the pace of operations and the
number of Coast Guard cutters and aircraft operating in the area.
We have developed improved operational and tactical procedures
for reacting to short-fused air drop scenarios.

Third, we have been working closely with the state and Justice
Departments, as well as other Federal interdiction agencies, to co-
ordinate our efforts to maximize our effect against the smugglers
and to ensure that the Coast Guard presents an accurate U.S. Gov-
ernment position in dealing with the border guard.

There have been some positive results in this area.
On 14 July 1989, the Cuban border guard responded to one of our

telexes that they would be willing to take action against smugglers
if only they would be given timely notification.

The Coast Guard, along with several Federal agencies, is study-
ing this position to see if we can work toward this end.
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We are also cautious because of the widely reported doubts by
many former government officials as to the sincerity of the Cubans
at stopping this problem.

Regardless of Cuba's actual sincerity, the Coast Guard is commit-
ted to countering the threat with all the means at our disposal.

We will watch closely to see if the smuggling patterns shift,
which we expect to happen if the smugglers are detiied access to
the cover of the Cuban air space and territorial seas.

If they shift, we will move with them and deny them, as possible,
any new sanctuary.

Thet completes my prepared testimony.
I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
[The prepared statement of Admiral Daniell follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REAR ADMIRAL MARTIN H. DANIELL, UNITED
STATES COAST GUARD, COMMANDER, SEVENTH COAST GUARD DISTRICT
BEFORE THE U.S. SENATE CAUCUS ON INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS CONTROL

11 AUGUST 1989

GOOD MORNING, MR, CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, IT

IS A PLEASURE TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY TO DISCUSS CUBA AND DRUG

TRAFFICKING. BEFORE I WEGIN, LET HE EXPLAIN THAT, AS COMMANDER,

SEVENTH COAST GUARD DISTRICT, I HAVE THE AUTHORITY AND LEAD

AGENCY RESPONSIBILITY TO ACT AGAINST ALL KARITIME-RELATED

NARCOTICS SMUGGLING ACTIVITY IN THE SEVENTH COAST GUARD DISTRICT.

THIS ENCOMPASSES THE HIGH SEAS OFF SOUTH CAROLINA, GEORGIA,

FLORIDA, AND WITHIN THE CARIBBEAN, INCLUDING PUERTO RICO AND THE

U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS AND REPRESENTS ABOUT 1.8 MILLION SQUARE MILES

OF OCEAN ARIA AND OVER 1600 MILES OF U.S. COASTLINE.

WHILE MY PRIMARY FOCUS IS THE INTERDICTION OF DRUGS

TRAVELING ON THE SURFACE, MY IMMEDIATE SUPERIOR, THE COMMANDER OF

COAST IUARD ATLANTIC AREA COMMAND, HAS DIRECT RESPONSIBILITY FOR

DRUG INTERDICTION EFFORTS IN THC AIR. A RESPONSIBILITY HE SHARES

WITH THE U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE. I ASSIST HIM IN THAT EFFORT BY

PROVIDING MAINTENANCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT TO HIS AIR

INTERDICTION ASSETS, AND STAND READY TO ACT SHOULD AN AIR

SMUGGLING SCENARIO TURN INTO A SURFACE INTERDICTION SCENARIO, AS

THEY OFTEN 00 WITH AIR DROPS OF CONTRABAND. BEFORE ADDRESSING

THE sPgCIFICS LET ME GIVE AN OVERVIEW. I WILL TOUCH ON FOUR

AREAS:

-THE SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM
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-INFORMAL COMMUNICATIONS WITH CUBA

-COAST GUARD RESPONSE TO THE THREAT

-RESULTS AND RECOMmeN)ATIONS

I WOULD NOTE THAT DUE TO THE UNCLASSIFIED NATURE OF THE HEARING,

SOME OF THE SPECIFICS OF THE LAW ENFORCEMENT CASES MUST BE

OMITTED. ADDITIONALLY, THE COAST GUARD MUST 5E CAREFUL TO

PROTECT THE SOURCES OF SOME OF ITS INTELLIGENCE ON THIS SENSITIVE

SUBJECT.

THZ SCOPZ OF THE PROBLEM

THE ARRAS SURROUNDING THE CAY SAL BANKS, THE OLD BAHAMA

CHANNEL AND THE STRAITS OF FLORIDA HAVE BEEN POPULAR AREAS FOR

SMUGGLING FOR CENTURIES. THIS AREA I AN IDEAL ENVIRONMENT FOR

SMUGGLERS, WHO USE THE MANY ISLANDS AND IHE JAGGED COASTLINE TO

COVER THEIR MOVEMENTS AND HIDE CONTRABAND. THESE AREAS REMAIN

ACTIVE TO THIS DAY, WITH BOTH TRADITIONAL MARITIME SMUGGLING AND

AIR DROPS Of NARCOTICS ONTO LAND OR TO WAITING VESSELS.

SMUGGLERS HAVE USED THE TERRITORIAL SEAS OF CUBA TO COVER THEIR

MOVEMENTS, AND TO PREVENT U.S. INTERDICTION FORCES FROM REACHING

THEM.

THE AIR DROP SCENARIO, BY THE WAY, IS PROBABLY OUR MOST

DIFFICULT OPERATIONAL CHALLENGE BECAUSE IT IS THE MOST COMPLEX

ONE OUR INTERDICTION FORCES FACE. EACH SCENARIO IS HIGHLY

UNPREDICTAILE. TIME-CRITICAL, AND DEMANDS THAT MULTIPLE PLAYERS

COMMUNICATE AND COORDINATE THEIR ACTIONS SKOeTHLY AND SWIFTLY.

OUR EXPERIZICE HAS SHOWN THAT NO SINGLE AGENCY CAN CONSISTENTLY

FOIL AIR DROPS WITHOUT HELP FROM OTHERS.
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IN 1988, AS U.S. INTERDICTION FORCES BECAME KORB SUCCESSFUL

IN DRIVING THE SMUGGLERS AWAY FROM THE BAHAMAS AND OPEN OCEAN

AREAS COVERED lY OUR SHIPS AND BY RADARS, THE NARCO-TRAFFCKERS

BEGAN DROPPING THEIR LOADS FROM AIRCRAFT CLOSER AND CLOSER TO

CUBA, IT SOON BECAME APPARENT THAT OUR OPPOSITION WAS SENDING

ITS BOATS INTO THE CUBAN TERRITORIAL SEA TO AVOID OUR CUTTERS.

IT WAS ALSO APPARENT THAT SMALL GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT HAD

BEEN USING THE INTERNATIONAL FLIGHT CORRIDORS OVER CUBA AND

CONTINUING NORTHWARD TO MAKE AIR DROPS AND LAND NARCOTICS IN THE

FLORIDA AND BAHAMAS AREA. THEY WERE USING CUBAN TERRITORY AS A

SORT Of SAFE HAVEN FROM OUR SHIPS AND AIRCRAFT, IN A MANNER THAT

STRONGLY SUGGESTED COLLUSION ON THE PART OF CUBAN OFFICIALS AT

SOME LEVEL. AT ABOUT THE SAME TINE, THE MEDIA ALSO REPORTED THAT

INDICTMENTS OF SEVERAL CUBAN OFFICIALS BY U.S. ATTORNEYS IN

FLORIDA.

IN 1989, WE HAVE WITNESSED SPECTACULAR TRIALS AND SENTENCING

OF A NUMBER OF CUBAN OFFICIALS ACCUSED OF INTIMATE INVOLVEMENT IN

NARCO-TRAFFICKING. THESE EVENTS APPARENTLY CONFIRM THE COLLUSION

THAT HAD ALLOWED SUCH ACTIVITY TO TAKE PLACE WITHIN CUBAN

TERRITORY. THE CUBAN GOVERNMENT ALSO ANNOUNCED IT WOULD SHOOT

DOWN UNAUTHORIZED AIRCRAFT OVERFLYING ITS TERRITORY.

PRIOR TO THE RECENT PUBLIC TRIALS IN CUBA. THE LEVEL OF

SMUOCLING CASES IN AND AROUND THE CUBAN TERRITORIAL SEAS,
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INCLUDING CAY SAL BANKS AND THE OLD BAHAMA CHANNEL HAD BEEN

APPROXIMATELY 1-3 OPERATIONS PER WEEK. SINCE THE TRIALS AND THE

ANNOUNCEMENT CONCERNING UNAUTHORIZED OVERFLIGHTS, WE HAVE

DETECTED ONLY ONE SUCH OVERFLIGHT OUT OF A TOTAL OF FOUR CASES.

WHILE THIS'IS BY NO MEANS ENOUGH INFORMATION UPON WHICH TO

DISCERN A TREND, IT IS CERTAINLY ENCOURAGING FROM OUR

PERSPECTIVE.

INFORMAL COMUNICATINS IT_ CUBA

THE COAST GUARD MAINTAINS AN INFORMAL MEANS OF COMMUNICATION

WITH THE CUBAN BORDER GUARD. THIS IS A TELEX SYSTEM WHICH IS

LOCATED IN THE SEVENTH COAST GUARD DISTRICT HEADQUARTERS IN

MIAMI, FLORIDA. IT IS A WORKING LEVEL METHOD FOR COORDINATING

SEARCH AND RESCUE, AND OTHER OPtRATIONAL MATTERS WITH OUR

COUNTERPARTS IN THE CUBAN BORDER GUARD, SINCE THE UNITED STATES

DOES NOT MAINTAIN OFFICIAL RELATIONS WITH CUBA, THIS LINK IS VERY

IMPORTANT, BOTH IN PROSECUTING SEARCH AND RESCUE CASES, AND IN

PREVENTING UNFRIENDLY INCIDENTS BETWEEN COAST GUARD AND BORDER

GUARD UNITS. NATURALLY, THIS LINK IS A SENSITIVE MEANS OF

COMMUNICATION AS WELL, AND IS USED SPARINGLY.

THE TELEX HAS SOME LIMITATIONS; IT DOES NOT ENSURE REAL TIME

RESPONSE TO OUR QUERIES. SOME QUERIES ARE IGNORED...BUT MORE

RECENTLY SOME HAVE BEEN ANSWERED VERY PROMPTLY. IN THE PAST,

SOME REPLIES CONTAINED INFORMATION THAT APPEARED TO BE INCORRECT,

OR UNRELATED TO OUR QUERY. THESE ANSWERS MIGHT RETURN SEVERAL

DAYS AFTER OUR CABLE. THIS INDICATES TO US THAT THE MESSAGES NAY
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BE PASSED THROUGH DIFFERENT LEVELS OF CUBAN 'OFFICIALDOM" AND

EXPERIENCE DELAYS IN THAT MANNER. BUT THIS SYSTEM DOES ENSURE

THAT, AT A WORKING LEVEL. THE CUBANS CAN BE ALERTED THAT WE KNOW

THERE IS SMUGGLING ACTIVITY GOING ON IN THEIR TERRITORY.

THE RECENT TRIALS AND REPORTED EXECUTIONS INDICATE THAT THE

CUBAN GOVERNMENT MAY BE TAKING THIS PROBLEM MORE SERIOUSLY.

RECENT TELEX'S SENT BY THE COAST GUARD MAY HAVE PLAYED A SMALL

PART IN THIS CHANGE OF ATTITUDE.

COAST GUARD RESPONSE TO THE PROBLEM

THE COAST GUARD HAS DONE SEVERAL THINGS TO ADDRESS THE

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH DRUG INTERDICTION NEAR CU3A. FIRST, WE

HAVE FOCUSED INTELLIGENCE EFFORTS ON THE AREA TO PROVIDE OUR

OPERATIONAL AND TACTICAL CCIMANDERS THE BEST INFORMATION

POSSIBLE. SECOND, WE HAVE STEPPED UP THE PAGE OF OPERATIONS AND

NUMBER OF COAST GUARD CUTTERS AND AIRCRAFT OPERATING IN THE AREA.

WE HAVE DEVELOPED IMPROVED OPERATIONAL AND TACTICAL PROCEDURES

FOR REACTING TO SHORT-FUSED AIR DROP SCENARIOS. AND THIRD. WE

HAVE BEEN WORKING CLOSELY WITH THE STATE AND JUSTICE DEPARTMENTS,

AS WELL AS THE OTHER FEDERAL INTERDICTION AGENCIES. TO COORDINATE

OUR EFFORTS TO MAXINUM EFFECT AGAINST THE SMUGGLERS. AND TO

ENSURE THAT THE COAST GUARD PRESENTS AN ACCURATE U.S. GOVERNMENT

POSITION IN DEALING WITH THE BORDER GUARD. THERE HAVE BEEN SOME

POSITIVE RESULTS IN THIS AREA.
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,ON 14 JULY 1989, THE CUBAN BORDER GUARD RESPONDED TO ONE OF

OUR TELEX'S THAT THEY WOULD BE WILLING TO TAKE ACTION AGAINST

SMUGGLERS If THEY ARE GIVEN TIMELY NOTIFICATION. THE COAST

GUARD, ALONG WITH SEVERAL FZDZRAL AGENCIES, IS STUDYING THIS

POSITION TO SEE IF WE CAN WORK TOWARD THIS END. WE ARE ALSO

CAUTIOUS BECAUSE OF THE WIDELY REPORTED DOUBTS BY MANY FORMER

GOVERNMENT OFFICIALSAS TO THE SINCERITY OF THE CUBANS AT

STOPPING THIS PROBLEM.

REGARDLESS OF CUBA'S ACTUAL SINCERITY, THE COAST GUARD IS

COMMITTED TO COUNTERING THE THREAT WITH ALL THE MEANS AT OUR

DISPOSAL. WE WILL WATCH CLOSELY TO SEE IF THE SMUGGLING PATTERNS

SHIFT, WHICH WE EXPECT TO HAPPEN IF THE SMUGGLERS ARE DENIED

ACCESS TO THE COVER OF THE CUBAN AIRSPACE AND TERRITORIAL SEAS.

IF THEY SHIFT, WE WILL MOVE WITH THEM AND DENY THEM, AS ABLE, ANY

NEW SANCTUARY.

ONE RECENT SUCCESS IN THIS AREA IS WORTH NOTING. ON 13 JULY

1989, AT ABOUT 0700, PERSONNEL FROM THE U.S, COAST GUARD CUTTER

SEAHAWK BOARDED AND SEI2MD THE 32 FOOT FISHING VESSEL QMOHICIAN

TOO", IN THE OLD BAHAMA CHANNEL, APPROXIMATELY 30 MILES NORTH OF

CUBA. ON BOARD WERE 1089 POUNDS OF COCAINE. THE COCAINE HAS

BEEN AIRDROPPED FROM A SMUGGLER AIRCRAFT THAT FLEW NEAR, BUT NOT

OVER CUBA, THIS MAY INDICATE THAT WORD OF THE TRIALS AND

EXECUTIONS, AS WELL AS THE THREATS OF SHOOTING DOWN AIR SMUGGLERS

BY CUBA, MAY BE HAVING THE EFFECT WE HOPED FOR. THE OUTLOOK FOR

MORE SUCCESSES IS BOLSTERED BY THE PLANNED ADDITION OF THE

FOLLOWING RESOURCES:
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-TWO ADDITIONAL E-2C'WIRCRAFT TRANSFERRED FROM CUSTOMS

-ADDITION OF THE GEORGETOWN LAND-BASED AEROSTAT

-DkLIVZRY OF THE FIFTH SEA-BASED ARROSTAT TO THE SEVENTH

COAST GUARD DISTRICT

-INCREASED INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT FROM THE NATIONAL

INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY

-INCREASED DETECTION RESOURCES PROVIDED BY DOD (JTF4)

I WOULD BE HAPPY TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS AT THIS TIME.
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Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Admiral.
The questions I am going to ask are directed to all members of

the panel. If anyone would like to comment, I would appreciate it.
Approximately 30 days ago the Cuban Government announced a

change of position, including the new shoot-down policy.
The admiral has commented that since that time there have

been at least two instances of air drops which appeared to utilize
Cuban territory.

Do either of the other two panelists have any information as to
what has occurred simze the statements of the new Cuban antidrug
policy?

Mr. ASACK. Up until last night we had thought, in terms of the
air drops, that there had been a reduction.

And again, as already stated, there has been at least one flight
over, if not two, over the Cuban air space, so that aircraft contin-
ued to the Bahamas, made an air drop and turned back over south
of Cuba.

However, the difficulty in detecting low flying aircraft south of
Cuba would bedevil Castro as much as it would bedevil us.

If the aircraft lost altitude, then they were complicit in the fact
that they understood that there was a drug plane, in fact, over
them.

So, if the target is down low, he is going to find it a difficult time
to interdict those airplanes. I would hope.

I mean, I am optimistically cautious, but he may, in fact, take
some action against drug smugglers in his territory, and, if so, that
has to be seen as an advantage.

Senator GRAHAM. Are you suggesting that the presence of an
overflight may not necessarily mean evidence of complicity, but
rather evidence of technical difficulties of identifying it or respond-
ing to it?

Mr. ASACK. It, could indicate that.
Senator GRAHAM. In my report we have learned recently about

the extent of Cuban involvement in drug trafficking. The admiral
has commented about some steps that the Coast Guard has taken.

Are there any other actions that have, or in your opinion or
could possibly be taken to harden our borders between the United
States and Cuba?

Admiral DANIELL. Yes; as I mentioned with regard to the advice
that we are now permitted to give to the Border Guard with regard
to air traffic over Cuban territory, these messages, at this point in
time, must be precleared with the State Department before we can
send them.

There was a little bit of problem with that.
The State Department has been absolutely terrific recently in

terms of turning them around quickly, the most recent being a 30-
minute turnaround, which in the Washington arena is magnificent,
having dealt with law enforcement clearances up there, myself.

However, the air problem moves so quickly that what we need,
and we are working on, and what I alluded to as being negotiated
in Washington now, is a system whereby we have the authority
within certain prescribed conditions, to let the Cubans know imme-
diately when something is going to happen.

Basically, it would be a prearranged term.
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As I say, that is working, and we hope to get the authority to do
it. That way there would be no excuse for Castro to say at we
were timelate.

Mr. ASACK. I would like to add to that, Senator Graham.
There is an existing FAA linkage to Cuban Aero Civil office in

Havana, and that is continually used to pass air traffic information
back and forth between the Havana control area and the Miami
control area. And that office is a means to rapidly transmit the
data on all existing flights.

Admiral DANIELL. In addition to hardening the area.
Mr. ASACK. Between our two countries, in terms of detection,

there are significant additional detection devices coming in a line
from the central Caribbean to the central Bahamas, that will offer
additional detection coverage in that area.

Senator GRAHAM. I visited recently in the Exumas and saw some
of the new facilities that are going to be established there and sub-
sequently south of there.

Are there any modifications of those facilities that would be indi-
cated as appropriate, based on the increased use of Cuba as an im-
porter?

Mr. ASACK. That facility that you saw and one further down the
Bahamian chain, hopefully will be coming into service next year,
would provide coverage in all border areas, or all areas we are
questioning except directly north of Miami corridor. There would
still be a soft spot.

The only practical way to address that is probably some ship-
borne radar in that area.

Admiral DANIELL. Senator, if I may, I would also point out that
we have, during the past 6 months, taken delivery of five seaborne
aerostats, which provide a flexible and mobile radar coverage of
any area of specific interest.

We have used those aerostats off of the Miami corridor and will
conZ'inue to do so, so that that will help to block off the weakness
Mr. Asack referred to.

Senator GRAHAM. In the earlier testimony, I believe it was by
Mr. Mas Canosa, he stated that there has been some evidence of
Mr. de la Guardia, a former Cuban official who was executed as a
result of the trials earlier this summer, having been in Miami di-
rectly negotiating drug trafficking arrangements with Miami-based
individuals.

Do you have any evidence of that kind of personal activity in this
community by Cuban officials making arrangements for drug traf-
ficking?

Mr. ASACK. Senator Graham, many Cuban violators have been
identified over the years and charged with transportation.

For people of high renown in any cartel to come in and out of
Miami on false passports is not something that is unknown. I
would think that that would be quite reasonable, that Mr. de la
Guardia was, in fact, here.

There was a very recent case where the head of the cartel was
brought-Santacruz Mandonio [phonetic] and his brother Shephard
Santacruz [phonetic] happened to be lurking around here in Miami
and, unfortunately for him, he was arrested. But he was here
under false passports and false identifications.
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We would have just watered at the mouth to get that kind of in-
formation.

Unfortunately it comes to us ex post facto, after they had al-
ready left.

Maybe everybody says we should have known, but in point of
fact we would believe that that is a high possibility that Mr. de la
Guardia was here, as well as many other members of the Cuban
Government on false passports.

But we were not able to document that on a real time basis so
that we could have taken some action.

Senator GRAHAM. The line of questions that I am trying to
pursue now is, given the indication that Cuba has become and is an
increasingly important site for complicity with drug traffickers, are
there steps that we should be taking in order to protect ourselves
against that increased threat?

In the area of immigration and naturalization, is there anything
that you would suggest that we might do in order to make it more
difficult for people like Mr. de la Guardia to gain entry into the
United States?

Mr. ASACK. Frankly, I am totally at a loss to respond to that,
Senator Graham.

Immigration Service obviously has a means of checking those
who come into the country. I am not too sure if someone is not
listed as a profile candidate that we can bring that up.

Senator GRAHAM. Do you know if the INS profile of candidates
included Cuban officials who may have engaged in drug trade?

Mr. AsACK. I do not know, sir. We would have to refer that, I
think, to INS.

Senator GRAHAM. You mentioned that from the late seventies
until the early eighties, I believe, the United States had an active
drug treaty or some agreement with Cuba.

I would like your comments on what was contained in that
agreement and in fact that it was in operation.

Mr. CASH. The agreement, Senator Graham, predates my arrival
in Miami, and, of course, is null and void.

But we have documented, or it was documented during that era,
according to the intelligence files of the Drug Enforcement Admin-
istration that several airplanes and vessels, which were interdicted
in Cuban waters were laden with cocaine, marijuana, and metha-
qualone

That particular time there were arrests made and that informa-
tion was forwarded to Cuba to the drug enforcement organization.

In 1982, as I have said, there was a political upheaval. That up-
heaval led to the travel ban of tourists, the travel ban of business-
men, and in retaliation was neutralized and has not been in effect
since.

In 1970, of course, that was, in fact, the source of some arrests
and seizures of traffickers who violated Cuban waters in the drug
smuggling business.

Senator GRAHAM. The question I am interested in is, What were
we doing in the late seventies, up until 1982, in terms of Govern-
ment relations with Cuba relative to drugs, that we have not done
since 1982?



Mr. CASH. I could submit that for the record for you, Senator
Graham.

I don't have at my fingertips the particular agreement. But it
was my understanding that there was data exchanged and it was
through diplomatic channels.

Senator GRAHAM. That question is interesting to me, and I be-
lieve important, because one of the responses, that has been sug-
gested to the recent Cuban announcement of their commitment
against drugs, is that we restore an agreement similar to that
which existed prior to 1982.

I would be interested in just what that would mean in an evalua-
tion of the effectiveness of what appears in the document.

Mr. CASH. I will submit that for the record, sir.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you.
Mr. ASACK. Senator Graham, I would just like to add to what Mr.

Cash just said.
In terms of Customs' interdiction role since 1971 and up through

the years that the agreement was abrogated, there was no percepti-
ble interchange or action, at least in the air interdiction with re-
spect to the Cuban Government.

And I would have to agree that the information probably was
passed through diplomatic channels.

Senator GRAHAM. If either of you has any further comment on
that question and would like to supplement it by writing it later, I
would appreciate it.

There have been some suggestions, including some of your com-
ments as well as the first-panel, about an unusually close relation-
ship between Cuba and Colombian drug cartel and even suggested
that the Colombian Government witnessed Colombia's sponsorship
of Cuba for various positions in the United Nations.

What is Known about direct connections between the Cuban Gov-
ernment and the Colombian drug cartel?

Mr. CASH. I think what you are referring to, Senator Graham,
there is a great deal of intelligence which is at this forum, which is
not. amenable to addressing on the record.

There is a history in the Guillot-Lara indictments and in that
entire investigation, revolving around the Colombian-Cuban inter-
play in Bogota in the Cuban Embassy, as well as the Cuban-Pana-
manian interplay in narcotics trafficking and negotiations thereof
in the Cuban Embassy in Panama.

And those particular countries also are mentioned in connection
with weapons, which Mr. Guillot-Lara was attempting to move
from Panama via Cuba into Colombia in support of the M-19 guer-
rilla movement.

That is as much as we can say on the record, but there is a histo-
ry of those three countries' involvement and collaboration in using

ba for drugs and weapons.
Senator GRAHAM. Do you have any comments, Admiral?
Admiral DANIELL. No.
Senator GRAHAM. You alluded to Panama.
One of the aspects of Panamanian involvement has been as a

moneylaundering center.
There is an article in today's Miami Herald about Panama has

actually been laundering drug cash. Is there any indication of
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Cuban involvement in that aspect of drug trafficking-moneylaun-
dering?

Mr. CASH. There have been cases over the years where money
was tracked into Panama and in the middle eighties, when Panama
was cooperating in turning over bank records, we frequently no-
ticed that the traffickers of interest to us also were moving money
into and out of Cuba and into and out of Colombia.

But other than that, there is not a great deal of play that I am
aware of, Senator, that would add to your wealth of knowledge on
the subject.

Senator GRAHAM. Castro has publicly complained that the
United States had information which would have led him earlier to
identify the drug activities of Cuban officials.

Are you aware of any information which was made available to
Castro prior to this summer which would have led to his suspicion
that Cuba was being used as a site for drug trafficking and that
Cuban officials were part of that conspiracy?

Mr. CASH. Senator, on the record the 1980 indictment of Guillot-
Lara was certainly not any well-kept secret.

It was widely publicized, it was televised, it was published in the
media which is widely followed in Havana. And it alleg-d, going
back to those years, the direct involvement of high officials in the
Communist Party.

It alleged the involvement of Aldo Santamaria-Cuadrado and spe-
cifically outlined in intimate detail in the indictment, itself, the
meetings that were attended by Santamaria in facilitating drug
traffickers' safe passage through Cuban waters.

That particular indictment and those particular claims that were
made involving Santamaria and other officials of the Cuban Gov-
ernment was roundly bashed in the press and vocally in a long
tirade by Fidel himself.

So, for him to say that he had no knowledge of any information
that we had concerning government officials and his involvement
in the narcotics traffic just simply is not true. His own statements
belie that fact.

Admiral DANIELL. On an operational basis, our first drug-related
telex, which was transmitted in the middle of last winter, related
an air di'op in which an aircraft had dropped within the Cuban ter-
ritorial sea to three sport fishermen, who had then gone south into
Cuba.

As a matter of fact, this is what prompted our initiatives to try
to get authority from State to use the telex for transmittal of this
kind of information, because I staked that area out with an aero-
stat balloon for 2 weeks.

When it exhausted its endurance and had to go into port, I
thought it better to let somebody know that those bad guys were in
there, and so we asked permission to do it.

So from that limited standpoint, there was official advice of oper-
ations in the area, I think that was in January of this year. And a
continuum of those since then.

Senator GRAiIAM. In that specific incidence of the air-drop last
winter, was there any indication of Cuban Government response to
the information provided?

Mr. CASH. Yes, sir.
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There was a reply within a week, which said that "No hemos
visto": We haven't seen anybody. And that was all that there was
to that.

The replies take a variety of forms. And as I said in my prepared
statement, sometimes we don't even get a reply.

But this time we did, and they simply said that they had not
seen the people, which we had identified by name and by FL
number on their boat.

Senator GRAHAM. Admiral, you had described the communica-
tions linkage which now exists relative to the transfer of informa-
tion on drug trafficking.

Is that linkage based as of the end of 1988 or early 1989?
Admiral DANIELL. No, sir; that linkage has been established for

many, many years, probably 20 years.
Senator GRAHAM. You said something about having asked per-

mission to use it for the specific purpose of eliminating this drug
issue.

Admiral DANIELL. Yes, sir; the point is that until recently the
principal use of this telex was to avoid international misunder-
standings in and about the limit of the Cuban territorial sea.

A classic case that would illuminate that would be an American
sailboat would drift down or be blown down into Cuban waters, or
be disabled, and we would get a call from a passing merchant
vessel that said that they had received a distress signal from a
boat, something that we had not heard.

And the Cubans characteristically come out with a patrol boat
and investigate those cases.

If it is right on the line or just outside the line where we would
have authority to go in on a nonemergency basis and pick up this
distressed vessel, we might use the telex to call the border guards
and say: We have a search and rescue case going on, surface or air,
such and such a location. Be advised that we will be operating near
your border.

And we will get an acknowledgment, and they will never come
out.

What might happen if we did not do that was that the vessel
might be circled by a Cuban gunboat or overflown by a Cuban heli-
copter, or that the Migs would come out.

And even though there have never been any hostile overtures, if
you are in a U.S. aircraft and you look out aver your wing and you
see a Mig on your wingtip, it can raise your blood pressure.

We like to avoid that. So that was the history.
What we have done now is gotten authority from State to use

that same mechanism to send specifically drug-related information
to our counterparts with a request for investigation and to report
back.

Senator GRAHAM. And that authority dates from when?
Admiral DANIELL. That authority dates from the 1st of February.
Senator GRAHAM. Of this year?
Admiral DANIELL. Yes, sir; give or take, but right in that time-

frame.
And it is that authority which, as I said, to clarify it, each and

every transmission on that particular subject, on the subject of
drugs, must be precleared by the State Department.

<1
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And what we are looking for in terms of Castro's request or the
border guard's request for more timely information is authority to
make those transmissions immediately, without that clearance.

Senator GRAHAM. Are there any other systemic contacts relative
to drug information between the United States and Cuba?

That is, other than this telex system.
[Negative nods from all three panelists.]
Senator GRAHAM. Gentlemen, I appreciate very much your par-

ticipation today and the very helpful information.
I think we are, through this series of hearings, starting with

Washington and here today, and we will continue in the future,
gaining a greater insight and appreciation of what is happening in
Cuba, the relationship of that to the specific issue of Cuba's drug
connection, and forming the basis of an enlightened United States
policy toward this matter.

Thank you very much for your contributions.
[Whereupon, the caucus adjourned, subject to the call of the

Chair.]
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